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Last week Austin Public Health issued a
“Protocols for Gyms and Exercise Facilities,”
color-coded chart of “risk-based guidelines”
“Protocols for Tanning Salon Customers”
to help Austinites better understand cur– but they mostly boil down to the same sugrent conditions, from the greener pastures
gestions. Consider wearing a mask (but it’s
of Stage 1 to the fire-engine red of Stage 5.
not required). Maintain six feet of distance
(We’re currently assessed as being in Stage
from other individuals (well, if at all pos3.) The chart explains which businesses are
sible). Self-screen for symptoms and don’t
allowed to operate, what kind of persongo anywhere if you’re sick (but businesses
al safety measures one should take, how
aren’t required to check your temperature
higher-risk individuals should adjust
before you enter, or provide hand sanitizer
their behavior, and other guidance
once you’re there). And, p.s., stringent
on how to safely navigate this
compliance with these protocols is
pandemic.
strongly recommended … so, yeah,
From stages, we swivel to
pretty much up to you then.
phases, which is how Gov.
What you won’t find in these
Abbott’s ongoing plan to
protocols is guidance on the
by Ki m be rle y
“reopen” Texas is proceeding.
knottier stuff business owners,
Jon es
Starting Friday, May 22, we
workers, and customers are weighlaunch into Phase Two, which
ing right now – economic concerns,
allows bars to reopen at 25% capacsafety fears, the moral reckoning of
ity, and restaurants to expand from
life versus livelihood. The pandemic was
quarter- to half-capacity. Also on Friday’s
already awfully complicated and not at all
“now open for business” list? Bingo halls,
equal on the shoulders it burdened most.
tattoo parlors, skating rinks, and zoos. This
This reopening is proving even gnarlier.
expansion comes even as the COVID-19
This week we have a few stories about how
caseload in Texas hasn’t dropped, or even
Austinites in impacted industries, includleveled off, but rather continues to climb,
ing clubs and salons, are approaching the
which is kind of like running into a burning
reopening. As Texas continues to open back
building, not away from it.
up for business, there’ll be many more stoIf you go to the Texas Department of
ries to tell. And as we start to see the effects
State Health Services website, you’ll find
of the reopening, I hope we don’t also have
all kinds of documents on how to prepare –
some terrible regrets.
n
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agreement with its landlord.
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Feedback
Letters & Comments

EmbracE thE tEch
Dear Editor,
The world has changed recently, but one thing
that has not changed is Austin’s entrepreneurial
spirit. Austin’s business community has quickly
adopted solutions to adapt and serve our city,
even when we can’t be in the office. Solutions
offered by Google and other tech companies
have allowed small businesses to continue
operating in an unpredictable environment.
At Austin Tech Alliance, we’ve embraced technology in new and creative ways to stay connected with our members, colleagues, and community. Zoom, Google Meet, and other virtual platforms allow us to stay connected through online
happy hours, board games, and meetings.
It is disheartening to me that Attorney
General [Ken] Paxton is leading an investigation
into companies that enable businesses and
families to foster the human connection we
need during this time. Paxton should focus taxpayer dollars and efforts on keeping Texans
safe and supporting businesses as we develop
plans to reopen the economy.
Sarah Ortiz Shields

u p d at e d d a i ly:

Letters to the editor must be signed with
full name and include daytime phone number,
full address, or email address. Letters should
be no longer than 300 words.
We reserve the right to edit all submissions.
Letters may not be edited, added to, or
changed by sender once we receive them.
General email address: mail@austinchronicle.com
Letters online: austinchronicle.com/feedback
Mailing address: The Austin Chronicle,
PO Box 4189, Austin, TX 78765

Na Still hErE
Dear Editor,
You COMPLETELY missed a great part of
this story [“Coronavirus and the Threat to
Those Recovering From Addiction,” Cover
Story, May 15]. The Narcotics Anonymous fellowship has provided a strong recovery presence to the Austin community for more than
30 years, with many members with decades
of recovery from addiction. The NA community
pivoted quickly and adapted to the new reality
of no face-to-face meetings, and most NA
meetings have been meeting virtually since
the shelter-at-home orders were em-placed. If
someone you know is suffering from addiction, NA is here. Visit the Central Texas Area
NA website at CTANA.org for a listing of local
meetings.
Anonymous

austinchronicle.com/postmarks

OPINION

VOicES FrOm thE cOmmUNitY

to PrePAre For FUtUre sHoCKs,
AUstIn mUst Get WeIrDer
We’ve done our best to “Keep Austin
chief weird would represent future generWeird,” but the world is trying its best to
ations in official Austin city business and
out-weird us. Disease, quarantines, proprovoke leaders with new ideas and altertests against quarantines, health workers
native futures. With real teeth, all policies
in scrubs protesting the protesters, no toilet
made by the city would need to consider
paper, no meat, no justice. We’re likely only
long-term impacts before being enacted.
at the beginning of a very long, disturbing
The second sister, the Chamber of the
era of continual shocks and disruptions.
Weird, would foreground long-term economic
COVID-19 is not going to keep climate
threats and opportunities for local businesschaos, economic injustice, or the attacks on
es. This early warning system would help
our institutions of democracy at bay. These
businesses prepare and coordinate responsshocks, to paraphrase Kurt Vonnegut, can
es to emerging issues. Keep Austin Weird
only prepare us to be shocked yet again. So
has been a rallying cry for local businesswhat should we do? As a practicing futurist
es against the incursion forces of national
based in Austin, my advice is for us to stay
chains. Pooling research resources with the
weird, and get more wyrd.
Office of the Weird, and engaging in cusThe word “weird” comes from the old
tomized work that focuses specifically on
English – Wyrd, meaning signs and porstrategic business issues, the Chamber of
tents of things to come. To weird (the verb)
the Weird would provide a competitive foremeant to preordain, to set a path in motion.
sight-driven edge for local Austin businesses.
And a Wyrd (the noun) is someone who can
Dust off your tutu and meet the third
read the winds of change and foretell or set
sister: the Club of Weird. This cultural
in motion a path or destiny.
movement would rely on self-organizing
Becoming truly weird means
creative energy of Austin residents
becoming a futurist. It means comto bring futures to the streets, bars,
mitting to thinking and acting
churches, Zoom meetings, and
BY Jake
appropriately to protect, empower,
other gathering places. Imagine
D unaGan
and support people dealing with
visioning sessions at Barton
volatile and high-stakes futures.
Springs Pool, meditations at the
Austin should become a prepared,
Ellsworth Kelly Chapel, future singforward-looking city. It should become
alongs at the Willie statue, and facilthe “weirdest city in the world.”
itated foresight workshops in the line at
How do we get weird(er)?
Franklin Barbecue. Imagine future visions
This city is already full of visionaries,
becoming our street art. These emergent
innovators, and long-term thinkers. Getting
social practices would build a citywide,
weird means that we have to institutionalize
ongoing conversation about the futures we
foresight in the practice of government, the
want to see for Austin, and create the most
function of business, and the spirit of culfutures-literate community in the world.
ture. We need to conjure three weird sisters.
Long-term thinking is not partisan or
In government, the city of Austin should
ideological. It is about articulating shared
create an Office of the Weird. This office
values, understanding the landscape of
would be responsible for long-term visionchange ahead, and acting in the present
ing for the city and region. It would track
to make preferred futures happen. We can
emerging issues and trends and inform the
be victims of the future, or we can be
mayor’s office, city agencies, and the public
architects of the future, as Bucky Fuller
on issues that could (negatively or positiveonce said. If there’s any place that has the
ly) impact the city and its population. It
capacity, creativity, and will to weirdness, it
would conduct research and hold regular
is Austin. As we surf from one shock to the
convenings with Austin residents to inspire
next, ask yourself, what will we choose to
and gather visions of preferred futures. The
become? I say we get weird!
■
Jake Dunagan is director of the Governance Futures Lab at the Institute for the Future,
and adjunct professor of foresight in the School of Design and Creative Technologies at UTAustin. His work focuses on social invention – the creation of new social and political
systems for the world to come. He also designs experiences and artifacts from the future.
The Chronicle welcomes submissions of opinion pieces on any topic from the community.
Find guidelines and tips at austinchronicle.com/contact/opinion.
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News

Quote oF tHe Week

“The Court finds the Grim Reaper’s scepter of pandemic
disease and death is far more serious than an unsupported
fear of voter fraud in this sui generis experience.”

– U.S. District Judge Fred Biery
in his Tuesday ruling legalizing
Texas vote-by-mail during
pandemic. See more inside.

HeADliNes

Volunteers with YMCA of
Austin distribute 20-pound
boxes of fruits and vegetables
at the organization’s North
Austin location on May 19.
The YMCA is partnering with
Brighter Bites and DiMare
Fresh to host free, weekly
distribution of fresh produce
through August at the North
Austin and East Communities
YMCAs. Distribution is every
Tuesday on a first-come, firstserved basis while supplies
last: North Austin location
(1000 W. Rundberg) begins at
9am; East Communities (5315
Ed Bluestein) begins at 10am.

Cases Climb amid Reopening Texas reported 1,801

new cases of COVID-19 on Sat., May 16, the largest single-day jump since state officials began tracking cases
in early March. Two days later, Gov. Greg Abbott
unveiled his plans for Phase Two of reopening the state,
giving the go-ahead to bars, bowling alleys, aquariums, and other businesses to resume operations (under
some restrictions) on Fri., May 22.

Hold my mask Five days before that May 22 date,

however, local band LC Rocks posted a photo of a May
16 concert showing a dense crowd at Emerald Point Bar
& Grill in Northwest Austin. No one in the photo appears
to be wearing a mask; see more on the story online.

CoVid-19 impaCt on latinos Austin Public Health

released updated COVID-19 data showing Latinos are
disproportionately impacted by the pandemic at higher
rates than non-Latino Austinites. Specifically, Latinos
represent 64% of COVID-19 related hospitalizations
and more than half of all cases in Austin-Travis County.
Former AISD Board Trustee Paul Saldaña and other
advocates are calling on the city to create a Latino
action coalition/task force in response.

aCl? longHoRn Football? According to the Austin

Chronicles of Deaths, Foretold

John Anderson

The coronavirus works for free and cares not about its approval rating
Having already failed on a horrendous
ingly, been given control of the Republican
scale at the most fundamental requireregime’s fortunes. Both the White House
ments of the jobs they sought so fervently
and the governor had set guidelines for
and at such great expense, President
reopening the economy that they now
Apesh*t and Gov. Greg Abbott and
pretend don’t exist, even though
their hangers-on have decided
they made a big deal out of doing
not to be the least bit sorry
so. There’s no point in expecting
about it. At the first sign that
them to care about this; the daily
the measures they’d relucdemands of the Fox News noise
by
mik
e
cl
a
r
k
tantly taken to limit the toll of
machine require each and every
ma dis o n
the COVID-19 pandemic were
action of the ruling Red Team to
becoming unpopular, they abanhave as its first goal the Owning of
doned even the pretense of standing
Libs. Once the COVID-19 crisis was
tough in the face of crisis.
reducible to this first-grade schoolyard level,
They have now fully thrown in their lot with
it was inevitable that other goals, such as
the weak and stupid people who have, amazkeeping people alive, would no longer matter.

AustiN
At lArge
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We Wish We KneW for sure

So what do we do now? Those of us who
are strong enough and smart enough to
not ride along with the Freedom Shriekers
face a quandary. It would be nice to know
for certain that truth will out – that it will
not take too long, or cost too much, to
make plain that public health and economic
health and political health cannot be separated. The virus is hard at work, does its
gruesome job for free, and cares not about
its approval rating. Forcing sick people
back to work, reopening businesses whose
customers don’t want to return, bringing
students back for educations that are no
continued on p.8

American-Statesman, Austin Public Health officials said
large events – particularly ones with over 2,500 attendees like Austin City Limits Music Festival and UT-Austin
football games – are unlikely through the end of the
year as the COVID-19 crisis continues. The Statesman
reported Austin/Travis County Interim Health Authority
Dr. Mark Escott said Austin would need to reach Stage 1
in its reopening plan before considering such events;
currently, the city is in Stage 3.

Colony paRk CaRRies on The city’s moving forward

with its plans to develop the 208-acre Colony Park
Sustainable Community near Colony Loop Drive and
Loyola Lane. Austin’s Economic Development
Department has inked an Exclusive Negotiating
Agreement with Catellus Development Corporation for
the project, which is expected to include housing, retail
and office space, and a transit center. It’s the largest
redevelopment of city-owned land since Mueller.

HigH-speed, HigH-Fatalities

The Austin Police
Department is stepping up its patrol of high-speed,
high-traffic roadways. The citywide operation – running
through May 31 – is in response to what APD calls a “significant number” of traffic fatalities and serious injury
accidents happening while overall traffic is down.

CybeRtRuCk WtF?

The interwebs were thick with
unconfirmed reports this week that Austin is a finalist
(or maybe the super-duper winner?) to host electric
vehicle maker Tesla’s new assembly plant, what CEO
Elon Musk has called a “Cybertruck Gigafactory.”

Personal Injury Lawyer
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Austin At LArge continued from p.6
longer worth their sticker price, and hoping
there’s enough health care to go around are,
at the very best, large gambles, and more
likely will make things worse before they
are better.
But having seen the clownery and corruption and bad juju that we have for
three years straight without respite, we
are naturally afraid that the bill won’t
come due until it’s too late to banish our
ruling regime to whatever nasty wilderness awaits them. (Siberia may actually
be an option.) I continue to believe that
throwing Orange Julius over the side will
not be as hard as people think or fear, but I
also worry that in the absence of an actual
campaign season, we won’t have the obvious momentum we’ll need for the actual, crushing, existential defeat the GOP
deserves up and down the entire ballot. So
we need to do whatever we can to hasten
that outcome.
I frankly don’t give a damn about Joe
Biden; our mission right now needs to be
unalloyed negative partisanship. Whoever
you want to win, the GOP must lose,
because its iniquity is actually costing us
thousands of lives right at this moment.
There is no harder, more unambiguous way
for a political party and governing regime
to fail than what is happening right now;
it’s so bad that even Joe Biden, the most
replacement-level of all possible nominees,
has a landslide victory within his reach.
Keep pushing.

What’s Worse than Losing

The alternative, we can feel in our bones,
is much, much worse than four more years
of political dissatisfaction. I do not subscribe to the more florid #resistance paranoia about American democracy itself being
at stake; our nation, even at its very worst,

CIVICS 101
BuLLetin Board
Libraries, pools, athletic programs, rec centers, and cultural centers are closed, as is Austin
Animal Center, and playgrounds and park amenities (except restrooms and water fountains).
Park green spaces, trails, and golf course green
spaces will remain open. Capital Metro is on a
modified schedule (www.capmetro.org/covid19).
For the latest info, visit www.austintexas.gov/
covid19. Watch ATXN at www.austintexas.gov/
atxn for livestreamed APH announcements, as
well as city meetings. Uninsured Travis County
residents experiencing COVID-19 symptoms and
who don’t have an established doctor may call
CommUnityCare’s hotline at 512/978-8775
(8am-5pm). The Austin Public Testing Enrollment
Form is at www.austintexas.gov/covid19.
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is strong and smart enough to not be vulnerable to the ham-handed inadequacies
of Donald Trump. Much of our current
thousand-yard-stare reaction to the Apesh*t
administration acknowledges, if only tacitly, that he’s gonna be gone soon, down one
of several possible exit slides. What will
be left behind may suck really hard, but it
won’t be categorically different than prior
American bad times.
What will be worse is the unavoidable
conclusion that, in the absence of a comprehensive repudiation of the 21st century
GOP, a whole bunch of intolerable realities are actually acceptable. COVID-19
will continue to kill people needlessly,
and we’ll have accepted that because so
many of those people are not white – right
now, Latinos in Travis County appear to
account for a profoundly disproportionate
share of coronavirus infections – and do
jobs that we consider menial, this will not
stop us in our tracks. We will accept that
our right to vote without infringement has
been abandoned, a key accomplishment of
our elders’ epochal fight for justice simply undone, and that it along with many
other rights must continually be claimed
rather than received. The surviving GOP
elite will simply never mention Trump
again, or pretend they were likewise
his victims, and that in his absence
they retain the right to rule in only their
own interests.
This cannot be allowed. Whatever happens between now and November, the work
of reclaiming our history and our future
from these malevolent and defective bozos
cannot end in 2020. Engaging with their
madness now is madness itself; we have
lots of ways, and lots of power, to replace
what’s broken and rotten in our society with
a sturdier frame built of justice and, yes, of
love. Our lives now literally depend on it.n

t h u r s day 5 /2 1
City CounCil See our preview in this week’s
issue. 10am. www.austintexas.gov/council.

Housing FinanCe Corporation Board
10:30am. www.austintexas.gov.

Housing autHority 11am & noon.

www.austintexas.gov.

f r i day 5 /2 2
austin rosewood Community
development Corporation 10am.
www.austintexas.gov.

live witH tHe 19tH Conversation between
the 19th’s Amanda Becker and RNC Chair
Ronna McDaniel. Noon. www.19thnews.org.
eConomiC prosperity Commission
1pm. www.austintexas.gov.
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Voting, Any Way You Want
Voting by mail … or with your pocketbook, just for fun
If you’re not sure where we stand from day
thing you buy and donate, and volunteers will
to day on the Texas vote-by-mail policy,
deliver the goods to students at the food disyou’re not alone. Can you get a mail ballot
tribution sites Austin ISD is operating around
for the July 14 election, or the November
town. This project just got off the ground this
one, because the coronavirus constitutes a
week, so they’re looking for people willing to
disability keeping you from safely voting in
go shopping for a good cause (two, actually),
person? The Democratic Party says yes,
and also for more businesses interested in
Ken Paxton says no, two courts said yes,
participating. They’ll take donated goods and
another said no, and now another has said
volunteers as well, though they’re already
yes, emphatically, but Paxton will appeal that
well-partnered with local nonprofits Austin
to still another (see p.12). What’s an aspirVoices for Education and Youth, Austin
ing voter to think?
Partners in Education, and Marathon
Well, through the fog of legal war rides
Kids. See full info, including the list of
local state Rep. Sheryl Cole to the
stores and discount codes, at www.
rescue, with this message of clarity
austincouncilpta.org/funlearning.
to her constituents:
“There is one key detail that
This weekend is the state’s waterneeds to be emphasized. In
efficient products and energy star
Texas, it is not policy for voters
sales tax holiday; buy water- and
by ni ck
to provide proof of disability, nor
energy-efficient products tax-free this
bar baro
can officials police disabilities.
Sat.-Mon., May 23-25. That applies to any
There is not a list of conditions that
products with a WaterSense or Energy Star
would make a voter eligible. Would
label, including major appliances, household and
your arthritis, allergies, or headaches qualify
garden products, even plants, trees, and grasses. See
you to vote by mail? If you are eligible to
the full lists at www.comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/publivote and believe you have a condition that
cations/98-1018.php, and … /96-1331.php.
would affect your ability to vote, then you are
allowed to vote by mail.”
Given how poorly the texas railroad Commission
provides oversight of environmental issues, it’ll be
worth checking in to hear what the Democratic candiThe Austin Council of PTAs has just
launched Austin Fun + Learning, aiming “to
dates for the seat have to say to Texas Campaign for
support local students by supporting local
the Environment, Sierra Club Lone Star Chapter, and
businesses” – and to promote, well, fun and
Environment Texas in a candidates forum via video
learning for school-age kids from kindergarteleconference, 7-8pm Wed., May 27. Hear from Chrysta
ten through high school. Local partner stores
Castañeda, Roberto Alonzo, and possibly James Wright;
– so far that’s Toy Joy, Wild About Music,
register at bit.ly/RegisterRRCCandidatesForum.
n
BookPeople, Over the Rainbow, and
Send gossip, dirt, innuendo, rumors, and other
Thinkery – offer discounted prices on anyuseful grist to nbarbaro@austinchronicle.com.

s at u r day 5 /2 3
raCial Healing CirCles On finding common ground to help overcome racism. 1:305pm. Free. www.austinymca.org.
ranked-CHoiCe voting and more

PubliC
NotiCe

W e d n e s day 5 /2 7

ongoing

audit and FinanCe Committee 9:30am.

nortH lamar puBliC Hearing Regarding
improvements from U.S. 183 to Howard Lane.
Through May. austintexas.gov/northlamarenv.

www.austintexas.gov.

Bizopen: CommerCial property
requirements weBinar General overview

Common Ground for Texans reviews how rankedchoice voting works. 2-4pm. www.cg4tx.org.

of the city of Austin’s development process.
10-11am. Free. www.austintexas.gov/smallbiz.

t u e s day 5 /2 6

texas railroad Commission Candidate Forum 7-8pm. texasenvironment.org.

Bizaid Business orientation weBinar

10-11:30am. www.austintexas.gov/smallbiz.

HealtH and Human serviCes
Committee 10am. www.austintexas.gov.
projeCt ConneCt Citywide meeting

Hosted by Mayor Steve Adler and Capital Metro’s
Wade Cooper. 11am. www.projectconnect.com.

t h u r s day 5 /2 8
moBility Committee speCial Called
meeting 10am. www.austintexas.gov.
aia austin weBinar Meet professionals

selected to judge this year’s AIA Austin Design
Awards. 5-7pm. Free. www.aiaaustin.org.

projeCt ConneCt distriCts 5 & 8
virtual Community meeting Hosted by

District 5 CM and Capital Metro board member
Ann Kitchen and District 8 CM Paige Ellis. 6pm.
Online. www.projectconnect.com.

sxsw edu online Sessions, Q&As, and
screenings. Through June 2. www.sxswedu.com.
Burnet road puBliC Hearing Regarding
improvements from U.S. 183 to MoPac. Through
June 5. www.austintexas.gov/burnetenv.
parkField drive open House Austin

Transportation is proposing changes on Parkfield
Drive and near Woolridge Elementary School to
enhance safety and mobility. Through June 14.
www.austintexas.gov/parkfielddrive.

Heritage grant apps For the preservation
of historic buildings, sites, or districts. Through
July 10. www.austintexas.gov/heritage-grants.
projeCt ConneCt open House Austin’s
high-capacity transit plan. Ongoing.
www.capmetro.org/projectconnect.

LEARN ABOUT
AUSTIN’S

Water
Quality
For more than 100 years, Austin Water
has been committed to providing safe,
reliable, high quality drinking water with
a focus on sustainable and affordable
services to our customers.

Austin Water’s 2019
Consumer Confidence Report

provides facts about the safety and quality of your drinking
water, which meets all state and federal standards.

Quality

Austin Water tests your drinking water several times each day
as it passes through the distribution system, and our water
meets and exceeds EPA regulations.

Value/Affordability

For the cost of a 20 oz. bottle of water, you can buy around
300 gallons of Austin’s tap water and it tastes great!

Environment

Choosing drinking water from Austin Water is environmentally
sound because no fuel is used to transport plastic water
bottles and no petroleum is used to create the plastic.
And, no plastic bottles go in the landfill. You can find the 2019
Consumer Confidence Report online at the link below, or
call 512-972-0155 to receive a copy by email or mail.

Because SHELTER PETS need your help.
Friends of Austin Animal Center works to keep pets in homes,
helps shelter pets find new families, and provides enrichment
and care for the pets in the shelter.

Austin Water Quality Report 2019

Austinwater.org/WaterQuality
Para una versión en Español llame al 512-972-0155

Visit FriendsofAAC.org to
learn how you can make an
impact.

austinwater.org
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Abbott Hits the Gas,
Tries to Outrun Virus

Gym members return to one of the newly
reopened Planet Fitness locations (S. Pleasant
Valley Rd.) on May 18. As businesses are allowed
and encouraged to reopen by Gov. Greg Abbott,
Council is looking to create a strategy to protect
workers who feel they cannot stay home.

Council wants to help workers put their health first
by Austin sAnders
The City Council wants a strategy to protect workers who feel they cannot stay
home and to slow transmission of the
coronavirus. A resolution on today’s agenda, introduced by Council Member Greg
Casar, would create guidelines that employers could follow as businesses are allowed
and encouraged to reopen by Gov. Greg
Abbott. These would generally support
high-risk workers (over 65, with underlying
conditions, or living with those who are) as
well as people who are reluctant to stay
home if sick or to be tested for COVID-19,
lest they lose income.
While Casar’s resolution encourages
employers to offer telework as an option or to
isolate such employees in the workplace, the
city doesn’t have authority to enforce such
rules. Instead, the resolution tasks city staff
with finding ways to provide relief to work-

ers who opt to stay home – by helping them
file for unemployment benefits (including
those made available to contract workers
during the pandemic) or even providing
direct financial assistance. The resolution
also calls for city support of workers who
advocate for safer conditions, with educational materials and outreach; City Manager
Spencer Cronk is set to report back with a
plan and funding options on June 2.
Another resolution, brought by Mayor
Pro Tem Delia Garza, would convene a
working group to create a “right to return”
program for concession workers at AustinBergstrom International Airport laid off
during the COVID-19 crisis. Such a program could use federal aviation bonds to
incentivize airport restaurants and bars to
rehire employees (or provide written notice
of why they are hiring others); Cronk is set

City of Austin ReleAses Risk-BAsed Guidelines
On May 13, Austin Public Health released this color-coded chart to walk Austinites through
various stages of COVID-19 risk and how to adapt their behavior. As of May 20, Austin/Travis
County is assessed as being in Stage 3. See the city’s COVID-19 dashboard (www.austin
texas.gov/covid19) for daily monitoring.
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sick? stay Home.

Despite the percentage of COVID-19 cases,
hospitalizations, and deaths in Texas continuing to climb, Gov. Greg Abbott on Monday, May
18, pressed ahead with Phase Two of his “Open
Texas” plan to restart the state’s economy. The
original benchmark for doing so was to be a
14-day sustained downward trajectory in COVID19 numbers since his Phase One reopening on
April 27, which has not occurred. Instead, Abbott
cited a decline in the “positivity rate” – the percentage of COVID-19 tests returning a positive
result, calculated as a 7-day rolling average, even
though that’s dependent on the number of tests
and may not reflect at all a decrease in infections.
The state had been combining serum antibody
tests (showing past infections) with the nasal
swab tests for current infections, which further
renders the metric questionable.
The real metric Abbott is using, of course, is the
approval of the Republican base that has declared
COVID-19 an overblown pretext to deprive them of
liberty. They were indeed pleased with the specifics
of Abbott’s latest executive order (GA-23) – office
buildings and day cares could reopen immediately,
restaurants and retailers can go to 50% capacity as
of Friday, May 22, and bars and clubs can reopen at
25% capacity on the same date. Summer schools
and camps are allowed beginning June 1. Even sporting events may resume soon, without spectators.
In theory, these are all subject to public health
protocols (social distancing, masks, hand-washing,
etc.) as laid out in numerous checklists on the
Open Texas website (gov.texas.gov/opentexas). In
practice, Abbott has eliminated jail time as a consequence for not complying with these protocols
or capacity limits, and businesses can probably get
away with ignoring them. Whether their customers
are willing to do the same is far from certain; in
recent state-by-state polling from The
Washington Post, Abbott’s coronavirus approval
rating was among the lowest, trailed only by
Georgia’s Brian Kemp and Hawaii’s David Ige.
– Mike Clark-Madison

to report back on June 11 with recommendations from the working group.
The Country Inn and Suites at 7400 N.
I-35 is the latest motel the city plans to purchase, for $8.75 million, as a quarantine site
for people experiencing homelessness.
Staff wants to buy the motel, rather than
leasing it out as it has done with other quarantine and isolation sites, as “the most efficient action to ensure that these services
and this space is available to address the
public health emergency resulting from
COVID-19,” which is likely to last for more
than a year.
Other items related to homelessness
include a 15-month contract with
Foundation Communities for 12 units of
permanent supportive housing linked to
the Downtown Austin Community Court
at a cost of $285,345, with three potential
12-month extensions, as well as a threeyear, $1.8 million extension of the city’s
contract with WorkQuest, which conducts
cleanups under overpasses. Those have
been on hold to avoid displacing encampments during the pandemic, and the city
says the contract extension does not mean
those cleanups will resume immediately.
Council is likely to approve a new slate of
contracts with nonprofits from the city’s
Relief in a State of Emergency (RISE)
fund. The 11 new contracts, totaling about
$4.8 million, include $800,000 to the
Survive2Thrive Foundation, $356,000 to
the Austin Diaper Bank, and $1 million to
Caritas of Austin. At this point, the $15
million initially allocated to the RISE fund
has been mostly depleted, but some CMs
are pushing staff to find more money to
replenish it.

COVID-19: Risk-Based Guidelines

Practice
Good
Hygiene
Stay Home
If Sick

Higher Risk Individuals

Maintain
Social
Distancing

Wear Facial
Coverings

Avoid Sick
People

Lower Risk Individuals
No substantial underlying health
conditions

Age over 65, diabetes, high blood
pressure, heart, lung and kidney disease,
immunocompromised, obesity

Avoid
NonEssential
Travel

Avoid
NonEssential
Travel

Workplaces Open

Avoid
Dining/
Shopping

Avoid
Gatherings

greater
than 25

except with
precautions

gathering
size TBD

except as
essential

greater
than 25

except with
precautions

essential and reopened businesses

except with
precautions

essential and reopened businesses

Avoid
Gatherings

Avoid
Dining/
Shopping

Stage 1

•

Stage 2

•

•

•

greater
than 10

Stage 3

•

•

•

social
and
greater
than 10

•

except as
essential

social
and
greater
than 10

Stage 4

•

•

•

social
and
greater
than 2

•

except as
essential

social
and
greater
than 10

•

except
expanded
essential
businesses

expanded essential
businesses

Stage 5

•

•

•

outside of
household

•

except as
essential

outside of
household

•

except as
essential

essential
businesses only

all businesses

Use this color-coded alert system to understand the stages of risk. This chart provides recommendations on what
people should do to stay safe during the pandemic. Individual risk categories identified pertain to known risks of
complication and death from COVID-19. This chart is subject to change as the situation evolves.

AustinTexas.gov/COVID19

Published: May 13, 2020

City PlAns foR $270 Million in CoVid-19 Relief

Gett y imaGes

Public health, economic support,
and emergency response are the
broad priorities for spending the $270
million the city expects to receive in
federal relief funding as it weathers
the COVID-19 pandemic. That’s the
preliminary framework that Deputy
Chief Financial Officer Ed Van Eenoo
laid out to City Council at its work
session on Tuesday, May 19, along
with several guiding principles: ensuring public health remained a top priority, weaving racial equity throughout
relief programs, protecting the city’s
fiscal health, and leaving room to
change things up. Overall, the city budget
office is recommending:
• $37.9 million of the anticipated funding to
address medical and public health needs,
• $98 million for emergency response, and
• $101.2 million for economic support, with
• $33 million staying in a contingency fund.
Van Eenoo also aims to end fiscal year
2020 in September with a 12% reserve fund,
or about $25 million, which is where the city
began the year.
Federal funding is expected to cover about
75% of the costs the city incurred due to the
pandemic – some through the Coronavirus
Relief Fund established in the CARES Act,
but also through Federal Emergency
Management Agency Disaster Relief funds
and other grants. Some of that money will
reimburse the city for programs Council has
already approved and funded, including the
$15 million Relief in a State of
Emergency (RISE) fund set aside for low-income Austinites who wouldn’t receive direct
relief under the CARES Act.
Staff is also recommending a new public
health fund to support those who can’t work
while awaiting a COVID-19 test result or
recovering from illness. Van Eenoo stressed
that “to maximize the use of [federal] funds
and to minimize the risk of claims being
denied, we need flexibility in regard to which
sources we apply to which programs.” Expenditures for which the city claims reimbursement must follow U.S. Treasury guidelines.

The help will be badly needed. For the
remainder of FY 20, staff projects declines in
hotel occupancy tax and airport revenues of
$36.7 million and $68.1 million, respectively,
and an $8.9 million decline in parking revenues (about half what the city normally takes
in annually). The city’s March sales tax payment was down by 4.5% compared to last
year, and Texas Comptroller Glenn Hegar
has warned of further, steeper declines in
April revenue.
Mayor Pro Tem Delia Garza and Council
Member Greg Casar both urged staff to find
more money for the RISE Fund, which nonprofits are burning through quickly to address
the unprecedented economic needs created
by the pandemic. “I’m a little disappointed in
those numbers,” Garza said. “I don’t know
how we’re going to try and move things
around, but I would like to see more allocated
to RISE.” Casar added that staff should not
just pull funding from other relief programs to
refill the RISE Fund, which he described as
“just moving chairs around the table and not
really changing anything.”
Council likely will not vote to approve a
final spending framework until June. Mayor
Steve Adler indicated a special meeting
would be called next week to take a closer
look and give clear direction to help staff proceed with procurement contracts. The clock
is ticking: Any dollars from the $270 million
not spent by Dec. 30 cannot be claimed by
the city; costs reimbursable by FEMA must
be incurred by Sept. 21.
– Austin Sanders

This girl sells
real estate.
Annette Patterson
SEED Property Group | 512.469.2158
annette@seedpropertygroup.com
www.annettepatterson.com

Contact Annette
today for a free
market analysis.
Find out what
your home
is worth.
Annette Patterson is a real estate agent affiliated with Compass. Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by federal, state and local laws. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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Federal Judge Legalizes
Texas Vote-by-Mail

Broad ruling says all Texas voters may request mail ballots
by MichAel King
In the latest episode of the legal donny- (nominally) the election officials of Travis
brook over voting by mail in Texas, the and Bexar Counties – represented by Paxarena has shifted to federal court. U.S.
ton, argued that the federal court has no
District Judge Fred Biery
jurisdiction and that
ruled
Tuesday
that
Texas law legally restricts
“under pandemic circumvoting by mail to the limstances” all state voters
ited categories.
are eligible to request
Citing the Declaration of
mail ballots and have
Independence
and
those ballots counted.
Paxton’s own opinions,
Attorney General Ken
Judge Biery ruled that
Paxton said he will immegiven the risk of coronadiately appeal to the 5th
virus infection, all Texas
U.S. Circuit Court of
voters are currently “disAppeals.
abled” under state elecThe ruling came in a
tion law, and therefore
lawsuit filed in San
eligible to vote by mail-in
– U.s. District JUDGe
Antonio federal court by
ballot. Moreover, Biery
F r e D B i e ry
the Texas Democratic
wrote, “For those who
Party and three individuhave recently awakened
al voters, arguing that restricting voting by from a Rip Van Winkle sleep, the entire
mail to only certain categories of voters – world is mostly without immunity and fearabsentees, those 65 or older, or personally fully disabled.”
“physically disabled” – in fact violates Texas
Accordingly, Judge Biery ruled that any
election law and is an unconstitutional diseligible Texas voter can apply to vote by
crimination against younger and minority
mail, that election officials must accept
voters. The state defendants – Gov. Greg
and tabulate those votes, and that his order
Abbott, Secretary of State Ruth Hughs, and must be posted on the websites of election

“For those who have
recently awakened
from a Rip Van
Winkle sleep, the
entire world is
mostly without
immunity and
fearfully disabled.”

administrators for any elections held
“during the pendency of pandemic circumstances.” The plaintiffs had asked for
an expedited ruling because of the need
for officials to begin preparing for the July
14 run-off elections and because conflicting information – including Paxton’s
repeated threats of “criminal sanctions” –
had left voters and officials uncertain of
how to proceed.
Although Biery’s direct order is only a
dozen pages, the entire 74-page document
(with appendices) rejects entirely the state’s
claims and Paxton’s public statements that
an expansion of VBM either violates state
law or would lead to increased voter fraud.
Instead, Biery concurs with an April 17
state district court ruling that election law
in fact allows this expansion of voting by

APD’s New Rules for Incident Video
The Austin Police Department will begin releasing video
footage from certain “critical incidents” involving officers and
civilians within 60 days of the incident, per a new policy
implemented by Chief Brian Manley that attempts to balance the competing priorities of the department and those
seeking to hold APD accountable.
The chief still has sole discretion to release footage and
can choose to withhold video for a number of reasons: to protect the safety of individuals depicted in any relevant video;
to ensure “confidential sources or investigative techniques”
and the “constitutional rights of an accused” are protected;
and the all-purpose go-to excuse of police everywhere, to
ensure the “integrity of an active investigation.” But now, if
footage is withheld, the chief must explain why in a memo
within 45 days of the incident. Decisions to delay release,
except when required by law, must be reassessed every 30
days, each time with a new memo.
The policy has been in the works since 2018 in coordination with the city’s Office of Police Oversight and criminal
justice advocates. In February, after the release of body cam
footage from a use-of-force incident two years prior, City Coun-
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cil and activists urged APD to
finalize and implement the
policy as soon as possible.
OPO Director Farah
Muscadin told the Chronicle
the new policy “is a huge
accomplishment for OPO, as
we value transparency and
feel that more information
related to policing should be
made public.”
“Critical incidents” include
officer-involved shootings, use
of force resulting in death or serious injury, all deaths in officer
custody, and cases where releasing the video would “further a
law enforcement purpose.” That would include solving a crime
or locating a suspect but also “enhancing police-community
relations”; activists pushed for this language to allow APD to
make footage public from a wider range of incidents.
Today’s norm is for APD to release snippets of footage
from body and dashboard cams, but the new policy calls for
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mail, and as precedents he cites several of
Paxton’s own previous opinions in which
the A.G. asserted that there is “no special
definition of ‘disability’” in Texas election
law. The judge contrasted those opinions
with Paxton’s recent threats of “criminal
sanctions” against officials or voters who
might recommend or choose to vote by
mail, and thundered, “Such contradictory
opinions are at best duplicitous and at worst
hypocritical.”
Although the state insists that expanding
mail voting will increase voter fraud, Biery
cites research demonstrating that actual
instances of voter fraud are virtually nonexistent, and trivial compared to the current
threat of the pandemic. “The Court finds
the Grim Reaper’s scepter of pandemic disease and death is far more serious than an

“necessary context” with each release, based on information known at that time. That could include audio from 911
calls and dispatch recordings, as well as interpretation by
investigators. In Los Angeles, whose policy APD used as a
model, the department releases “community briefings” that
stitch together video from various sources (including body
and dash cams, cell phones, and nearby surveillance footage), 911 calls, and onscreen explanation from department
officials of why each piece of footage helps viewers understand the incident.
The APD policy requires the OPO to provide feedback on
the production of these videos, which Muscadin says will
ensure they are presented “without bias or assumption” and
in a way that is “not accusatory.” The videos will be produced, with help from the city’s ATXN TV channel, as part of
APD’s operating budget; footage from the April 24 shooting of
Michael Ramos will be made public using this new format.
Austin Police Association President Ken Casaday routinely says that isolated video alone doesn’t tell the whole
story of why an officer decides to use force. The union
believes that hearing a 911 call bringing an officer to a
scene, hearing and seeing clearly what they encounter while
working the call, and juxtaposing that information against
department policies will give a clearer picture of how officers
act during a critical incident.
– Austin Sanders

unsupported fear of voter fraud in this sui
generis experience.”
Responding to Biery’s blistering ruling,
Paxton released a terse statement: “The district court’s opinion ignores the evidence
and disregards well-established law. We will
seek immediate review by the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals.” Biery’s order presumably
renders moot Paxton’s request to the Texas
Supreme Court (scheduled for a hearing
Wednesday) to overrule the earlier state district court order (sustained by the 14th Court
of Appeals) allowing universal vote-by-mail.
TDP Chair Gilberto Hinojosa issued a
statement reading in part, “Judge Biery put
it best: ‘One’s right to vote should not be
elusively based on the whims of nature.
Citizens should have the option to choose
voting by letter carrier versus voting with
disease carriers.’
“Today is a victory for all Texans. The
right to vote is central to our democracy.
This ruling means eligible voters can vote
by mail during this pandemic. It is time for
a few state officers to stop trying to force
people to expose themselves to COVID-19
in order to vote. … Voting by mail is safe,
secure, and accessible. It allows more voters
to participate, and it’s a common sense way
to run an election, especially during a public health crisis.”
n

SIGN UP FOR
VIRTUAL ONLINE

ART
SESSIONS

1605 W 6TH ST.

austincreativeartcenter.org/register

Safe, Fun,
& Creative

COVID-19 Antibodies
Instant Testing
PRORESULTS LAB AUSTIN

• Peace-of-mind for people who may have been

exposed to COVID-19
• $99 Antibodies Test • 10 Min. Results
• Group Rates Available
“February”
https://www.austinchronicle.com/
news/2020-02-14/activists-council-push-apd• We can come to your location for groups of 10+
on-body-cam-video-policy/
“April 24”
https://www.austinchronicle.com/
news/2020-05-15/apd-holds-back-info-on-officer-involved-shooting-as-union-plays-hardball/

Call to schedule an appointment: 512.374.9977
Not intended for people with symptoms. Ask about family rates.
“community briefings”

PRORESULTSAUSTIN.COM
| 7801 N. LAMAR BLVD B-159
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS2xHXzcu_A
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Great Demand, Greater
Expectations for AISD
Timeline set for superintendent search
The search for the Austin Independent
School District’s new superintendent is
officially underway. This Tuesday, May 19,
executive search firm JG Consulting posted the application for outgoing Superintendent Paul Cruz’s successor.
In a May 18 update to the AISD board of
trustees, JG’s president & CEO James
Guerra laid out the next steps in the candidate screening process. The application
window is scheduled to close June 17; then,
on June 22, JG will make public a “leadership profile” that the board will use when
reviewing prospective candidates in July. In
the interim, the firm will continue seeking
feedback from the community, in addition
to jump-starting recruitment efforts for
potential candidates. The district still plans
to hire a new superintendent before the end
of August, when Cruz departs for a position
at the UT school of education.
Both JG and the district are emphasizing
community input throughout the search
process. “We are here to receive your input
and your feedback in the spirit of the collaboration of this executive search process,”
said Guerra. AISD Board President Geronimo Rodriguez told the Chronicle in a followup to Monday’s meeting, “I would venture to say that we will make sure that we
have more input than we had in 2014” with
the last superintendent search. “We’re trying to engage both parents [and] former

parents, critics, supporters – every corner of
this community.”
Ultimately, that community input is
intended to inform the ideal traits and characteristics included in the “leadership profile.” In a board information session scheduled for June 8, a summary of the community input will be made public. The board
will also then receive a leadership profile
draft, ahead of its June 22 vote to approve
the profile and make it public.
Education Austin President Ken Zarifis
told the Chronicle the union is looking for
three qualities in a new superintendent: an
understanding of institutional racism and
historic inequities; teaching experience;
and someone who will “clearly respect and
embrace” the district-union relationship.
“We want to make sure they understand
what those things mean and how those are
enacted,” said Zarifis. He said Education
Austin is planning on additional meetings
with JG: “That’s more engagement than we
had really on the last two superintendent
searches, so we’re hopeful that that leads to
a good end.”
All of this is happening, of course, as the
district responds to the ongoing COVID-19
crisis. At Monday’s board meeting, Cruz
said the district’s newly formed “re-entry
task force” continues to monitor three
“what-if” scenarios for the 2020-21 school
year: an earlier start than the scheduled

JoHn anDerson

by beth sullivAn

AISD Board President Geronimo Rodriguez (left) and
Superintendent Paul Cruz at a 2018 board meeting

August 18 date; a delayed start; or a blended
approach. In the more immediate future,
however, summer school looms. Citing Gov.
Greg Abbott’s May 18 order, Cruz said AISD
will proceed with summer classes – both
remote distance learning and in-person
instruction – after June 1. Classroom
instruction entails a host of social distancing
logistics and health guidelines, including
smaller class sizes (fewer than 11 students)
and increased facility cleaning.
Closing out Monday’s meeting, the board
voted on renaming two new elementary
schools in AISD. The new school in Southwest Austin will be named Bear Creek
Elementary and is expected to open this
August. Trustee Yasmin Wagner, who represents the school’s district, said two-thirds

of the naming task force picked Bear Creek
as their first choice out of three finalists,
which included Lady Bird and Barbara
Beyer. The modernized Norman Elementary
School in East Austin will bear the namesakes of its consolidated campuses as
Norman-Sims Elementary. Another finalist
was Draylen Mason Elementary, named
after the former Pease Elementary student
and 2018 Austin bombings victim. While the
new site is under construction, Norman
students are co-locating at Sims, one of four
elementary schools the board approved to
close last year, consolidating it into the
modernized campus in spring 2021.
n
Register your feedback (in English or Spanish)
via an anonymous online survey:
www.austinisd.org/board/superintedent-search.

new Findings shed Light on Oakwood Chapel Burials

PHoto By mike cl ark- maDison

Oakwood Chapel
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They were men and women, boys and girls, some Black,
white, Hispanic, and even Asian, and some whose race cannot
be known. One may have held a crucifix. That’s some of what
we’ve learned about the 35 people buried under the Oakwood
Cemetery chapel whose remains were exhumed and stud
ied, according to reports published by the city last week.
The chapel at Oakwood, the city’s oldest cemetery (located
in Central East Austin just south of UT’s Disch-Falk Field), was
built in 1914 after decades of burials on the site – including
unmarked graves in areas reserved in earlier times for indigent burials and as the segregated “colored grounds.” The
chapel was later repaired – and raised about four feet –
during World War II.
Today, there are both laws and strong community sentiments that require such work be done more carefully. When
the chapel restoration project began in 2016 and almost
immediately encountered evidence of burials, work was halted and, after some hesitation on how to proceed, the plan to
exhume, examine, and reinter the impacted remains went into
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effect. (There are also more than a dozen burials around the
chapel that were left intact as the restoration plans were
reworked to avoid them.)
The reports by Hicks and Company, an environmental and
archaeological consulting firm, and the Texas State Univer
sity forensic anthropology lab lay out in detail what could
be discerned after the painstaking excavation of the grave
sites, packed closely within the 550-square-foot chapel. The
teams found not only skeletal remains but remnants of coffin
hardware, of grave clothes (particularly buttons, which are
especially useful to archaeologists), and artifacts such as the
crucifix found with the remains of an infant. Determining gender, age, and ethnicity – or “biological affinity” – depends on
what bones are found and in what condition, and proved
impossible for some burials.
The restored chapel is currently closed due to COVID-19; a
ceremony to reinter the remains elsewhere in Oakwood, with
monuments and exhibits telling their story, is likewise on hold
during the pandemic.
– Mike Clark-Madison

HoMeless Count: iMPRoVed dAtA,
not inCReAsed need, leAds to HiGHeR nuMBeRs

Llnks:
“Point in Time Count” = https://www.austinchronicle.com/news/2020-0124/point-in-time-count-looks-to-give-overview-of-homelessness-in-the-u-s/
“participating in the count” = https://www.austinchronicle.com/
news/2020-01-31/people-experiencing-homelessness-are-more-visible-than-ever-that-doesnt-mean-theyre-being-counted/

Jana BircHUm

in Travis County has remained around 0.2%,
The number of people counted in Travis
Duzinski told City Council at a work session
County during the annual census of people
on May 19 – a “testament” to the work
experiencing homelessness increased by
11% over the previous year, according to data done to house people, she said. In the
2020 PIT Count, 63% of those interviewed
released Tuesday by the Ending Community
(not everyone counted is interviewed) said
Homelessness Coalition (ECHO). The 886
they first experienced homelessness in Auspeople who volunteered to conduct the federtin (another 19% elsewhere in Texas, and
ally mandated Point in Time Count from
17% out of state), contrary to the prevalent
3-9am on Jan. 25 counted 1,574 people livmyth that people without homes flock to
ing without shelter (up 45% from 2019), with
urban areas with more services and opporanother 932 living in one of the community’s
tunities. This percentage was 61% in the
shelter facilities (down 20%), for a total of
2019 count.
2,506 (up 11%).
But the report acknowledges that there is
ECHO attributed the increase to several
still much improvement to be made. African
factors. The number of volunteers participatAmericans make up 9% of Travis County’s
ing in the count was up 39% over 2019 –
population, but over 36% of the homeless
more people counting means more people
count. ECHO has convened a Racial Equity
are likely to be counted, a trend evidenced by
Task Group to address the disparity; potendata from previous years. A new web-based
tial solutions
survey tool and dividing
include changes to
the county into geothe Coordinated
graphically smaller secEntry System used
tions also allowed volto first connect peounteers to be more
ple with services,
thorough in their countalong with ensuring
ing, according to ECHO
those services help
officials.
all demographic
Changes to Austin’s
groups.
camping, sitting, and
Placing people
lying ordinances in
into
permanent
June, which led to an
A volunteer takes information
supportive hous
increased visibility of
at a PIT count in January
ing (PSH) with
homelessness throughcase management
out the city, also played
will continue to be a
a role, ECHO officials
PIT COUNT
2019 2020 priority, said ECHO
said, especially in the
Director
improved ability to
Total Homeless
2,255 2,506 Executive
Matt Mollica.
count among marginalized populations. “The
Staying in a Shelter 1,086 932 Since he took the
reins at ECHO in
decriminalization of
Without Shelter
1,169 1,574 the summer of
homelessness may
2019, efforts have
have accounted for
increased visibility (and higher proportions) of begun to convert Austin motels to PSH, along
with an expansion of the Community First!
more vulnerable populations such as women
Village operated by Mobile Loaves and
and youth counted,” the report reads.
Fishes on the eastern edge of Austin. These
The 20% drop in people in shelters from
projects are expected to add 600 PSH units
2019 to 2020, ECHO says, reflects the comto Austin’s inventory; the city’s total PSH
munity’s heightened focus on permanent
capacity ebbs and flows from year to year,
housing rather than temporary solutions.
since some residents may only stay in a unit
ECHO’s Sarah Duzinski attributed some of
for two months (the minimum considered
the decrease to the two Downtown shelters
“permanent”) while others live there for a
that transitioned to a “housing-focused” or
lifetime. ECHO’s data showed 1,810 PSH
“housing first” model, removing 130 tempobeds in Travis County in 2019 and 1,675 this
rary beds; another 103 beds had been incorrectly classified as temporary shelter in 2019 year, which Mollica says shows the strategies
are working to get and keep people housed.
and reclassified in 2020, and about 23 peo“Programs are keeping people in PSH for
ple were displaced from the Salvation Army’s
longer,” he told reporters. “We didn’t have a
Downtown shelter the night of the count due
change in our stock from year to year …
to a burst water pipe.
what you’re seeing with the number of moveDespite the overall increase in those
ins growing is fewer exits.” – Austin Sanders
counted in 2020, the rate of homelessness
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Critical Care

Knowledge is power as nursing homes combat COVID-19
by Margaret Nicklas
The COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S.
dawned with the tragic story of Life Care
Center, a nursing home outside Seattle
where dozens of residents succumbed to
the novel coronavirus earlier this year.
Though the disease has spread far and
wide since then, with havoc and suffering
in its wake, nursing homes remain the
site of COVID-19’s harshest punishments,
as it has proved especially deadly to those
over age 65 and those with underlying
health conditions who need high levels
of care.
There’s a lot we still don’t know about
COVID-19’s toll in nursing homes and other
care centers, but what we do know is bad.
Not all states report relevant data, and federal reporting has until recently not been
required. But where information is available, nursing homes and other long-term
care facilities are estimated to account for
up to 80% of the COVID-19 deaths in some
states and for tens of thousands of fatalities
nationwide. In Texas, 614 deaths due to
COVID-19 of nursing home and assisted
living residents were reported as of May 18
by the Texas Department of State Health
Services – 46% of the total statewide death
toll as of that date.
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The federal Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) now requires
nursing homes to report weekly on COVID19 cases and fatalities at their facilities, with
that information to be publicly available
perhaps as soon as next week. This should
provide some greater transparency in
Texas, where local officials cite state law
prohibitions on disclosing information
about cases or deaths by facility. Meanwhile,
data from assisted living centers, which are
not regulated by CMS, may remain spotty.
Those residents generally need less medical care and assistance than those in nursing homes, although they still remain highly vulnerable to COVID-19.
CMS has also mandated that nursing
homes inform residents, and their families
and representatives, of any confirmed or
suspected COVID-19 cases among residents
and staff within one day. (This rule covers
both any infections confirmed by testing
and any respiratory symptoms occurring
within 72 hours among three or more people). The federal rule comes amidst complaints in Texas and elsewhere that family
members have not been informed about
their loved ones’ risk of exposure as the
pandemic has unfolded.
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State Long-Term
Care Ombudsman
Patty Ducayet

The lack of COVID-19 testing across the
state and nation has hindered our ability to
understand the scope of the pandemic in
nursing homes and similar settings, even
after cases were confirmed among their residents. Following recent federal recommendations, Gov. Greg Abbott on May 11 called
for all nursing home staff and residents
statewide to be tested, though it was not
immediately clear how and when this would
happen. The company that operates Focused
Care at Stonebriar in Austin (and 30 other
facilities across the state)
said it is “awaiting guidance from the state” on
who will conduct the testing, how often it will be
done, and who will be
responsible for payment,
among other questions.
The industry’s trade
and lobbying group, the
Texas
Health
Care
Association, welcomed
Abbott’s announcement but highlighted
existing concerns about shortages of staffing and personal protective equipment
(PPE) and increased costs associated with
the pandemic response. “The cost of ensuring the availability of PPE, the staffing, and
all the other resources – it’s very expensive,” THCA president and CEO Kevin
Warren told the Chronicle, adding that more
testing would likely identify more workers
needing to be quarantined.
For the two-thirds of all Texas nursing
home residents whose long-term care is
covered by Medicaid, current reimbursement levels to those facilities already fail to
cover the cost of their care, Warren claimed.
In a press release issued May 12, he reiterated these concerns, urging the Legislative
Budget Board to approve a request for relief
funding previously made by the Texas
Health and Human Services Commission.
Warren warned that without the financial
assistance, “We will not be prepared for
what comes next.”
Patty Ducayet is the State Long-Term
Care Ombudsman, a program housed within but independent of HHSC that advocates
for residents of these facilities. In an interview with the Chronicle, Ducayet described
a system that has responded well in some
ways to the COVID-19 crisis, but which
relies heavily on individual facilities with
varying cultures, skills, and resources to
protect residents adequately and communicate with their families effectively.
Regulatory agencies and individual
facilities have taken steps to curb COVID19 transmission, Ducayet said, such as
restricting visitors and stepping up efforts
at infection control. But some facilities
took the crisis more seriously than others

early on, or may have been better positioned to respond. “It’s kind of bad luck if
you get one or two COVID-19 cases in your
facility – probably something well beyond a
facility’s control,” Ducayet told the
Chronicle. “It’s the spread afterward, or the
spread when first detected if it’s everywhere, that exposes real failures in an
infection control program.”
Such failures have occurred at all levels,
Ducayet said, and may have been exacerbated by preexisting weaknesses. “We, as a
state, weren’t prepared for a pandemic, and
neither were we as a
nation. So there are absolute failures, some at the
micro level of a facility
and some all the way up
the chain. Things like
PPE shortages and the
total overreliance of staffing – with the same staff
in multiple facilities –
that’s been going on for
decades,” she said.
Ducayet is particularly alarmed by shortages of direct-care certified nursing assistants, or CNAs, who help residents with
bathing, dressing, eating, and other activities that require close contact. “They are
not valued, they’re not paid enough, they
often don’t get sick leave, they often don’t
get health benefits in general,” she told the
Chronicle, adding that CNAs often work
part time at multiple facilities to make ends
meet – something experts say increases the
risk of transmission.
Ducayet’s office has received complaints
about facilities with confirmed COVID-19
cases regarding communication and information-sharing with families, she told us,

there’s a lot we still
don’t know about
CoVID-19’s toll in
nursing homes and
other care centers,
but what we do
know is bad.

THCA president and
CEO Kevin Warren

DoIng More In auStIn

In Austin, a resolution adopted by City
Council on May 7 directs significant new
resources toward the problems that local
nursing homes, assisted living centers, and
long-term care facilities face as a result of
COVID-19. The resolution calls for testing
all staff and residents, with priority given to
facilities with identified infection clusters;
for supplemental staffing and PPE to be
made available quickly to all facilities that
need it; and for a funding mechanism to
provide financial incentives to certain workers to help with recruitment and retention.
Council Member Ann Kitchen told the
Chronicle that assistance to nursing homes
has sometimes lagged as resources were
being identified. “One reason we stepped in
with the resolution is … that we needed a
very clear statement that the city would
commit the funds,” she said. Council is set to
receive an update today, May 21, including
requests for budget amendments if needed.
Jessica Lemann of the AARP spoke in
support of the resolution at Council; she
later told the Chronicle the measure was

Stacey Chang

“I’m certain that in that first round of observation,
we will discover things that have somewhat immediate,
somewhat obvious solutions, and we shouldn’t
wait to deploy a response to those.”
S tac e y c h a n g , D e S i g n i n S t i t u t e f o r h e a lt h ,
ut Dell meDical School
important so that city staff had clear direction to use whatever resources are necessary to ensure access to PPE. Previously,
“not all of them have had that, nor have the
facilities been requiring their staff use
them,” she said. Lemann also praised the
city’s emphasis on staff and residents of
assisted living facilities – as well as nursing
homes (covered by the governor’s order) –
being tested and retested as needed. Since
people without symptoms can spread
COVID-19, rigorous use of PPE and regular
testing of both staff and residents are essential to preventing infection.
Kitchen’s resolution calls for the city to
collaborate with the UT Dell Medical
School’s Design Institute for Health to
identify system improvements that will further protect nursing homes, assisted living
centers, and long-term care facilities. Stacey
Chang, who leads the Institute, told us that
the project will use a multidisciplinary
approach to find and solve underlying problems that contribute to the disease’s spread
in certain settings, beginning with nursing
homes. Chang hopes to deliver initial
results in a month or so.

“I’m certain that in that first round of
observation, we will discover things that
have somewhat immediate, somewhat obvious solutions, and we shouldn’t wait to
deploy a response to those,” Chang said.
The team will later provide additional
results and expand its study to include
other congregate settings, he said, noting
that while the threat of COVID-19 for the
general population may diminish over time,
it is going to be “an enduring risk for a long
time” for vulnerable populations.

StIll MuCh More to Know

Prior to the Council resolution, Austin
Interim Health Authority Dr. Mark Escott –
the city and county’s top public health official – and others took action to protect those
vulnerable residents. In March, within days
of the local disaster declaration, Escott
issued control orders that, among other
things, required temperature checks of
employees, visitors, or volunteers entering
facilities. In April, Escott required nursing
homes to notify residents, staff, and next of
kin of positive cases at facilities. Austin
Public Health has also stewarded staffing

Jana Birchum

as well as about visiting restrictions and
testing. “Being a good nursing facility
administrator doesn’t always make you a
good communicator or a good crisis manager,” Ducayet said. Administrators dealing
with outbreaks may be more focused on
tangible crisis responses – like making sure
they have enough staff coming in every day
– than on the needs of family members,
who may have little choice but to rely on
whatever information they can get.
Removing a loved one from a nursing home
is often not feasible, given the level of constant medical care and assistance they
need, Ducayet said.
Diana Cervantes is an infection control
expert and assistant professor of epidemiology at the University of North Texas Health
Science Center in Ft. Worth and chairs the
Tarrant County Infection Prevention Council, which supports that county’s nursing
homes. She told the Chronicle she thinks
current stepped-up efforts will help curb
new transmissions in nursing homes, as
long as they are maintained. “It has to be an
ongoing, sustainable push for nursing home
safety and to give nursing homes, the
administrators, the staff, and the residents
the right resources to [be] able to contribute
to that sustainment.”
A strong foundation in infection control
may be even more crucial as nursing homes
reopen to families and visitors, something
Cervantes said is key to the well-being of
residents. “You can’t just shut off nursing
homes from the rest of the world,” she said,
which means family members and visitors
will also need ongoing education on how to
keep residents safe.

and technical resources toward infected
facilities through its Nursing Home Task
Force, in collaboration with the state’s
“Nursing Home Strike Teams.” An APH
spokesperson said that strike teams had
been deployed to eight Travis County facilities as of May 15.
While that local support may be strong
and swift, reporting on the scope of the pandemic among care facilities remains frustratingly opaque. On April 28, Escott told
Council of 13 COVID-19 clusters, with a
total of 280 positive cases among residents
and staff. These facilities were identified as
“nursing home, long-term care, and institutional,” with an assigned letter rather than
a name. At that point, 26 residents and one
staff person had died.
Subsequent updates have shown there
are now at least 17 such clusters, some
shockingly large. As of May 19, 319 residents and 154 staff had been infected and
47 persons had died. In what appears to be
the worst outbreak in Austin to date, at
“Facility L,” 19 residents and one staffer
have died; 11 residents have died at “Facility
M” and eight at “Facility G.” A spokesperson for Austin Public Health told the
Chronicle on May 15 that no information
could be shared regarding which letters are
nursing homes, long-term care centers, or
other types of institutions, or even how
many of each type are on the list.
Transparency among the facilities themselves hasn’t been much better. The Chron
icle reviewed what many larger nursing
homes in Austin (with 120 beds or more)
share about COVID-19 online and followed
up with several to learn more. We found
only one company, Caraday, that publicly
shares information about COVID-19 cases
at its facilities. It operates Stonebridge
Health Rehab in Austin, where it had identified 24 residents and 11 team members
who have tested positive as of May 12. A
company representative told the Chronicle
in a statement, “Transparency is a cornerstone of our organizational culture.”
Regen cy Integrated Health Services,
which operates seven nursing homes in
Austin, posts information about COVID-19
but not about its cases. Regency’s Brooke
Ladner told the Chronicle in a statement
that the company has consistently followed federal and state guidance for
reporting of COVID-19 to family members
and to the public.
Kitchen would like to see more detail
being reported about nursing home outbreaks to indicate whether they have the
PPE, the staffing, and the access to testing
they need. “When you talk about it globally
– yes, there’s a lot of progress being made,”
she said. “But without a more specific level
of detail, we really don’t know what is happening at every one.”
n
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There are 8,000,000
sTories in The

naked city

How One Hair salon is Getting Back
to neon-colored Business

expectations. This sent salons scrambling to implement
the necessary sanitation precautions in order to reopen.
Piper felt Abbott’s timing was hasty, and disliked the
state’s loose regulations on masks. He based his safety
protocols on other states’ guidelines, consulting with
stylists from New York City. Yes, all clients are required
to wear masks; Piper keeps a box of disposable ones on
hand. “It was a little nerve-racking,” Piper said of the
reopening. “But we have to stick our feet in the water
at some point, you know?”
Three days before Urban Hair reopened, Piper invited four longtime clients with “immune sensitivity
issues” to the salon to check their comfort level with
the procedures. He then reopened Urban Hair on May
12, with five of the salon’s seven stylists working.
Vega said the reopened salon’s atmosphere was a
bit eerie. Piper mourned the loss of “chaos.” Before the
pandemic, stylists would often work with two clients at
once, and booked guests would bring their friends in to
hang in the waiting area. “We’re a hair salon, not a spa,
so I like the energy to be a little upbeat,” Piper said.
“Being on the quieter side is hard to get used to. But,
you know, understandable.”
Despite subdued energy, the salon’s reopening was a
mood-booster to many. After botched at-home haircuts, Piper said it was a relief for many to get a professional solution. (Although sales of box dye, a DIY solution which Vega scoffs at, have risen, she hasn’t seen
any of her clients attempt at-home fixes yet.) “Your hair

self-Portrait: sword Guitarist kyle shutt
connects with His inner Painter

A selection of Kyle Shutt’s solo album makeovers
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Shell Vega of Urban Hair
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For most of us, the days in quarantine are running
together. But for Shellie Vega and her clients, time is
measured differently – not in hours, but in inches.
And the inches grow quickly. After only a couple
weeks, mousy brown or dull black hairs at the top of the
head peek out from a soft pink pastel or lush blue-purple hairstyle. After two months of shuttered salons, the
roots are as loud as the bright color itself.
So when Urban Hair, where Vega works, reopened
on May 12, clients were eager to have their temperatures taken, to wait in their cars while stylists sanitized
chair covers, to wear thick capes over their clothing, to
fill out consent forms and attempt labored conversation
through a mask. Owner Bryan Piper said that despite a
wave of nervy last-minute cancellations, the salon was
busy all week.
Vega’s clients were especially excited to see her.
Before the pandemic, Vega had never been away from
the salon for more than a couple weeks, and her distinctive jewel-toned looks have earned her 26.8K Instagram
followers. Although some Urban Hair stylists have chosen not to return to work yet, the nine-months-pregnant Vega was there with shears in hand.
“I was like, ‘I need to get in there, even just to see a
few people,’” Vega said, only two work days before
beginning maternity leave.
Hair salons across Texas got a jolt when Gov. Greg
Abbott issued an executive order that permitted them
to reopen on May 8, over a week ahead of previous

by The chronicle
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is a crown, and if your hair looks good, then you feel
good,” Piper said. “I think people realize that.”
Vega certainly does. On a recent Instagram post of
her with cotton-candy pink and lemony-gold hair, she
announced, “Finally got a chance to brighten up my
hairs before my baby girl arrives, I feel alive again!!”
Piper saw this feeling as part of the mission of the
salon, which used the hashtags #ClientsAreEssential

Kyle Shutt has discovered his medium: drawing over a 12-by-12inch portrait of his own face. Actually his medium’s music, but …
“My entire way of existing in this world depends on huge public gatherings – so that’s a huge bummer.”
The veteran stoner rock quartet in which Shutt plays guitar, the
Sword, had been returning from hiatus for a national tour with Primus
and Wolfmother in May before COVID-19 laid waste to every summer
concert calendar. Additionally, the bar and coffeehouse that Shutt
managed, Buzz Mill on Shady Lane, closed amid the pandemic. The
longtime Austinite had no work, but he did have a few boxes of vinyl
pressings of his eponymous solo album, which had come out last year.
A velvet painting of Shutt’s mug and flowing locks, illustrated
by artist Bruce White, adorns the LP’s cover. Signing a copy
while on tour last year, Shutt drew a pirate mustache on himself,
and the proverbial light bulb flashed above his head.
“I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be funny if I did the Kiss covers, but
with makeup,’” he says, referring to the notorious quadruple solo
album set the theatrical rock band issued in 1978. “I sold two of
them, then went to Jerry’s Artarama and got a bunch of paint
markers. I opened up the request line, and the more weird
requests I got, the more paint markers I got, the more inspired I
got. I just started rolling with it.
“It’s got to have an element of Kyle to it – just the Ninja Turtle
version of Kyle, or whatever. One of my favorites is RoboCop. It’s
a subtle joke, but I tried to make his eyehole high and squinty like
he was stoned.”

and #StylistsAreEssential to announce its reopening. He
hopes that people will come out of the pandemic with a
greater respect for the beauty industry.
“It’s been really nice to know that the hair industry
got such a buzz during all of this, because there’s a lot
of people out there that just think this industry … is
easy,” Piper said. “It’s a necessity out there.”
– Clara Ence Morse

By March, Shutt’s variant album cover series had been born,
but how much the project took off – and how much time he’d
spend honing his art skills – surprised even himself.
To date, Shutt’s arted-out over 50 LP covers, turning himself
into pop culture figures like Sleestak from Land of the Lost, Tiger
King’s Joe Exotic, Audrey 2 from Little Shop of Horrors, Napoleon
Bonaparte, and Willie Nelson. He fields requests through direct
messages on social media, charges $50 – with sliding scale
exceptions – and will take any challenge.
“Someone messaged me and said, ‘Do Larry David!’ and I
thought, ‘How the hell am I going to do that?’” says the guitarist,
whose long blond mane is at odds with the Seinfeld co-creator’s
bald head. “Then they sent the money so I was like, ‘Okay, I guess
I’ll curb my enthusiasm.”
Shutt says he’s noticed improvement in his still-seminal art
skills over the last two months – little things like getting the posture right and having strong lines. If fans ever run out of requests,
he has quite a few of his own ideas to keep him painting.
“I certainly don’t consider myself a visual artist, and I’m
untrained,” he says. “I never had a passion to be painter or anything, but it was this weird idea that came out of nowhere; then
this quarantine happened and it sort of became the thing that
kept me sane. As an artist, you need to go where the people want
you to be, and it just seems like people want me painting silly
pictures of myself right now.
“So that’s what I’m doing.”
– Kevin Curtin
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Our annual Summer Fun
issue is an Austin Chronicle tradition.
We thought about canceling it, but haven’t
we had enough cancellations already?
Instead, we’re going to celebrate summer traditions…
and gently tweak them for the times.

Think backyard theatricals, barbecue playlists,
camp-out cooking, solo sports, and more
creative ways to fun summer up.
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What Will Local Shows
Look Like in the Future?
Venue operators imagine live music reshaped by pandemic
Despite Austin’s global identity as a live
music capital, for the first time in its known
history stage concerts remain anathema.
That will change this Friday as economically anxious state leaders compel bars to
reopen, followed by musicians and fans’
reluctant return to public gathering, but
even then – and long thereafter – going to
shows will look different.
“I’m having these conversations every
day … many times a day,” Mohawk owner
James Moody reports in regard to how venues might adapt to the pandemic era. “Sometimes we’re tackling what the TSA process
will be for bringing [artists] to shows, then
your brain quickly flips to: ‘When are we
even going to have shows again?’”
“It’s all I’m thinking about,” Hole in the
Wall owner and Stay Gold co-owner Will
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Tanner tells the Chronicle. “There’s so many
unknowns and bars – especially venues –
have gotten very little guidance. So we’re
having to figure out our own way forward.”
“When live music does come back, it’s
going to be a different world,” affirms
Cactus Cafe Manager Matt Muñoz. “We’re
collectively talking about this every week,
trying to prepare for something that’s hard
to prepare for because the impact of the
virus and the information around it changes week to week.”
Jason McNeely respects his peers trying
to “think their way out” of this predicament, but he’s admittedly at a loss for
answers. Atop concerns that a rush back to
public events could spike infections, the
Hotel Vegas and Barracuda co-owner – ever
the curatorial idealist – sees a painful incon-
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By Kevin Curtin

gruity between safety protocol and putting
on enjoyable events.
“The whole business of entertainment,
we’re creating excitement and atmosphere,”
he offers. “I don’t know how we fit into that
right now. I can’t visualize an amazing show
where the staff, the clientele, and the band
are covered in protective gear and people
are walking around spraying everything
that anyone touches. I don’t want to be part
of a situation where people feel uncomfortable in a room.
“We never quit, but I’m okay with waiting
it out until people feel safe.”
Pulled from wide-ranging discussions
with venue owners and promoters over the
past month, here follows some spitballs,
solutions, and strange realities for what live
music may look like in an uncertain future.

Whether self-imposed or government
mandated, venue owners fully expected to
be operating with a reduced capacity of
one-quarter in initial phases as dictated by
Gov. Greg Abbott on Monday. Can a club
sustain itself at 25%?
“Very few can, and it depends on their
fixed costs,” appraises White Horse co-owner Denis O’Donnell. “Not many venue owners in town have a low rent advantage or
own the property. Anybody who signed a
lease in the last five years got caught on an
upswing with high rent and property taxes.
“At the White Horse, 25 percent capacity
would be 38 people and that wouldn’t be
enough to break even. That’s because of
operating costs: air conditioning, sound
engineer, door guy, booker, managers, and
bands. We could break even at 50 percent
under the best conditions.”
Mohawk’s Moody, who favors a threephase capacity increase approach – based
on customer attitudes as well as state and
city rules – says his two-stage outdoor
venue couldn’t meet its expenses with a
significantly reduced capacity.
“Our overhead is supported by 1,000-cap
shows, but we’re not going to be doing 1,000cap shows for a long time,” he concedes. “So
the question becomes, ‘Is it worth it to do
small shows and operate at a loss just to
have a relationship with our customer?’”
Empire & Parish co-owner Steve Sternschein, a board member for the National
Independent Venue Association (see “Faster
Than Sound: Locals Join Over 1,000 Independent Venues Fighting for Survival,” May 15),
says it will depend on the size of the room.
“The approximate starting point for the
cost of throwing a show is how many people
need to work it,” he explains. “That has to
do with how large the stage is and how
much production is involved. The Parish
could operate at one-fifth capacity, but if
you’re a 3,000-cap room, you have to sell
40-50 percent of your tickets to break even.”

smalleR shows

“We have a lot of stuff happening this fall.
There are artists planning on touring, but
it’s all just much smaller,” reveals Graham
Williams, co-owner of Margin Walker
Presents, one of the state’s largest independent concert promoters. “I think everyone
rightfully assumes that when venues open,
it’s not going to be the larger rooms. And
with such little known about what the
capacities will be, it’s hard to plan around. I
think club-level bands can probably plan a
tour, because if you’re playing to 200-300
people that’s doable almost everywhere.
“If you’re a band that does 1,000-2,000
people, you can’t really plan a tour this year.”
Williams also notes that the unpredictable timeline for clubs reopening and when

concertgoers might feel comfortable returning to them portends a long recovery
for roadshows:
“Most venues that have touring bands
book three months out. So, just theoretically, if the virus were gone tomorrow, a smaller venue could scramble and have local
bands, but for a larger venue where it’s
touring bands getting people through your
door, you wouldn’t have bands until August
or September.”
“A lot of booking agents are talking about
multi-night residencies with bigger artists,”
Muñoz reveals. “We’re talking to one artist to
– hopefully – do something in September.”
Ryan Garrett, general manager of the
2,225-capacity Stubb’s and owner of Beerland, says there’s “a lot of hearsay” about
fall concerts.
“Certainly I’m not expecting anything
close to the typical scale we operate under
to happen anytime in the next couple
months, but we’re going to monitor for
September and October and see if there’s
opportunity to launch again,” he ventures.
“So much of it will depend on capacity. If
it’s 25 percent, that’s not enough to pay production. We’re able to start having a discussion at 50 percent.”
Colleen Fischer, GM and booker of the
2,700-capacity ACL Live and adjacent 3ten,
indicates that, while the vast majority of
large concerts in the northern U.S. are postponed until 2021, agents are holding dates
at ACL Live for the fall. She can’t say yet
how distancing will be instituted at large
shows, but believes there will be nationally
consistent practices.
“Our team is talking to C3 [Presents], Live
Nation, and AEG weekly because everyone
is trying to solve the same problem,” reveals
Fischer. “When it does get solved, we’ll go
with the industry standard in terms of how
to space out a general admission floor.”

taBles & chaiRs

“If you have to keep people separated, the
only way to do that – in an environment like
ours – is to seat everybody,” sighs veteran
club owner Steve Wertheimer. “It can’t be
standing room only, it can’t be dancing. You
basically have to turn the Continental Club
and C-Boy’s into a cabaret type situation.
“There’d be tables all the way up to the
front and it’d be a different kind of vibe,
and yeah, the tables up front are much
more expensive than the tables toward the
back. It’s all so foreign to me and what I’ve
been doing for the last 35 years.
“I don’t know if I can do it.”
While social distancing presents specific
hurdles for Austin’s dance halls – “I run a
business based on people grabbing strangers
and dancing to country music,” laments
White Horse’s O’Donnell – some clubs will
adapt easier to a table-and-chairs scenario.

Antone’s co-owner Bridges envisions a setup
where customers reserve specific seats online.
“I think you can get away with a little
more range in the pricing tiers and that’s
going to be really key – for the band side,”
he offers. “You don’t want to price gouge,
but overall you’ll have higher prices because
there’s less people. So maybe a normally
$20 ticket is $35 and you get a bar stool. If
you want that front row table, maybe that’s
a $100 ticket, for the rich people that want to
support and maybe want that status.”
He adds that presenting consecutive performances by marquee acts to offset reduced
headcount would generate money for bigger Austin artists grounded from touring.
“Maybe with a show that would normally
sell 300-400 tickets, you start thinking about
spreading it out over four nights or doing
two shows a night and turn the room.”
Garrett says Stubb’s will lean on its existing restaurant element.

and back patio, with designated distancing,
which he knows will be complicated for his
staff to enforce. “I’m going to have to
become a social distancing cop and that’s
gonna suck,” he grumbles.

FoRehead theRmometeRs
& masks

“We need a formal standard on health
and safety that every business has an obligation to meet, then ask ourselves, ‘How do
we make them creative and still effective?’” offers Moody. “It can’t feel too clinical. If it starts to feel like a hospital or
detention center, then we’ve lost because
we’re in the business of entertainment and
customer experience.”
Additionally, Mohawk’s owner sees the
current venue shutdown as an opportunity
for businesses to initiate new basic policies:
“When you’re clocking in for work, you
should be able to verify your temperature. You

“I can’t visualize an
amazing show where the staff,
the clientele, and the band are
covered in protective gear and
people are walking around
spraying everything that
anyone touches.”
h ot e l V e g a s a n d b a r r ac u da c o - ow n e r Ja s o n M c n e e l e y
“We’re looking at putting tables outside
in the amphitheatre because I think there’s
going to be a strong desire for people to be
outside,” he explains. “Then putting local
acts on the outdoor stage with a smaller PA
system and having table service with servers dropping buckets of beer, pitchers of
margaritas, and a mess of barbecue. Tables
will remain under six persons and the only
reason someone would have to leave their
designated area is to go to the restroom.”
Indeed, Cheer Up Charlies co-owner
Maggie Lea predicts her half outdoor venue
across the street will forgo walk-up bar service altogether.
“We’ve talked about keeping the inside
closed, having wait staff serve separated
tables on the patio, taking those orders to the
service window that we have next to our back
bar, then we deliver them out,” she outlines.
“We’d amplify the use of our patio because
we have so much outdoor space. I don’t know
yet about having shows, but I’m thinking
about how the outdoor stage could be used.”
Tanner says HITW will cease performances on the middle stage, while continuing to
operate as a sit-down joint in the front room

should wash your hands a number of times.
We can change the way we wipe down a bar
without ruining the customers’ experience.
“And I think the glassware on Red River
could use an audit.”
Saxon Pub owner Joe Ables uses the closure to overhaul the surfaces inside his
venue. “We just redid the whole bar with this
high-dollar, sealed epoxy process so it’s much
easier to clean,” he discloses. “We also got all
new tables and bases in there. Psychologically,
it’ll show the customer that we’re cleaner and,
for us, the process of cleaning’s going to be
more efficient. Of course we’re going to have
all kinds of sanitizers and all that. We’re going
to do all we can without being crazy, putting
on face-shields and aprons.”
O’Donnell anticipates taking customer’s
forehead temps at the door with an infrared
gun, offering sanitizer, and having everyone wear masks. Fischer says ACL Live
staff already acquired and is practicing with
thermometers, hospital grade disinfectants,
and electrostatic sprayers. Bridges emphasizes the importance of cleaning production
gear for the safety of musicians.
Tanner takes that one step further.

“Everyone who plays needs to have their
own vocal mics,” he states unequivocally.
“That needs to be the new normal for a
while. It’d be difficult for Hole in the Wall,
which has between four and eight bands a
day, 364 days a year, to have enough microphones that we could be constantly swapping out and disinfecting. Anyway, who
knows what gets into the capsule?”

when will it Be time?

“In my opinion, there’s only one way to
run a live music venue and that’s maximum
capacity every night and everybody paying
a cover so bands get full pop,” professes
Saxon Pub’s Ables, who doesn’t plan on
opening at a heavily reduced capacity. “We
rely on selling alcohol and the bands rely on
the cover. It’s all about a high number to
me. I can’t make money at the bar. They
can’t make money on the stage.
“I lose less being closed.”
O’Donnell believes music venues are
going to be among the last businesses to
reopen. “We’ll see when the rubber hits the
road,” he says. “I’m gonna take lessons
from what others did right or wrong.”
Moody’s also content with watching other
clubs that open first. “The Mohawk’s going
to phase into it and slowly build trust,” he
says. “I wish I could tell you it’s a light
switch, but I think it’s a dimmer.”
Lea, who is immunocompromised from a
recent bout with cancer, would like to “wait
and see” the impact of similar businesses, but
acknowledges serious economic realities. “The
bills do pile up,” she says, “so at some point, if
we don’t open, we’ll just never open again.”
Wertheimer points out that many venues
are in a precarious position, where they
can’t unlock their doors, but still owe rent. A
green light from the government puts them
in an even tougher spot with landlords.
“When the government says it’s okay to
open, that puts me in a vulnerable position
where I don’t have a leg to stand on with the
landlords anymore because technically it’s
our choice,” he says. “Well, it’s not that easy,
because I’ll not only be dealing with public
sentiment, but also the health and well-being of everyone who works for me and
everyone who walks through that door.”
For Tanner, returning to work means
doing his part in the most responsible way
possible. “And by my part, I mean fulfill the
role I’ve chosen for my career: to run a business that has live music and hires musicians,” he insists. “The best I can do at my
job is to go to work when the people who I
think are smart say to ‘Go to work’ and be
as thoughtful and careful as I possibly can.
Then stop if they tell me to stop.”
So is he waiting on a reopen order from
Gov. Greg Abbott?
“No,” he shudders. “I think Dr. Fauci has
his finger on it the best.”
n
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CALENDAR

21

22

Friday

23

21

may

28

24

saturday

sunday

DaviD brenDan hall

thursday

may

asian flighTs fesT:
happy hour

7-8:30pm

4-5pm

Celebrated Austin author Marion Winik presents her book
of personal remembrances, showing how we love, grieve,
and grow. Winik will be in livestreamed conversation with
Jennifer Chenoweth of the Oakwood Cemetery Chapel
and Arro Smith of Save Austin’s Cemeteries.
See more arts events on p.25.

The Greater Austin Asian Chamber of Commerce presents
this livestreamed celebration of the diverse Asian community, with each event featuring a local musician, a talk
on some form of alcohol, and how to pair that potent
potable with an Asian cuisine. This week: The beverage is
sake and the food is Japanese.
See more food events on p.31.

25

26

tuesday

Daily, 9am-5pm

The ranch at Natural Bridge Caverns is back open after
a hiatus due to COVID-19. Drive through 450 acres of
scenic landscape and see more than 500 animals from
the safety of your personal vehicle.
See more out-of-town events on p.29.

Texas hisTory
TuesDays
10am & 1pm

Log on to one of the Bullock Museum’s livestreams to
learn from a museum educator and participate in a Q&A
afterward. These programs are typically taught to elementary and middle school audiences, but anyone looking
for an enriching and fun experience is invited.
See more community events on p.28.

EvErywhErE you want to bE in austin
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arT on The laWn
11am-3pm

8-10pm

For this outdoor event, seven artists will present their work
on the grounds of the Neill-Cochran House Museum. The
museum will be closed; however, free admission passes
will be given to attendees for use when it reopens on
June 3. Artwork on display will be for sale and a portion
of the proceeds will benefit the museum. The event is
free, but please register on the website.
See more arts events on p.25.

This lands in our classical music section, but it’s really
more of a cinematic music experience, with Justin
Sherburn and his talented Montopolis cohort performing
excerpts from their Big Bend and Living Coast concerts,
accompanying the same stunning imagery and dynamic
narrators that audiences have come to expect from their
popular performances.
See more arts events on p.25.

27

28

Wednesday

jana birchum

john anDerson

monday

Drive-Through
WilDlife ranch

MonTopolis: livesTreaMeD concerT

thursday

john anDerson

The Big Book of
The DeaD

WeDnesDays live
froM WonDerlanD
8pm

While blues queen Carolyn Wonderland breaks from her tour
with John Mayall, she hosts the Wednesday stream to showcase old favorites and new tunes. Meanwhile, her husband,
comedian and SNL alum A. Whitney Brown, beguiles with
endless stories and his lessons on how to make a proper
plate of Texas beans. Hint: The secret’s in the soaking.
See more music recommendations on p.40.

submit!

virTual hiDeouT:
pgraph
8pm

The fantastic foursome of improv fabulators returns for
another week, bringing their arch spontaneity through
Zoom and onto Twitch to make your minds zoom and your
hearts twitch at what a talented local quartet can do, offthe-cuff, at the intersection of goofy and brilliant.
See more comedy events on p.25.

For FAQs about submitting a listing, contact
info, deadlines, and an online submission
form, go to austinchronicle.com/submit.
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Arts&Culture
Austin Energy employees rehearsing the Forklift
Danceworks production of PowerUP in 2013

What does it mean to be “essential” in this pandemic?
Forklift Danceworks asks the workers “On the Job”
by RobeRt FaiRes
Many performing arts companies want
their audiences to know how the people
who have worked on their shows are doing
under the stay-at-home order, and Forklift
Danceworks is no exception. But unlike
other companies, which are sharing news
about artists, musicians, and technicians
who aren’t working, Forklift is sharing news
about its collaborators who are – though
they’re not doing what you might expect.
The people you hear from in the new
audio series “On the Job” were in Forklift
productions such as The Trash Project and
PowerUP – shows built around the movements of city employees going about their
daily tasks – and they were in those shows
because they were the city employees performing those tasks. By coordinating their
actions and presenting them under lights,
Forklift Artistic Director Allison Orr and
Associate Artistic Director Krissie Marty
revealed the poetry in these workers’ movements, helping audiences to see what they

24

do as dance. More significantly, they got
audiences to understand how important the
people who work in Austin Energy, Austin
Resource Recovery, and other city departments are to everyone who lives here.
While those Forklift shows may have
been performed years ago, many of the
employees who appeared in them are
still working for the city, and now, during
the pandemic, their duties are more than
important; they’re essential – officially.
With that in mind, Orr and Marty wanted to
check in with folks they’d gotten to know
and collaborated with in those earlier productions, to learn how they’re faring and
what’s been happening with their jobs in
this COVID-19 world. “We’re all having to
change how we work now,” says Marty. “So
I was really interested in knowing what’s
different for them.” That led the Forklift
leaders to think it might also be useful
for the public to hear what these workers are going through now. And with the
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John Anderson

Still Getting It Done

company having temporarily put on hold
its big project for 2020 – a series of events
and performances celebrating the storied
history of baseball at East Austin’s Downs
Field – Marty suggested, “Let’s make this
our project.”
Though Orr was initially cautious – not
wanting to take advantage of these workers’ valuable time in the midst of a crisis
– she was drawn to the idea. Forklift isn’t a
traditional company making work with professional dancers in a studio. “Our studio is
on the streets,” Orr says, “and it helps me
see what’s going on out there to hear what’s
going on [with these workers we know].”
Still, she adds, “It took a while to figure
this out.” While audio has long been integral to Forklift projects, it’s always been a
supplement to the movement work; this
time, it would be the main medium. But
the conversations would have to be recorded remotely – a radical shift from the inperson, hands-on way of working that the
company favors. Plus, there would still be
bureaucracies to navigate, the same ones
that Forklift needed approval from when
it partnered with city
departments on previous projects. This time,
“not every institutional
partner has been able to
say yes,” Orr says, but
“because we have the
trust built” from four
successful
collaborations now – The Trash
Project; PowerUP; The
Trees of Govalle; and My
Park, My Pool, My City –
departments have been
more inclined to give
Forklift a thumbs-up for
this. Fortunately for Orr
and Marty, too, “people have been very
happy to talk” with them … again. “We’ve
started joking that once you get involved
with us, we don’t let you go,” says Marty.
“You get the Hotel California with Forklift.”
Orr and Marty brainstormed a list of
people to speak to, people in different
city departments and different jobs within
their departments (“someone who works
in the office, someone who’s out in the
field,” says Orr), as well as people who,
not insignificantly, love to talk. (The list
also included workers from Forklift projects at universities in North Carolina and
Massachusetts.) The two then began calling workers on the list and conducting

brief interviews, which were turned over
to Forklift team member Clara Pinsky for
sound editing. She started posting the
audio online on April 17 and has been
adding a new installment every three or
four days since. The plan is to keep adding
interviews throughout the summer.
In their brisk five-minute Q&A sessions,
Orr and Marty manage not only to reconnect
with these workers, but also to advocate for
them by making those of us who benefit
from city services aware of the added load
employees are shouldering because of the
coronavirus shutdown.
From Austin Resource Recovery’s Chris
Guerrero and Virginia Alexander, we hear
that people staying at home are generating
as much trash in a week as they do the week
after Christmas. The extra loads mean that
a truck which usually makes one trip to the
dump in a day has to make two. Eight-hour
workdays become 10-hour days. And all
that time, the sanitation workers have to
deal with protective gear and anxieties that
weren’t part of the job three months ago.
Austin Energy’s Jeff Bradford points
out that the difference between this crisis
and the kind in which the department is
most often thought of as “essential” is that
Austin Energy is “not in restoration mode”
– getting power restored after it’s been
knocked out – the way it is with a hurricane
or an ice storm. During
the pandemic, Austin
Energy is maintaining
power while adhering to
social distancing guidelines with both customers and its own staff.
And doing that can add
strain to the job from the
complications it entails.
But whatever added
stresses these city workers are facing in this difficult time, they make it
clear over and over that
they care about their
jobs and they’re proud
of what they do. And they don’t just feel
that way about themselves. That extends to
their fellow employees, who they routinely
describe as “good people” and even “some
of the best people in the business.” And like
the folks they’re serving through this crisis,
they all want their families to be safe.
In all of its portraits of essential workers, “On the Job” performs a service, too,
the same one that Forklift’s past productions have: to give these city employees a
human face and show them as the heroes
they are.
n

Whatever added
stresses these city
workers are facing
in this difficult time,
they make it clear
over and over in the
audio interviews
that they care about
their jobs and they’re
proud of what they do.

See Forklift Danceworks’ “On the Job:
Portraits of Essential Workers”
at www.medium.com/on-the-job.

ARTS LISTINGS
T he aT r e
OPENING
J Virtual Hyde Park: Slowgirl Here’s a video
broadcast of HPT’s award-winning production of Greg Pierce’s
two-person play about a niece and uncle’s awkward reunion
in the middle of the Costa Rican jungle, starring Molly Kar
rasch and Ken Webster, as directed by that same Webster in
2013. Good stuff – and highly recommended. Sat., May 23,
8pm. Donations accepted. www.hydeparktheatre.org
Virtual ground Floor: CliCk “It’s Saturday night

and two gay guys are online trying to hook up, each for a
somewhat different reason. Jason sees easy sex as a way to
avoid intimacy. Michael sees it as a way to get to intimacy
more quickly.” Find out what happens next, in this broadcast
of Allan Baker’s award-winning drama starring Jesse O’Rear.
Sun., May 24, 7pm. Donations accepted.
www.groundfloortheatre.org.

Vortex Theatre www.vortexrep.org

For Fear tHe glaSS May SHatter A video broadcast
of David DeMaris’ operatic play that explores the science and
struggles of Nobel Prize-winning physicist Wolfgang Pauli,
whose personal crisis led him to Carl Jung as a patient,
friend, and critic. The score recapitulates 20th century music
and features “neurophysics dream music built from oscillating
fields and statistical mechanics.” Directed by Bonnie Cullum.
Thu., May 21, 8pm. Donations accepted.
one ounCe oPera There’s a movement to revitalize opera
across the globe, but no one’s been doing it quite like Julie
Fiore and Austin’s own One Ounce Opera. Here’s a night of
highlights from their archives, both released and unreleased.
Fri., May 22, 8pm. Donations accepted.
BaBa yaga’S HouSe, eP. 2 In “Appreciating the

Unexpected,” the second episode in the Vortex’s Baba Yaga
series, the well-storied witch reveals how surprises can lead
to all sorts of things – new friends, adventures, murder hornets. Sat., May 23, 8pm. Donations accepted.

CineMa dada Quick – don’t anybody set a giraffe on fire!

But do check out this video collection of improvised music
and sound juxtaposed against collages of mail-art from a
yearlong international mail-art call. Austin artists David Jewell,
Melissa Vogt, Sandie Donzica, Justin LaVergne, Chad “The
Eldritch Omelette King” Salvata, Rachel Fuhrer, and Sergio
R. Samayoa contribute video art, theatrical staging, dance
choreography, improvised poetry, spoken word, sound collage,
and electronic music. Bonus: Week nine of Rudy Ramirez’s
CoviDecameron Project features a takeover by students from
the Griffin School. Sun., May 24, 7:30pm. Donations accepted.

ONGOING
gilBert & SulliVan: H.M.S. PinaFore Austin’s Gilbert

& Sullivan society streams video of their 2014 grand summer
production of this rousing classic and features a watch party
with commentary from directors, original cast members, and
GSA board members. Through May 29. Watch party: Mon.,
May 25. Free. www.gilbertsullivan.org.

grageriart online Austin’s frosty-coiffed and glamo-

licious wondertwins of robo-friendly sh-sh-shopping, Lana
Lesley and Peter Stopschinski, keep the postmodern retail
luv a-coming with a brand new video, at least long enough
to take a voice-modulated sip of coffee to, each Friday
morning. Don’t just say hello, citizen consumer, say buy-buy!
Trending and free. www.grageriart.com.

Virtual Hideout:
Maestro

This is an all-improvised battle royale,
sans fromage, featuring the most ornery
cusses in the scene doing their damnedest
to emerge victorious from a mindwarping multiplayer fray. Imagine: A screen
crowded with Zoomers, competing in short
improv games and wild-ass gambits to be
crowned the one and only Maestro for the
week. Sound good? Yeah – we like it, too.
Saturdays, 10pm. $5. www.hideouttheatre.com.

C omedy
ColdTowne Theater www.coldtownetheater.com

FridayS & SaturdayS liVe The stage on Airport might
be dark, citizen, but the stars of that laugh factory near Mrs.
Johnson’s Donuts are shining bright each Friday and Saturday
night on ColdTowne TV! Tune in for this variety show format
and drop a few bucks in the virtual tip jar to keep local comedy alive. Fridays & Saturdays, 8pm. Donations accepted.
ViCtrola ColdTowne’s sketch comedy podcast goes online

with guests from, well, it could really be from anywhere, right?
Because internets? You wanna see these bright local zanies
working the virtual thing for all it’s worth, citizen, you’ll catch
every episode. Mondays, 8pm. Donations accepted.

Hey, How are you? In which comedy writer Devon

Coleman – aka The Black Charles Grodin – asks the most
important question in the universe. Tuesdays, 8pm. Donations
accepted.

yeaH, But are you HaPPy? Maybe consider this a

sort of follow-up to Tuesday’s “Hey, How Are You?” ColdTowne
show? In any case, comedians Katie Stone and Lane Ingram
invite you to an ongoing podcast that explores the intersection between creativity and mental health. Wednesdays, 8pm.
Donations accepted.

Hideout Theatre www.hideouttheatre.com
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PgraPH The fantastic foursome of improv fabulators returns
for another week, bringing their arch spontaneity through
Zoom and onto Twitch to make your minds zoom and your
hearts twitch at what a talented local quartet can do, offthe-cuff, at the intersection of goofy and brilliant. Thursdays,
8pm; Sat., 7:30pm; Sun., 3pm. $5.
EvErywhErE you want to bE in austin
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Tracking Wild Art

We know the art is out there. We just can’t get to it.
know, adds to the exhibition’s allure. If we’re missing art this badly
In the age of the pandemic, with every gallery and museum
now, then by God, let’s go after it. The first work I went hunting for
closed to the public for weeks that feel like years, we’re offered
took me into the Blunn Creek Nature Preserve east of St. Edward’s
tantalizing images of paintings and sculptures and installations
University. As I followed the directions drawn by artists Meghan
on websites of arts institutions, affirming those works are still
Shogan and Danny Hernandez, fording the creek, pushing through
there behind locked doors, but we have no way to be with them,
brush, and weaving through boulders on my way to the work, I was
to be in their physical presence, to take in the full measure of
taken by the profound difference between this setting and most
their artistry, their message, their impact. They’re on our screens,
places where art is seen: spaces contained, constructed, smooth
sealed away as if by a plate glass window, beyond our reach.
and even. Here was space not only wild but filled with its own art,
Northern-Southern Gallery’s group show “Left in Leaves” prounrestrained in color, shape, variety. Whatever art was at the volvides a touch of relief from this frustrating state
canic overlook, the path there had offered its own
of affairs. Gallery owner/curator Phillip Niemeyer
artistic fulfillment. What it turned out to be – and I
invited a baker’s dozen of local artists to free
apologize for the spoiler – was a simple brick set
Various sites around austin
some of their art from lockdown and set works
into the ground, and on it were carved the words,
www.northern-southern.com
in assorted sites around the city for viewers
“If you lived here, you’d be home by now.” The title,
through may 31
to either seek out or stumble on in their rare
Real Estate, clicked, and I had a good chuckle. But
ventures outside. Some pieces are in the urban
as I took in the gorgeous vista that afternoon, I
environment: a neighborhood park, a vacant lot, a suburban curb.
felt I’d gotten more than a punchline. If I did live here, how much
Others are farther afield, deep enough in greenbelts that hiking is
of this preserve would have been sacrificed to development? And
required to find them. Where they are, though, may not be what
who did live here? A lizard on a boulder gave me the side-eye as
gives the pieces here an impact beyond the usual. This is far from
a butterfly flitted past and birdsong celebrated the day. The way
the first time that art has been placed outdoors or left to be disdown the trail, everything I saw – the bushes, the birds, the mascovered by unknowing passersby. These works, however, arrive in
sive, ancient trees – was filtered through the concept of home. I
a time when our access to art has been so limited, so restricted,
suspect I would not have been affected that way by a work in a
that its absence has been noticeable – palpable even. Thus, “Left
man-made space.
in Leaves” speaks to this specific moment, to our longing to conNorth of the river, my mind was turned in a similar direction by
nect with art, and gives us a means to make that connection, even
an untitled piece by Amy Scofield. In a lot facing East Seventh,
if only for an instant, somewhere we might not expect.
vacant save for the weeds and overgrowth that had claimed it,
The fact that we have to go in search of this art, to follow maps
was a large wooden table, its thick legs and ornate carvings testhat lead us down alleys and up trails we may have never traveled
taments to its age. But its cracked and peeling wooden surface
before, ending in destinations far from any gallery or museum we
showed that the sun and weather were having their way with it.

“left in leaVes”

Virtual Hideout: improV Social Hour It’s social

– demented and virtual, but social. Join the Hideout crowd
every weekday at 6pm for a Zoomed hour of improv games
and antics where you’ll learn a thing or two about comedy
improvisation (their talented instructors will help you along)
and your day will certainly be brightened. Yes, and maybe
bring a friend with you? Even if that friend’s a dog? “I’m a
varmint and all varmints are welcome!” Mon.-Fri., 6pm. $10.

B U T WA I T – T H E R E ’S M O R E !
eStHer’S FollieS You don’t have to slog your way through
Dirty Sixth anymore, citizen – you can catch the arch antics
and musical mayhem of the Esther’s crew on video as they
unleash fresh new sketches and songs and more about
the hottest topics of the day. And there’s all sorts of behindthe-scenes extras now, too, and it’s all available via their
Patreon page. You need to laugh right about now, so this is
a good idea, right? And sports are important, sure they are,
but wouldn’t you rather be a local comedy supporter than a
local athletic supporter? [*pauses for response, hears only
crickets*] Right – leaving it to these professionals, then.
www.esthersfollies.com.

comedy WHam: iSolation comedy SHoWcaSe In

which Valerie Lopez, who runs that fierce online resource of
stand-up-focused podcasts and profiles, presents a weekly
livestreamed lineup of local stand-ups, hosted by Colton
Dowling. And, this week, could it be … the Velv’s own Pat
Dean who’s among the performers? Could it? Could it be?
Fridays, 8pm. Donations accepted. www.comedywham.com.
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Da nce
blue lapiS liGHt’S belonGinG, part one: in-Home
ScreeninG The city’s original outdoor aerialists, directed by

Sally Jacques, performed this stunning piece that took place
at the Seaholm District Plaza in Downtown Austin in 2017 and
2018. Now you can witness the spectacle onscreen, with a link
for the entirety of it sent directly to your inbox. (Also, see the Blue
Lapis website for details about weekly modern dance classes
with Jun Shen, video-creation classes with Nicole Whiteside, and
more from the acclaimed company.) $25. www.bluelapislight.org.

ballet auStin: claSSeS online While you’re home,

wherever you are across the world, you can still take a dance,
fitness, or Pilates class with Ballet Austin. Ballet, barre,
contemporary dance, hip-hop, tap, cardio dance fitness, and
Pilates out the wazoo, so to speak, because there are so
many varieties to choose among, and all taught by professional instructors – and it’s all available 24/7, just like the
internets. Ongoing. $3-7 per class. www.balletaustin.org.

cl as sica l M u sic
OPENING

montopoliS: liVeStreamed concert This lands in

our Classical Music section, but it’s really more of a cinematic music experience, with Justin Sherburn and his talented
Montopolis cohort performing excerpts from their Big Bend
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Courtesy of northern -southern

Northern-Southern’s “Left in Leaves” frees artwork from lockdown
and sends quarantined viewers in search of it By RoBeRt FaiRes

Untitled by Amy Scofield,
East Austin, May 5

On that surface were scores of reflective beads, most assembled
into a silvery circle that might have stood for moon or sun, but on
that blazingly bright day – Sunday, of course – when the beads’
light dazzled, it was difficult to picture it as part of the night. The
table looked out of place in this empty space, but who’s to say it
didn’t belong there, the remains left by some earlier resident of
the lot, another part of Eastside history lost to the neighborhood
and to the city? Who could that space have been home to, and
whose home is it now? Whose home will it be?
“Left in Leaves” invites us to ask such questions by seeking
out works of art in spaces where we live and don’t live. In this
time of yearning for a connection to art, it can provide one – and
connect us to even more.

and Living Coast concerts, accompanying the same stunning
imagery and dynamic narrators that audiences have come
to expect from their popular performances. Presented by
the Long Center, with sponsorship from UT and Planet Texas
2050. Sat., May 23, 8pm. Free. www.montopolismusic.com.

V is ua l a r t s

ONGOING

a05 Gallery: todd talkS Ao5’s Director Todd Gresley
interviews a new artist each week in this livestreamed video
series from the popular South Austin gallery. Thursdays, 2pm.
www.ao5gallery.com.

acmc: cHamber connect The latest installment of this

fine series from Austin Chamber Music Center features
the McCain Duo – that’s Artina and Martin McCain, piano
and bass trombone – performing Gershwin’s Three Preludes,
music by Austin’s own David Wilborn, and more. Bonus: The
evening will include live commentary from the duo about
life as musicians and their upcoming projects. Sat., May 23,
8pm. Free. www.austinchambermusic.org.

auStin opera: liVe From indy terrace This weekly
series presents livestreamed performances from local stars of
the vocal stage – they’ve already showcased Elena Villalon,
Mela Sarajane Dailey, Claudia Chapa, Will Liverman, and
more – and we reckon this week’s featured artist will be a
sonic treat as well. Fridays, 3pm. Free. www.austinopera.org.
inVoke in pieceS The mighty men of the eclectic quartet
Invoke may be sheltering in place, but that’s not keeping
them from making music together on the interwebs. Listen
to each member of Invoke play solo sets for each other,
livestreamed on Twitch and YouTube. Fridays, 7pm. Donations
accepted. www.invokesound.com.

EVENTS

auStin creatiVe alliance: online artSHoW
FundraiSer The ACA has teamed with SKM Art Advising

to present this virtual exhibition of works for sale to benefit the Artists Emergency Fund, featuring new pieces
by Stella Alesi, Naomi Schlinke, Rebecca Bennett, and
more. Ongoing, until sold out. www.skmartadvising.com/
online-art-benefit.

biG medium: artiSt FeatureS This new series from the

community-strong magisters of Big Medium aims to amplify
the voice of artists and keep art a regular part of daily life
in these socially distanced times. Through a combination of
short interviews, artwork images, and video, these features
serve to inspire and create a deeper connection between
artists and the public. New installments weekly, every Tuesday
and Friday. Upcoming: Matthew Roberts (May 22), Erin Cunningham (May 26), J Muzacz (May 29). www.bigmedium.org.

by beth Sullivan

Photo by Javier Gonzalez

Catch Papi/Jinxy
pouty in pink Saturday

This Friday, May 22, is
harvey Milk day. California’s

annual celebration honors Milk’s legacy
as the first openly gay elected official
in California, where he served on San
Francisco’s Board of Supervisors before his
assassination in 1978. Even in the Lone
Star State, the day’s testament to LGBTQIA
representation feels especially salient. In a
May 12 letter to Austin-Travis County officials,
the Texas Attorney General’s Office not
only deemed Austin’s COVID-19 precautions
“unlawful” (its own absurdity) but also took
offense at city policy banning essential
services employers – including houses of
worship – from discriminating on the basis
of sexual orientation and gender iden-

2 t o Do

Quarantiki Hour

Dance to a disco DJ set by Winona Grindr
while a Cheer Ups bartender teaches y’all
a tasty new drink (or two). All virtual tips
benefit CUC’s staff fund. Thursdays, 6pm.
www.instagram.com/cheerupcharlies.

Pouty Pink Cabaret
If in doubt, watch the Bizarre Stripper
Burlesque babes and don’t pout.
Louisianna Purchase hosts a menagerie of
virtual performances by Estée Slaughter,
Sylvia Hatchet, Jinxy Deviate, and others,
plus special guest TS Era Victoria. Sat., May

23, 9pm-12mid. $4.99-29.99. www.somekindofbizarre
stripper.com.

tity. As I’ve written here before: I’m not
surprised by this BS. Bigots may be bigoting,
but we can ride 2020’s “Rainbow Wave” to
November’s elections and vote some of ’em
out; and we can make ourselves heard by filling out the census (see www.queerthe
censusatx.org). At the very least, I think, we
can reach out to our LGBTQIA friends or fam
with an offering of what these clowns fear
the most: hope. Because without hope, to
paraphrase Milk, “the us’es” will give up,
and I know we never do. … In other queer’d
news, many thanks to those that have
shared their BT2 memories with me (email
qmmunity@austinchronicle.com). I’m compiling them for a new installment of Qmmunity’s
“barchive,” so keep ’em coming.

Q’D Up
LGBTQ+ COVID-19 ExpErIEnCEs ACrOss TExAs Survey
by Dell Medical School. Ongoing. www.dellmed.utexas.edu.
“DykE-A-DAy” suBmIssIOns Performances about the

lezzes in your life – past, present, and future – are welcome.
Through Thu., May 21. www.instagram.com/lezbeintouch.

QuEEr HAppy HOur Austin DSA hosts a casual, virtual
space for like-minded qmmunity members. Thu., May 21,
7-8pm. www.austindsa.org.

HEALTH AnD WELLnEss COmmITTEE With Austin’s
LGBTQIA chamber. Fri., May 22, 10:30-11:30am.
www.austinlgbtchamber.com.
DJ CHOrIzO Funk Rock your body twice. Fridays, 8pm;
Saturdays, 10pm. www.fb.com/djchorizofunk.
InTErFACEs Soups’ workshop, “Natural Solutions to Climate
Change.” Sat., May 23, noon-2pm. www.fb.com/atxinterfaces.
sIr rAT VIrTuAL GEAr nIGHT Getcher gear on. Sat., May
23, 8-9:15pm. www.fb.com/sirratleather.
TrAnsFOrmInG WELLnEss Techniques for wellness
practitioners working with trans/GNC clientele. Wed., May 27,
2-5pm. $80. www.spectrumwellnessaustin.com.

For all Qmmunity listings see austinchronicle.com/qmmunity and send yer queer’d events
to qmmunity@austinchronicle.com.
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Neill-Cochran House: Art on the Lawn
Hey, this is happening
IRL! Seven artists will
present their work on
the grounds of this historic site. The museum
itself will be closed, but
free admission passes will be passed out
for use once the NCH
reopens on June third
– so you can see the “If
These Walls Could Talk”
exhibition, which has
been extended until July
26. Note: The number of
guests circulating on the
grounds will be managed by museum staff to preserve social distancing of six feet.
Sun., May 24, 11am-3pm. Neill-Cochran House Museum, 2310 San Gabriel. Free.

tHe Blanton MuSeuM: Curated ConVerSationS

Explore and connect with the Blanton staff online via this new
series, streaming live every Tuesday at 5pm, they’re ready to
answer your questions about the art in the museum’s vast
and lovely collections. The first installment featured Ellsworth
Kelly’s Austin, but you know the treasures don’t stop there.
Bonus: happy hour drink suggestions and recipes provided.
Tuesdays, 5pm. www.blantonmuseum.org.

Big MediuM: CoFFee CHatS In addition to their regular

artist features, the Big Medium folks offer virtual coffeetime
convo, too – with leaders in the creative community sharing
their personal and professional experiences to inspire others
pursuing careers in art. Coming up: Vladimir Mejia of CoLab
Projects and the Ink Tank Collective. Thu., May 28, 11am.
Free. www.bigmedium.org.

ONGOING
teStSite: How a HouSe workS How does a house

work? The folks at FluentCollaborative presented such
a compelling answer from artists Andy Coolquitt and Alix
Browne that, when the coronavirus shutdown went into effect,
they turned the exhibition into a website of its own. So now
you can click over for a visit, and – hey, who’s answering the
questions here? www.fluentcollab.org.

J tHe ConteMPorary FroM HoMe The Contemporary
Austin’s superlative museum galleries and sculpture park can
be visited digitally through art and nature snapshots, tours,
and quiet moments of reflection. Experience past performances and new happenings at the museum, discover artist
talks and lectures, and stream films and playlists for these
all-too-interesting times – in the comfort of your own home.
Free. www.thecontemporaryaustin.org.
wally workMan gallery: PoSter SHow Now

here’s some gorgeous and affordable visuals for anybody’s
favorite wall: a new series of 20-by-16-inch posters celebrating the creations of Workman-repped artists – Malcolm
Bucknall! Ashley Benton! Helmut Barnett! Ian Shults!
Those amazing Scribners! And many more! – with funds
going to support those artists. Give it a look-see on the
website. www.wallyworkmangallery.com.

yard dog: Fort guerin West Virginia artist Fort Guerin
was raised in Mesa, Ariz., and it’s the West, in particular
the mythos of the Old West, that fires his imagination and
provides the subjects for his paintings. Note: Yard Dog Art
Gallery, like everything else, is closed for the time being –
but the show goes on, online! www.yarddog.com.

CaMiBa art: Studio SCene 4 It’s Camiba’s fourth annual exhibition of art gathered directly from studios visited on
global tours (with a focus on Latin America). Experience new
cultural voices through a wide variety of mediums, expressed
by more than 25 artists representing four countries and nine
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geographic locations. Curator Troy Campa will post a video
walk-through once the exhibition’s up and ready, but the gallery is also open for inperson viewing by appointment only.
Through June 6. Camiba Art, 6448 Hwy. 290 E. Ste. A-102,
512/937-5921. www.camibaart.com.

diMenSion gallery: on tHe PligHt oF tHe PriMroSe In the early 1900s, the evening primrose was central

to the debate over the cause of evolution and its inherent
mutations. In the early days of March 2020, Austin-based
sculptor Laura Latimer has collected rubble from local
construction sites to provide the foundation for a fanciful,
botanical habitat that contemplates how future mutants
might survive in the fragmented ecosystems resulting from
nonstop urban development. Through June 6. Dimension
Gallery, 979 Springdale #99, 512/484-2432. Free.
www.dimensiongallery.com.

J woMen & tHeir work online: 42 yearS Did they
say “42 years of contemporary art by women in our online
archive,” citizen? Yes, they did – and we recommend feasting
your binge-weary eyes on what this excellent Downtown
gallery has to reward your clicks with. Women & Their Work,
1710 Lavaca, 512/477-1064. www.womenandtheirwork.org.

C R E AT I V E O P P O RT U N I T I E S
CarVer MuSeuM: HigH SignS and BeaConS This
is a project of CarverMuseumATX, Six Square, the City of
Austin Equity office, and the African American Heritage
Facility, calling on artists, poets, scholars, and writers of
African descent to join in a mutual aid effort. It’s an invitation
to engage with the isolation, uncertainty, and essential chaos
of these times – and your voice is essential. See website for
details. Free. www.austintexas.gov.

B ooks
J Marion winik: tHe Big Book oF tHe dead

The celebrated Austin author presents her book of personal
remembrances, showing how we love, grieve, and grow. Winik
will be in livestreamed conversation with Jennifer Chenoweth
of the Oakwood Cemetery Chapel and Arro Smith of Save
Austin’s Cemeteries. Thu., May 21, 7pm. Free.
www.marionwinik.com.

BookS, deliVered! Don’t forget, citizen: The best place to
get your reading material is from Austin’s own Malvern Books
or Half Price Books or BookPeople or BookWoman stores
online. Or try Bookshop.org in general – because Bookshop,
unlike the internetted behemoth named after a certain South
American river, Bookshop shares the profits among all its
independentbookstore members. And that Bezos fellow is
already making enough goddam money, n’est-ce pas?
www.bookshop.org.
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2020 artBoX PrograM SurVey The city’s Artbox pro-

gram offers local artists the opportunity to beautify utility
boxes, which you’ve probably appreciated on your commute
to work or walk about the neighborhood. Four new Artboxes
are on the way, in City Council districts 5, 6, 8, and 10, and
the four artists designing the boxes have created two options
each. Vote for your favorite design for each box by May 21,
and while you’re voting, get more info about current Artboxes
around town that you may have missed. Online survey closes
Thu., May 21. www.austintexas.gov/page/artbox-program.

luMBer SoCiety online workSHoP: SurViVal
Mentality The Buzz Mill’s Lumber Society is back with

another livestream for you, this time on your most important
piece of survival gear: your head. Learn all about fear factors,
survival stresses, and keeping a positive attitude, and with
the Q&A you’ll get a sense of how to practice different scenarios. Check out the first two virtual sessions on the Buzz
Mill YouTube page to learn about go bags and get an intro
to nature skills. Thu., May 21, 8pm. Online.
www.fb.com/events/256081152174460.

tHe arC oF tHe CaPital area interaCtiVe liVe
triVia nigHt Fashion X founder Matt Swinney hosts this

90-minute live trivia fundraiser for The Arc. Play individually or
with a team, and prizes include a personalized selfie with
your favorite celeb. Confirmed guests include Diamondback
Greg Swindell, actor/model/author Sarah Swindell, Emmy
winner Tate Donovan, Real Housewives’ LeeAnne Locken, and
former Ms. Fitness Olympia Monica Brant. You’ll watch the
quiz livestream and answer the questions on your computer
or mobile device. This may be your only chance in life to play
trivia with famous people, and it’s for a great cause! Thu.,
May 21, 8pm. Online. $50. www.arcaustin.org/trivia.

weekly writing SerieS For woMen oF Color ART
| library deco hosts this six-week creative writing workshop,
which offers vintage jazz and an artistic visual to accompany
the writing prompts provided. Register soon for as many sessions as will fit your schedule, and be sure to contribute your
finished work to the COVID-19 INDEX project. June 3-July 8.
Wednesdays, 8-8:45pm. Online. www.artlibrarydeco.space.
liVely Vendor day This virtual charity-tied event
with Mermaids for Clean Water features two workshops:
“How to Make More by Doing Less” with Serena Hicks and
“Embodying Your Inner Saleswoman” by Deborah Yager with
Yager Training. There are also giveaways and eight vendors
showcasing products and services. Sat., May 23, 11am-3pm.
Online. $8. www.eventbrite.com.
Make a Modern SuCCulent arrangeMent ClaSS

In this virtual DIY class, Articulture founder and “artrepreneur”
Monique Capanelli will show you the ins-and-outs of succulent arranging, from choosing plants to healthy planting to
artful design. Choose curbside pickup at their South Austin
location or get your plant kit delivered in the Austin area, and
they’ll send you the video streaming link. Bonus: Class registration includes a 10% off coupon for the Articulture online
store. Sat., May 23, 1:30-3pm. Online. $75 and up.
www.articulturedesigns.com.

Hill Country galleria X aCl radio: Saturday
nigHt ConCert SerieS Hill Country Galleria’s popular

spring concert series is going virtual this time around, bringing artists like Medicine Man Revival and the Peterson
Brothers to you via streaming on Facebook Live or the ACL
Radio website. Listeners are encouraged to complete the
experience with a meal from one of the Galleria’s many
restaurants offering takeout. Saturdays, 7pm. Online.
www.acl-radio.com/hill-country-galleria.

ranked-CHoiCe Voting and More: eleCtoral
reForM For tHe 21St Century Ranked-choice voting

(RCV) lets voters specify, on one ballot, who their second
and third choices are, in case their first choice is defeated.
Candidates have to win a majority of votes to be elected.
In this Zoom meeting, Common Ground for Texans board
members Joanne Richards and Dan Eckam will review how
RCV works; its history, current usage, and benefits; and how
you can help pursue this reform. Related reforms will be
discussed if there’s time. Log-on details will be posted in the
Facebook event prior to the meeting. Sat., May 23, 2-4pm.
Online via Zoom. Free. www.cg4tx.org.

art on tHe lawn For this outdoor event, seven artists will
present their work on the grounds of the Neill-Cochran House
Museum. The museum will be closed; however, free admission
passes will be given to attendees for use when it reopens on
June 3 – the perfect opportunity to experience the “If These
Walls Could Talk” exhibit, which has been extended until July
26. Artwork on display will be for sale and a portion of the
proceeds will benefit the museum. The event is free and open
to the public, but please register on the website. Sun.,
May 24, 11am-3pm. Neill-Cochran House Museum,
2310 San Gabriel. www.nchmuseum.org.
teXaS HiStory tueSdayS The Bullock Museum is closed
for the time being, but that doesn’t mean they’ve stopped
educating the public about Texas history. Log on to one of
their livestreams to learn from a museum educator and
participate in a Q&A afterward. These programs are typically
taught to elementary and middle school audiences, but
anyone looking for an enriching and fun experience is invited.
Tuesdays, 10am & 1pm. Online. www.thestoryoftexas.com.

CaSa Volunteer inFo SeSSion CASA of Travis County
speaks up for children who’ve been abused or neglected by
empowering people to volunteer as advocates for them in the
court system. When the state steps in to protect a child’s
safety, a judge appoints a trained volunteer advocate to make
independent and informed recommendations in the child’s
best interest. Join the info session to learn about becoming a
volunteer advocate and how you can train online right now.
There will be time for questions with staff and current volunteer advocates during the presentation. Wed., May 27, 6:308pm. Online via Zoom. Free. www.casatravis.org/infosession.
CareerS oVer CoFFee Women Communicators of Austin

invites you to brew a cup of coffee and join them on Zoom to
exchange burning questions and advice with fellow communicators. RSVP to get the link. Thu., May 28, 8-9:30am.
Online via Zoom. www.wcaustin.org/events.

Fuel Our Heroes Austin

UT-Austin student-led initiative Fuel Our Heroes Austin
is raising funds and taking donations of PPE, hand
sanitizer, and toilet paper for health care heroes at Dell
Medical School. So far they’ve raised almost $17,000;
donate online now to help reach the goal of $100,000
and to get vital supplies to those at the front line of the
COVID-19 crisis. Through June 12. Donate online.
ww.fuelourheroesatx.org.

ongoing
J sofa sessions BenefiTing sims foundaTion

In honor of Mental Health Awareness Month, Sofa Sessions
brings local musicians to your living room to raise funds for
nonprofit SIMS Foundation, which provides mental health
care to musicians and has experienced a higher demand due
to COVID-19. Follow SIMS on social media (@simsfoundation)
for lineup announcements throughout the month. Donate
online or by texting SIMS to 44321. Throughout May. Online.
www.simsfoundation.org/donate.

online classes WiTh esquina Tango This nonprofit
has taken their programming online via Zoom and Facebook
Live. There’s something going on every day, so check out the
full list of donation-based classes and choose from conversational Spanish or Portuguese, salsa aerobics, and, of course,
tango. Daily; times vary. www.esquinatangoaustin.com.

J feed iT forWard Feed It Forward and take out
hunger! Order delivery, pickup, groceries, beer, wine, or cocktails from participating restaurants and add the $5 Feed It
Forward menu item before checkout. Support the local food
community and provide 20 meals to the Central Texas Food
Bank with each Feed It Forward item. Plus, Tito’s Handmade
Vodka is matching donations up to $10,000. Check out
the list of participating locations online before you make
your next takeout order; there’s a wide variety all over town.
Ongoing. Various locations. www.austinrestaurantweeks.org.
volunTeer from home for ronald mcdonald
house The mission of Ronald McDonald House Charities of

Central Texas is to keep families with sick children together
by providing lodging near hospitals, and they have needs that
you can help meet from your own home. Donate online or
choose from the helpful list of projects they’ve put together:
Crafty volunteers can crochet beanies for NICU babies or create greeting cards, or you can put together activity packets or
toiletry kits, order from their Amazon wish list, or have a meal
delivered, and more. Ongoing. At home. www.rmhc-ctx.org.

ToileTries needed for safe Nonprofit org SAFE gives
out an average of eight bottles of shampoo, conditioner, and
body wash each day, and their supplies are almost depleted.
If you’d like to help replenish their stock, drop off donations
of these items to the bins outside their warehouse during the
specified hours. Donation box available 10am-3pm, Sun.-Fri.
SAFE Warehouse, 1515 Grove Blvd. www.fb.com/safeatx.

Day tripS

Soccer Watch
The German Bundesliga
lurched into action last
weekend, with no fans, no
group goal celebrations, no
handshakes, and noticeably less hard tackling
and other physical play.
It’ll be interesting to see
how this all develops. Fox
Sports will show seven
more Bundesliga games
this weekend, starting with
the Berlin derby, UnionHertha, 1:30pm, Friday.

by Nick barbaro

Costa Rica this week became the first Western
hemisphere country to resume play; ESPN Deportes
will air their games on Wednesday evenings. Other
places are moving slowly: The MLS moratorium for
small group and team training sessions is extended
until June 1, and not all teams are even cleared for
individuals to train. In England, small group training
resumed Tuesday, the same day the Premier League
confirmed six positive tests for the coronavirus at
There was something missing in Dortmund’s
three clubs; there’s no solid plan for a restart, but
traditional post-game salute to their fans.
hopes are for mid-June. Scotland canceled the rest
of their season on Wednesday, but 18 other European countries have dates to resume. And in South Korea,
FC Seoul’s publicity stunt – putting mannequins in the stands as virtual fans – backfired when viewers recognized them as sex dolls, including logos and holding signs with the manufacturer’s name on them.

Sp Or t S
R ec R e at i o n & F i t n es s
free exercise classes WiTh sTronger ausTin

Stronger Austin has a full slate of free exercise classes available via Zoom, ranging from boot camp to Zumba, chair yoga
to yoga en español, taking place in the morning, afternoon,
or evening, so there’s bound to be something that fits your
schedule. And did we mention they’re all free? Mon.-Sat.,
times vary. Online. www.strongeraustin.org/activities.

J maY is Bike monTh Bike Austin is encouraging residents to take to the bike lane throughout May for Bike Month
2020. With thousands of Austinites working from home, social
distancing, and spending less time in their vehicles, streets all
over town are quieter and safer, so now the community has
a unique opportunity to encourage neighbors to get outside
and ride together, apart. Share photos of solo or family rides
on social media using #BikeMonthATX and #IBikeTo____ (fill
in your own reason for biking) and enjoy these healthy streets.
Through May 31. Citywide. www.bikeaustin.org.

K id S

J Women & Their Work educaTional
resources Women & Their Work has a huge online

rock & roll PlaYhouse PresenTs live from
The PlaYroom Rock & Roll Playhouse brings their fam-

ily-friendly concerts to your own playhouse every day of the
week. Tune in weekdays at 2pm, Saturdays at noon, and
Sundays at 10am to get in on the fun. Ongoing. Online. Free.
bit.ly/therockandrollplayhouse.

ausTin Pard coloring Pages Austin’s Parks & Recreation Department has put out a set of downloadable coloring
pages to honor several Austin favorites, from Auditorium
Shores to Zilker Botanical Garden, and that’s just one activity
on PARD’s giant list of fun family activities. Online.
www.austintexas.gov/parkprograms.
aisd Wifi Bus Program Austin ISD and Capital Metro

have partnered to provide wifi to neighborhoods all over
town that may lack internet access, and hours are expanded through May 22. Check out the map online to find the
nearest bus. Ongoing. Citywide. www.austinisd.org/covid19/
chromebooks.

The World’s largesT scavenger hunT This
National Scavenger Hunt Day, be a part of this record-crushing, earth-shattering, worldwide event. Let’s Roam is hosting
a custom scavenger hunt experience where teams around the
globe will participate from their own homes. If 2,733 people
participate on the same day, it’ll break the record and make
scavenger hunt history. Travel the world from home and learn
more about global cultures as you complete as many challenges as possible within two hours. Sun., May 24. Virtual/
online. $40-150. www.letsroam.com.

Ou t Of t Ow n
naTural Bridge caverns drive-Thru Wildlife
ranch The ranch is back open after a hiatus due to COVID19. Drive through 450 acres of scenic landscape and see
more than 500 animals from the safety of your personal
vehicle. Daily, 9am-5pm. Between New Braunfels and San
Antonio. www.wildliferanchtexas.com.

by Gerald e. Mcleod

WiTTe Where You are The art, history, and science

museum is working to reopen in the new normal, but until
then it has a digital series of virtual visits that cover everything from cooking classes to science lessons. Ongoing.
Online via Witte Museum, San Antonio. www.wittemuseum.org.

disTance learning – eThnoBoTanY of souTh
Texas PlanTs Learn online how the plants commonly

found in South Texas were used for culinary, medicinal, ceremonial, and home arts purposes. Thu., May 21, 10-11:30am.
San Antonio. $10 refundable on completion of course.
www.visitsanantonio.com/events/category/virtual-events.

BlueBerrY and BlackBerrY season Begins The
Ger ald e . Mcleod

Driving trails to the historic schools of Gillespie County follow
scenic backroads around Fredericksburg and provide a peek into
rural Texas education.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s German farmers organized
one-room “neighborhood” schools. At its peak, there were 44 rural
schools in and around Fredericksburg. In 1949, the Legislature
consolidated independent schools into districts, which forced the
schools to close. Some schoolhouses were preserved as community
centers; others were sold and allowed to fade into history.
The Friends of Gillespie County Country Schools (www.
historicschools.org) maintains a history of a dozen of the schools
and a map to 17. Once a month, before the coronavirus pandemic,
former students would hold open houses at selected schools.
The self-driving tour map on the Friends’ website is broken down
into four trails. Each trail takes around 2.5 hours, depending on
stops. All of the schools are closed to visitors, but most allow
access to the grounds and peeking through the windows.
The construction of the schoolhouses ranged from stout limestone walls to tin siding now streaked with rust. The schools were
originally heated by wood-burning stoves, drew water with hand
pumps, had outhouses, and didn’t have electricity. The Willow City
School is the only two-story schoolhouse.
Generally, one teacher instructed grades one through eight.
German was the first language for many of the students, but the

selection of art activities, games, and educational resources,
including projects you can do at home that relate to recent
exhibits. Ongoing. Online. www.womenandtheirwork.org/
education/education-resources.

classes were often multicultural. The Meusebach Creek School
had five students whose parents were freed slaves. President
Lyndon Johnson attended the Williams Creek (Albert) School.
The four driving trails converge in Fredericksburg but can be joined
at other points. Each trail includes three or four historic schoolhouses and miles of Hill Country scenery.
1,500th in a series. Follow “Day Trips & Beyond,” a weekly travel blog,
at austinchronicle.com/daily/travel.

berry season starts on Memorial Day weekend when the farm
store opens with fresh pies, muffins, homemade ice cream,
and pick-your-own berries. The season tends to peak around
July Fourth weekend with berries lingering through July. Fri.,
May 22. Blueberry Hill Farm, Edom.
www.blueberryhillfarms.com.

oPen local Wine daY (and Weekend) Around the

country wine enthusiasts will be popping a cork on their
favorite local wines in celebration of the hometown viticulture.
Fri.-Mon., May 22-25. Statewide. www.texasfinewine.com/
may-22-openlocalwine-celebration.

virTual memorial daY Program Because of the
pandemic, the annual public gathering in honor of our service
members has moved online with speakers and a video montage. Mon., May 25, 10am. Online via National Museum of
the Pacific War, Fredericksburg. www.pacificwarmuseum.org/
blog/virtual-memorial-day-program.
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Supper Club offerings by Page Pressley

Virtual Supper Club
Austin dinner parties got a makeover
when local chef Page Pressley, best known
for his work at Emmer & Rye, launched an
at-home immersive dining concept after the
pandemic threw a wrench into plans for a
brick-and-mortar. Foxtail Supper Club, in
collaboration with online platform Assembly
Kitchen, goes beyond wine pairings with a
five-course interactive Zoom experience.
Camaraderie no longer takes a back seat
when everyone’s meal is delivered to their
individual door, complete with live virtual instruction. The best part? Foxtail has
thoughtfully prepared everything with seasonal ingredients from Austin and the Hill
Country in collaboration with farmers and
specialty purveyors like HausBar Farm,
Peeler Ranch, the Caviar Company, and
Barton Springs Mill.
Pressley’s goal is to create community
through food, something he’s been working
toward throughout his career – from his
origins in Santa Fe, N.M., to the Culinary
Institute of America in New York to Austin
in 2011 as Uchi’s sous chef and then back
to the line at Pujol in Mexico City. In 2015,
Pressley returned to Austin to open Emmer
& Rye as chef de cuisine and partner and
most recently served on the opening team
of McGuire Moorman Hospitality’s Swedish
Hill as executive chef.

by Jessi Cape

When the pandemic shifted his plans,
Pressley aimed to create a restaurant that
provided a space for people across the country to experience simultaneously. He said,
“Foxtail was to always be expressed through
two very different but equally important
offerings, with a tasting menu in the supper club contrasted by a fun, mindful, and
healthy all-day cafe. As so much has changed
in the world, two things remain, perhaps,
more clear than ever. We can still provide
our guests with a space to connect, celebrate,
and share joy, and our responsibility to get
high-quality local food to as many people
as possible in a safe and affordable way is
greater than it ever has been.”
Once the box is ordered through the
website, guests receive an email with a
Zoom link and instructions on preparation
before joining the party, hosted by Pressley
himself. The built-for-two kit includes two
lighter courses, two main courses, dessert, and a bonus breakfast dish for the
next morning. Offerings include dishes like
Parker House rolls with cultured butter
and raw honeycomb; Wagyu carpaccio with
Peeler Farms rib-eye, horseradish crème
fraîche, and white sturgeon caviar; blue
crab salad with charred olive relish, apple
gems, and bone marrow mayo; roasted spaghetti squash wedges with Comedor’s salsa

Taylor Prinsen PhoTogr aPhy

Share a meal with friends in separate homes

macha; and laminated hazelnut brioche,
honeycrisp caramel, and vanilla Chantilly
cream.
And when the COVID-19 veil eventually
lifts, Foxtail will continue the virtual supper club with the goal to incorporate the
original brick-and-mortar concept. Pressley
said, “As the core offerings of the concept are community, health conscious, and
affordable offerings – and creating a space
to celebrate and connect – we realized that
those things were, in many ways, needed
now more than ever and are some of the
pillars of human needs from hospitality and
restaurants. With those values in mind, we
will continue to evolve our experiences and
offerings as we build a physical space for
these ideas to call home.”
Foxtail also launched a podcast and video
section on the website, aka “the dining
room” of their digital restaurant, to shed

light on their journey, and they’re launching prepared healthy bowls (under $15),
available online in Austin by June.
There’s an added value beyond just the
elevated cuisine. Pressley said, “The ability
to prepare exceptional restaurant-quality
food yourself in your home with relative
ease is something we take very seriously – the experience [will] provide enough
time and space for you to relax, laugh,
connect, and forget about everything but
that moment. This is our job as chefs and
restaurateurs. And while I can’t invite you
into my restaurant just yet, I’m so excited to
invite you into my home. That connection
of food and farmers and the conversation
around the table is something we can and
will continue to give to people.
n
For more information, please visit
www.foxtailsupper.com and
@foxtail_supper_club on Instagram.

Keep Calm and Party On With Other Local Meal Kits
As a perfect accompaniment to the Oscar-winning film Parasite – now available for streaming on Hulu – the fusion-forward Peached Tortilla offers new
do-it-yourself ram-don kits, each containing instructions and all the ingredients
needed to make a dish to feed 2-3 people. Those ingredients? Tokyo wavy
noodles, Korean black bean sauce, ram-don seasoning mix, marinated steak,
caramelized kimchi, onions, green onions, bean sprouts, and lime. If you just
said “yum” out loud, don’t feel stupid – we’re right there with you. Get it at
www.thepeachedtortilla.com.
Breakfast isn’t just for supper anymore, but any time of day will do when it
comes to the mighty Mexican meal kits from Austin’s Suerte. Bring their signature goodness to your own kitchen with a Suadero taco kit that includes confit
brisket, tortillas, black magic oil(!), avocado crudo, cilantro and onion, fideo seco,
charro beans, and salad. Or make your mouth water with their migas kit, replete
with a half dozen eggs, fried tortilla strips, fermented chile salsa, avocado, aged
cheese, and (of course) corn tortillas. Bonus: Add an extra like red chorizo and
send your taste buds even closer to heaven. Get it at www.suerteatx.com.
Wine with Hestia, dine with Hestia! One of Hestia’s master sommeliers,
Craig Collins, has wrangled a collection of six wines for guests to try at home.
These liquid fruits of the vine range from patio sippers to bold reds, and as part
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of the package, you’ll get a video of background on the wines, tasting notes,
and pairing/serving suggestions for all that you’re drinking. Note: This wine
box must be purchased with food from Hestia or Henbit, or with any grocery
item from the in-restaurant market. (We’ve had their food before, and we don’t
anticipate that being a problem in the least.) Get it at www.hestiaaustin.com.
We don’t know about His Infernal Majesty, but you may definitely care to
build your own happy hour with any of the handy kits from that acclaimed
Mediterranean restaurant and bastion of booze called Devil May Care – featuring
cocktails, wine, or Champagne, all paired with an array of favorite DMC tapas.
Or, you incurable plague-time romantic, go for their luxe Devil Does Date Night
setup with an entrée, dessert, libations, a “custom activity” – ahem – conversation
cards, and even a game of Quarantine Bingo. Get it at www.devilmaycareatx.com.
Pizza and beer go together like self-isolation and movies, obvs, which is why
the brewski maestros at Jester King Brewery are hawking partially baked pizzas and country sourdough kits for your at-home completion and subsequent
suds-enhanced devouring. Our personal recommendation? Get you a Jester
King pizza, a few bottles of their Dark Matter imperial coffee stout, and send
it all past your gums while watching Bruce Robinson’s brilliant 1987 comedy,
Withnail & I. Get it at www.jesterkingbrewery.com.
– Wayne Alan Brenner

FOOD EVENTS

Siena Ristorante
Austin's Finest Tuscan Cuisine

Food News Buffet

Currently available for

So glad to note that Vic and Al’s, the lifesaving community kitchen from culinary champion Nic Patrizi, is expanding for regular takeout service on Fri., May 22, initially featuring nightly dinner specials (available online and for
call-ahead orders); then, “in a couple weeks,” they’ll debut
a “quick menu” for lunch and dinner service. Counter
Culture, that vegan vision of hope and amazingly tasty
noms on the Eastside, returns with pickup and delivery
options, having ditched the “$2.13/hr + tips” model to pay
all their workers a decent wage. More carnivorously, Salt &
Time Butcher Shop is preparing to debut a smart new
carryout cafe, with sandwiches and coffee and more, in Republic Square in the heart of
Downtown, and we’ll let you know as soon as they’re good to go. Loro, that famed Asian-style
smokehouse already on top of the plague-time pickup and delivery game, is now open for limited in-restaurant seating with 1) mouthwatering food and 2) extra safety procedures in place.
And while Barton Springs Road stalwart Shady Grove has shuttered for good and the Lucy’s
Fried Chicken location on Lake Travis is now defunct, the pretty much omnipresent JuiceLand
is reopening five more shops for carryout and adding walk-up windows to all of its locations.
Helluva juicy pivot, there, people – with all the vital fluids we need.
– Wayne Alan Brenner

J Feed It Forward Feed It Forward and

take out hunger! Order delivery, pickup, groceries,
beer, wine, or cocktails from participating restaurants and add the $5 Feed It Forward menu item
before checkout. Support the local food community and provide 20 meals to the Central Texas
Food Bank with each Feed It Forward item. Plus,
Tito’s Handmade Vodka is matching donations
up to $10,000. Check out the list of participating
locations online before you make your next takeout
order; there’s a wide variety all over town. Ongoing.
Various locations. www.austinrestaurantweeks.org.

asIan FlIghts Fest: FrIday happy hour The Greater Austin Asian
Chamber of Commerce presents this livestreamed celebration of the diverse
Asian community, with each event featuring a local musician, a talk on
some form of alcohol, and how to pair that potent potable with an Asian
cuisine. This week: The beverage is sake and the food is Japanese. Fri., May
22, 4-5pm. $17. www.austinasianchamber.org.
Cover 2: CrawFIsh BoIl You been missing them ’bugs? Cover 2 is firing

up the boiler to bring back crawfish every Saturday in May from 3pm until supplies run out. You can place orders by calling the restaurant directly or ordering
online – all to pick up curbside. Dare we add: hells YEAH! Saturdays, 3pm-’til
sold out. $9.95-12.95 per pound. 512/506-9935, www.cover-2.com.

EvErywhErE you want to bE in austin

Austinchronicle.com/events

PLAZA COLOMBIAN
– Patio Bar Open –
– Inside Dining Remains Closed –

Colombian food &
Cocktails to-go!

TAKE OUT or DINE IN
OPEN

TUESDAY - SATURDAY

5:00PM - 9:00PM
Please reserve online

SIENAAUSTIN.COM

512.349.7667

6203 N CAPITAL OF TEXAS HWY
*menu, hours and availability of indoor and
patio dining subject to change

FREDERICKSBURG • STONEWALL
TEXAS

Peach
stands n!
are ope
HILL COUNTRY FRUIT COUNCIL
For a list of Member stands visit website

www.TEXASPEACHES.com

Mon.-Sat. – 7:30AM-7PM
Sun. – 9AM-5PM
We will be opening our outside
patio bar Friday with full service
drinks and food.

CALL IN ORDERS AT 512.825.0738
3842 SOUTH CONGRESS AVE.
PLAZACOLOMBIANCOFFEE.COM
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Chris Sapp Shares Cumberland
Chow Mein Recipe
And talks opening a new food truck during a pandemic
by Jessi Cape

open for pick-up & delivery

MAithAiAustin.coM

John Anderson

Chris Sapp in the
Cumberland food truck

Last fall, Chris Sapp hosted two pop-up
dinners introducing diners to Cumberland,
his upcoming food truck, and to his Japanese
Canadian ancestral influences. Unprecedented local and global challenges might

have postponed Cumberland’s opening plans,
but the dishes, like Sapp and his adaptable
chow mein recipe, thrive during adversity.
Of the journey, Sapp said, “Like most
restaurants, our opening day moved steadi-

Cumberland Chow Mein Recipe by Chris Sapp
IngredIents
3 cloves garlic, thinly sliced
1/2 (115 grams) yellow onion, thinly sliced
2 (100 grams) celery stalks, julienned
2 (100 grams) small carrots, julienned
20 grams ginger, minced
100 grams fresh shiitake mushrooms, thinly
sliced
100 grams mirin
100 grams sake or dry white wine
40 grams toasted sesame oil
30 grams soy sauce
4 eggs, yolks broken
2 chicken thighs, deboned
5 ounces chow mein noodles
8 ounces bean sprouts
4 tablespoons sesame seeds, toasted
Serve with steamed short grain rice or
sambal (very optional)
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Method
1) Prep the vegetables and aromatics. Set aside the onions,
garlic, and ginger in one
container, and the celery and
carrots in another.
2) Season the chicken with salt
and pepper and pan-sear
it. Heat a small sauté pan to
medium high; add oil and
place the chicken thighs in
the pan skin-side down and
reduce the heat to medium.
Cook until the skin is golden
and fully rendered. Flip the
thighs and cook until cooked
through. Slice the chicken
thighs and keep to the side.

ly backwards for three to four months.”
After the pop-ups in September, progress
bumped along slowly but steadied by February, foreshadowing a promising new opening date in time for the profitable spring
season. In early March he was posting job
listings and blocking out rumors of SXSW’s
cancellation. When that fateful March 6
announcement did roll around, Sapp said,
“I was equal parts relieved and depressed.
Relieved because it’s a really bad idea to
have your first week be a high-volume
week. Depressed because an unhealthy
amount of my self-worth is tied up in cooking for people and opening up this food
truck, and another delay seemed inevitable.” On March 13, Sapp and his brother/
business partner postponed for the foreseeable future and have since been in limbo.
Sapp’s Japanese great-grandparents, who
immigrated to Canada, were much of the
inspiration behind the upcoming truck, a
detail noted even in the truck’s name – a
nod to Cumberland chow mein, the dish
created by Japanese immigrants in Cumberland, British Columbia, using available noodles and local vegetables. The dish became
particularly popular during World War II.
Sapp’s version marks the origin of his personal culinary background, which began in
his mother’s kitchen when she challenged
him to make chow mein to her standard.
From there it was the Culinary Institute of
America in New York, Shawn Cirkiel’s Parkside, Alon Shaya’s Domenica in New Orleans,
sous chef at Dai Due, and opening chef de
cuisine at Pizzeria Sorellina before his most
recent post as sous chef at Apis Restaurant.
Now, his food aims to share the story of
his family, and his newly launched website
– a testament to the behind-the-scenes work
still in progress – sums it up nicely:

3) Cook the eggs. Break the yolks
of your eggs. Don’t mix it: You
want bright yellows and whites to
be distinct once cooked. Season
your eggs with salt and pepper. In
a 10-inch nonstick pan, cook the
broken-yolk eggs two at a time,
like you would a thin omelette
or over-hard eggs. Once cooked,
place on a cutting board and cut
into thin strips and reserve.
4) Sweat the aromatics. In a wok
or a large pot, sweat the onions,
garlic, and ginger in oil. Cook
until tender and the onions are
translucent. Season with a pinch
of salt.
5) Add the mushrooms to the pot
and cook until tender and season
with a pinch of salt.

6) Add the noodles and cook for 2 minutes, turning occasionally.
7) Add the mirin, sake, sesame oil, and soy
sauce. Cook until the alcohol burns off.
8) Add the celery and carrots. You aren’t
cooking these through, you want
them just barely cooked; this should
only take a minute. (Think of the bean
sprouts in a bowl of pho: You are just
cooking it until it no longer has the
flavor of raw vegetables.)
9) Turn off the heat and add the bean
sprouts. Turn the chow mein so that
the bean sprouts are on the bottom.
Add the cooked chicken, eggs, and
sesame seeds.
10) Turn the mixture over a few times
to fully incorporate and serve over
steamed rice.

“Cumberland is a culinary experience that
flowed from our roots, our pasts, and all the
seasons of life that made us who we are. It’s
a concept inspired by a group that walked
paths of hardship and endured terrible
things to ensure the grass would grow
greener once it passed.”
It all goes back to that chow mein. Sapp
said, “My mother made this dish for me
when I was a kid, and her mother made it
for her. We trace this dish back to our family’s establishing steps on this continent,
and each generation has been a little different. I love this dish because it’s made up
almost exclusively of staples that I always
have in my pantry and vegetable drawer. It
is also super adaptable. Leftover char siu
from a trip to a Chinese barbecue restaurant can replace the chicken in the recipe.
Do you have half a rotisserie chicken in
your fridge and don’t know what to do with
it? Shred it up and throw it in chow mein.
Chinese sausage and American bacon have
both made appearances in my chow mein.
It’s hard to find proteins that don’t work.”
He added that sometimes his mother
uses pre-cut veggies, and he won’t judge
others doing the same. “If you cut the right
corners, you can throw this together in the
amount of time it takes the rice to cook.
Another plus: This is one of those dishes
that gets better when it’s leftovers, for some
reason. Our favorite way to eat it is ‘picnic

style,’ where the topping is served cool over
warm rice. I’m doing a version at the food
truck that I’ve ‘churched’ up with housemade noodles using Barton Springs Mill
flour, house-fermented umeboshi puree,
and ginger-oil-poached chicken. Everybody
makes this dish their own in the end. Come
through to try ours and compare notes.”
As for now, the grand opening is “still
TBD,” he said. “I feel cursed, but I’m lucky.
I’m lucky that I didn’t get open only to
immediately have to pivot to takeout or
close temporarily. I’m lucky because I don’t
want people’s first impression of my food to
be takeout or delivery. I’m lucky because I
didn’t have to cut anyone’s hours or lay anyone off. I’m lucky because I didn’t have
refrigerators [full] of food spoiling. I’m not
paying rent for a space and I have been
saving for years for a time when no money
would be coming in for a long stretch of
time while my business grew. I’m lucky that
it was even possible for me to save money.
These are blessings that most restaurants
and the people working in them are not
afforded.”
On the current status of Cumberland’s
opening, Sapp said, “We have to always think
about our customers first. We’re excited for
the day that everybody feels safe to gather
together and enjoy what we’re building.” n
For food truck updates, see the Cumberland
Instagram, or www.cumberlandatx.com.

SUPPORT FREE PRESS
a u s t i n C h r o n i C l e . C o m / support

BRICK OVEN
OPTIONS

Please support our mission
during these challenging times
by making a financial gift at
mealsonwheelscentraltexas.org
––––––––––––––
Meals on Wheels Central Texas
– delivering more than a meal!

Ready foR a Road tRip?
When this Corona stuff eases up, head
on over to Comfort, TX and visit Hill
Country Distillers.
Get ready for a uniquely Texas choice
of spirits made by hand from Texas
ingredients such as prickly pear cactus
or jalapeno peppers.

---------------------------------------

@HillCountryDistillers

@HillCountryDistillers

@HCDistillers

COFFEE IS ESSENTIAL

MORE THAN JUST
PIZZA TOPPINGS

➥ ORDER ONLINE
➥ GET IT TO GO
➥ CURBSIDE PICKUP
➥ DINE IN (LIMITED)
FROZ
AVAILABÉ
➥ PATIO OPEN
LE

Meals on Wheels Central Texas
continues to provide services
deemed by health officials to
be essential to the wellbeing
of our homebound clients.

LOCALLY
OWNED

Open for takeout & delivery at both locations: 515 S. Congress Ave. & 2001 E. MLK

ARBORETUM

10710 RESEARCH BLVD

512.345.6181
ORDER ONLINE:

BRICKOVENAUSTIN.COM

follow 1209
usRED
forRIVER
specials
RED RIVER ST
512.477.7006

@BRICKOVENAUSTIN
BRICKOVENRESTAURANT

@BRICKOVENAUSTIN

FREE two hour delivery with $30 purchase within 10 miles of central Austin

We are also selling gallons of iced Bennu, cold brew, and grocery items so you can bring Bennu home!
Check out #BennuForYou to learn how we can partner to reach out to a friend or community member

www.bennucoffee.com
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Screens
The Sounds of
Paper Street

With movie production in
lockdown, the Paper Street
Podcast gives a voice to
the indie film industry
by RichaRd WhittakeR
jason stout/gett y images

If the podcast boom has proved one
thing, it’s that people love talking about
film. But it often seems that, while there’s a
banquet of reviews and news shows, there’s
very little for new and aspiring filmmakers.
That’s where the Paper Street Podcast, the
new biweekly audio series from Austinbased film studio Paper Street Pictures, is
different. “This is a podcast for indie filmmakers by indie filmmakers,” explained
host and filmmaker Becky Sayers.
“There definitely are more than enough
film podcasts out there,” added Sayers’
co-host, Paper Street producing partner
Shawn Talley, “but we’ve found that the
business and production side of film is an
aspect that isn’t discussed enough.”
Launching the show in March also wasn’t
just a response to being stuck home during
the COVID-19 pandemic but part of the
growth for the Austin-based production
company. Paper Street Pictures just had
its latest feature, horror-comedy anthology
Scare Package, acquired by genre streaming experts Shudder, while the team is just
wrapping post-production on their most

ambitious project yet, supernatural Western
The Pale Door. They’d already been exploring ways to expand the brand to promote
their own work and that of their indie/genre
filmmaking peers. Since Talley had already
done some podcasting it seemed like the
ideal format, “and Becky was the first person we thought of as a potential co-host due
to the fact that she’s a fellow independent
filmmaker and has an incredible knowledge
of genre films, especially horror.”
The first episode was supposed to launch
the week before SXSW, “but a scheduling
conflict pushed us back a week,” said Talley.
They even planned to have Paper Street

co-founder and The Pale Door Director
Aaron B. Koontz as an early guest, to give a
festival recap – which, of course, never happened. Fortunately, the podcast could still
go ahead, with Sayers broadcasting from
her home in Seattle, and Talley as Paper
Street’s L.A. rep.
But while the hosts are on the West Coast,
Paper Street is an Austin studio, and that’s a
constant factor in the show’s development.
“The connections we’ve made in Austin
have certainly helped us in every facet as a
company,” said Talley, “and the podcast is
no different.” That’s why one of the earliest
guests was Austin filmmaker Emily Hagins,

who also directed the opening segment of
Scare Package. Talley added, “We’re making a concerted effort to pay it forward by
also promoting a local filmmaker’s work on
every episode.”
Yet this isn’t just a Paper Street newsletter. One big myth of cinema right now is that
there’s nothing happening. Ask any film
journalist and it’s been a constant deluge of
surprise high-profile VOD releases, the birth
of virtual cinema and online film festivals,
and evolving questions about what film
production looks like on the other side of
this. For example, Talley said, “A big industry headline we’ve been able to discuss is
Amazon putting a version of SXSW 2020 on
their streaming service, including the pros
and cons of filmmakers opting into it.”
That’s especially important because the
podcast isn’t aimed at Hollywood executives,
but the more diverse lower branches and roots
of the industry, as well as non-professional
listeners looking for movie recommendations
(guests so far have included Z writer-director
Brandon Christensen and Powerbomb co-writer and co-director BJ Colangelo, and Florida
Film Festival Programming Director Tim
Anderson). Over time, the idea is to go deeper, with single-topic episodes on particular
aspects of production, from casting to distribution, “without being exclusionary,” said Talley.
The hosts want the show to remain fun
and accessible, with movie recommendations (including regular recommendations
on obscure slasher flicks – one of Sayers’
unmatched areas of expertise). But when
it comes to making sure that new listeners
don’t get lost in the weeds of insider talk,
Sayers said not to worry. “If we start using
dumb industry jargon without explaining
what it means, you can sacrifice us to a
cult.”
n
The Paper Street Podcast is available
now on Apple, Google Podcasts, Libsyn,
and Listennotes. Find more details at
www.paperstreetpodcast.com.

Projecting in Your Ear: The Best of Austin’s Movie Podcasts
Castle of Horror Rooster Teeth
technical director/Deserts of Mars bassist/
vocalist Tony Salvaggio and Halloween Man creator
Drew Edwards team up with Denver-based
author Jason Henderson and attorney Julia GuzmanHenderson for deep dives into horror classics.
www.spreaker.com/show/castle-of-horror-podcast.

double toasted “Best
of Austin”-nominated critics Martin
Thomas and Korey Coleman are
Austin’s Siskel and Ebert. After 20
years as the go-to TV and now streaming critics, there are few better in the
business. www.doubletoasted.com.

Certified forgotten Chronicle critic
Matt Monagle, /Film’s Matt Donato, and a roving
coterie of guests tackle the darkest corner of horror
movies, with only one rule: The movie must have
fewer than five reviews on Rotten Tomatoes.
www.certifiedforgotten.podbean.com.

Horror Queers
Joe Lipsett and the Chronicle’s own
Trace Thurman take deep dives into
genre cinema (including Scooby Doo!)
from an LGBTQIA perspective.
www.patreon.com/horrorqueers.
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Junkfood Cinema Doctor
Strange/Sinister script writer C. Robert
Cargill and critic Brian Salisbury reappraise
modern classics, but also celebrate the movies that lazier podcasters lampoon, from
Star Wars rip-off Starcrash to Hulk Hogan
flexing his acting muscles in No Holds
Barred. www.patreon.com/junkfoodcinema.

tHe magiC lantern Ericca
Long and Cole Roulain reappraise classics
and put a new light on movies that should
be in your own personal canon, with a
globetrotting love of cinema in all forms.
www.magiclanternpodcast.com.

on story Austin Film Festival’s
deep-dive companion to the long-running
ligHts Camera austin Miss an PBS series of the same name pulls back
episode of Robert Sims’ always-enlightening the curtain on the writing process, with
and informed movie show on KOOP? Catch all an archive of over 100 interviews. Their
his reviews and interviews online, dating back latest initiative, AFF at Home, is intended
to 2014. www.lightscameraaustin.net
to spur writers to keep creating during the
pandemic. www.onstory.tv/podcast.

one of us Not just
one podcast, but a whole
family of shows. On the
film side, Highly Suspect
Reviews covers mainstream
releases, while the Streamer
Squad takes on new VOD
and streamer service
releases. Plus, every weekend founder Chris Cox hosts
his Live From the End of the
World streaming extravaganza of guests and fun.
www.oneofus.net.

MOVIE LISTINGS

Must-Have
Patio
Accessories
RED Wine Sale

20% OFF

6 BOTTLES OR MORE

Her Mexico

Diana Kennedy: Nothing Fancy gives a taste of the life
of Mexican cooking’s most unexpected advocate
by RichaRd WhittakeR
For those removed from the culinary world, it
may come as a surprise that one of the leading
experts on traditional Mexican cuisine is an
elderly English woman from Essex.
After moving to Mexico in the 1950s, Diana
Kennedy developed a fascination with Mexican
cuisine into a decades-long career as an author,
historian, and celebrity chef. Diana Kennedy:
Nothing Fancy, the new documentary from
director Elizabeth Carroll, follows the 95-year-old
firebrand across the
world as she shares
J
her secrets and turns
her nose up at the
mistakes people make
D: Elizabeth Carroll.
in pursuit of authentic
(NR, 82 min.)
Mexican cuisine.
HHHHn
Kennedy was not the
first woman to write about traditional Mexican
cooking techniques and ingredients. That distinction belongs to Josefina Velázquez de León, who
has been described by Saveur magazine as “the
country’s first culinary anthropologist.” During her
career, de León published more than 140 books
on regional Mexican cuisine. Kennedy readily
points to these books as the beginning of her
obsession with the culture and composition of
traditional meals. Both became fascinated with
the means of manufacturing as much as the
results, and Kennedy spent much of the 1960s
traveling to remote parts of Mexico and documenting exact methodologies.

Diana KenneDy:
nothing Fancy

No scene better captures this spirit than
when she makes guacamole for the camera.
Cutting between present-day Kennedy and clips
from her 1970s cooking show, Carroll shows the
remarkably consistent approach Kennedy has
taken to cooking over the past half-century. Both
versions of the woman scoff at the shortcuts
their American audiences might take (“You may
not have a molcajete, but buy one”); both versions also decry contemporary touches – such

openings
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20% OFF

Diana Kennedy: Nothing Fancy (NR)
The Painter and the Thief (NR)
The Trip to Greece (NR)
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as garlic or jalapeños – that represent departures from the old family methods. It is this
adherence to tradition that demonstrates the
power of food as history, not just sustenance.
Not content to explore Kennedy’s work as a
historian and cook, Nothing Fancy also explores
her efforts as an environmentalist. We are
taken on a tour of her ecologically sustainable
home – including the various fruits and vegetables she has brought back from her trips across
rural Mexico – and listen to her as she voices
her concerns regarding pollution and industrialization. Kennedy continually jokes about her
mortality, but we soon come to understand this
as a practical concern. Who will badger people
into caring about regional cooking and culinary
conservationism if she is not around?
Of course, one could hardly fit a life this big
in under 90 minutes, and Nothing Fancy shies
away from trying to unpack Kennedy’s enormous
impact on both the United States and Mexico.
Much could be said about how Kennedy’s work
helped shape the cultural perception of Mexico
for Americans; even the divisions within the
food world – such as the rise in popularity of
Tex-Mex as a culinary niche – might warrant
another feature-length study. The fact that
Carroll and her crew choose to focus on the
individual makes for a more engaging narrative,
but the lack of broader context sometimes feels
like a missed opportunity.
Still, Kennedy’s repeated declarations that
some things are worth the extra time comes

to serve nicely as the film’s grand unifying
theory. In one scene, she uses antique cookware to boil her coffee beans over the stove.
This is a process that takes 20-30 minutes to
complete, but this is time Kennedy is willing
to spend for even incremental improvement to
the taste. Imagine how much better the world
might be if we were all as intentional in our
actions?
Diana Kennedy: Nothing Fancy is currently
available through Greenwich Entertainment’s initiative whereby streaming “tickets” can be bought
through virtual ticket booths for local arthouse
cinemas.
AuSTin.vioLeTcRoWn.coM

ne w r e V ie wS
J the Painter anD the thieF

D: Benjamin Ree. (NR, 107 min., subtitled)
There’s a theory that criminal justice is about
a balance between three forces: the act of
punishment; the process of restitution; and the
end-goal of rehabilitation. If the convicted criminal does not come back into society changed,
what is the point?
Those questions are pivotal in Benjamin
Ree’s documentary about the convoluted relationship between Barbora Kysilkova (the painter) and Karl-Bertil Nordland (the thief). In 2015,
the rising naturalistic portrait artist heard two
of her paintings had been stolen from the
walls of an exhibition in Oslo. The canvases

sPEcIAL ScreeNINGS

were never recovered, but one of the thieves –
Nordland – was arrested, convicted, and sent
to jail. She becomes fascinated with him during
sentencing, when he says he stole the pictures
because they were beautiful, and they begin
an awkward friendship, often defined by him
becoming her subject.
Is the film truly about the rehabilitative power
of art and the need for society to engage – culturally, emotionally, educationally – with those
that have fallen through all the cracks, or is it
an opportunity for a middle-class artist to feel
good about themselves by taking on a pet project? It’s the same sneaking suspicions that permeate any discussion about Truman Capote’s
relationship with Perry Smith, the “sensitive
killer” figure in his true-crime classic, In Cold
Blood.
Both Ree and Kysilkova are clearly enamored of their fractured subject, and are deeply
in sync (the director even borrows the artist’s
signature mordant color palette of washedout blues and ocher-tinged whites). Yet Ree’s
big reversal is that he doesn’t let Kysilkova
completely dominate the narrative, instead presenting Nordland’s perspective as a semi-willing
muse. It’s a three-year relationship, one dominated by the questions of who is getting what
from who, and exactly who the complicated
Nordland really is.
It’s two classic cinematic narratives about
power and relationships – the artist and the
muse, the criminal and the victim – given an

intriguing context by juxtaposition. Yet there
are some frustrating gaps that would have
given the work more insight. At one end, Ree
omits that Kysilkova called her first portrait of
Nordland “The Pussy in You,” a deeply loaded
name. At the same time, there’s no mention of
Nordland’s other victims from years of drug use
and petty crime. It’s not that he is undeserving of the rehabilitation and compassion that
a rounded society should provide. It’s those
other elements, the punishment and restitution. Moreover, the majority of the documentary
is in English, and while Kysilkova, Nordland,
and Øystein Stene (Kysilkova’s supportive and
increasingly frustrated partner) all speak English
perfectly, it seems implausible that this wasn’t
a decision made by or for Ree. Then there’s
Stene, a respected artist, filmmaker, and novelist in his own right, but relegated to such a side
role that he becomes peripheral. As for the second thief, they disappear without a trace until
an oddly framed third-act reveal.
Yet for all those frustrations, The Painter and
the Thief doggedly reminds us that vengeance
cannot be the sole redress against a crime.
The Painter and the Thief is currently available
through Neon’s initiative whereby streaming “tickets” can be bought through virtual ticket booths
for local arthouse cinemas.
HHH
– Richard Whittaker
AuSTin.vioLeTcRoWn.coM
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by kat McNeviNs

V ir t ua l S cr eeningS

AFS CinemA VirtuAl SCreeningS The quality program-

ming you’ve come to expect from AFS Cinema is available
virtually, and online ticket purchases will help ensure it can
reopen so you can visit again in person. Online via
www.austinfilm.org/afs-cinema.
AlAmo on DemAnD Make any Tuesday terror-iffic, any
Wednesday weird, and the rest of the week fantastic with
Alamo Drafthouse-curated picks via Alamo on Demand. If a
film is there, it’s because an Alamo programmer loves it. It’s
kinda like going to your favorite video store, when you could
do that, mixed with going to your favorite theatre, when you
could do that, too. Staff picks, cult classics, Found Footage
Fest and Master Pancake, Weird Wednesday and Terror
Tuesday, Fantastic Fest faves, they’re all there for rental or
purchase. Online via www.drafthouse.com.
PArAmount ConVerSAtionS Episode two of
Paramount Conversations features autism expert and speaker
Dr. Temple Grandin in discussion with Talking Animals host
Duncan Strauss. Available starting Wed., May 20, noon.
Online via Paramount Theatre, www.austintheatre.org.
PArAmount theAtre QuArAnSCreen SerieS This
series offers a selection of films curated by Paramount expert
programmer Stephen Jannise as well as meal pairings, so you
can enjoy dinner and a movie. They’ve taken the guesswork
out of movie night and arranged discounts with participating
restaurants. Get all the details online at www.austintheatre.org.
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The Devil’s CanDy (2017) D: Sean Byrne. (NR, 79 min.)
Throw up your best metal horns and tweet along with Screens
Editor Richard Whittaker as he live-tweets The Devil’s Candy.
Follow along using the hashtags #NowStreamingInAustin
or #TheDevilsCandy, and get the streaming links at
austinchronicle.com/screens. Hail Satan! (*)
@Live-tweet with @YorkshireTX, Thursday (5/21), 8pm.
Tangerine (2015) Magnolia Mondays. (*) Online via
Violet Crown, austin.violetcrown.com, Monday, 7pm.

oFFScr een
AFF At home AFF at Home is Austin Film Festival’s way of

promoting a sense of community, engagement, and creativity
in a time of distance and restrictions. The latest session
focuses on fiction and nonfiction adaptations, and you can
catch up on previous content covering screenwriting topics
like dialogue, character, comedy, and more via the website.
Ongoing. Online via www.austinfilmfestival.com.

Dr i V e- inS
For fans missing the big screen, drive-ins are the ideal way to
enjoy a film while social distancing. Doc’s Drive-in Theatre in
Buda has screenings through most of the week, and they’ve
even got tiny houses to rent for a quick getaway. Get more
information at www.docsdriveintheatre.com. Blue Starlite has
locations in Round Rock and Austin, and the Mueller location
in Austin offers four screens for a variety of experiences. Get
details at www.bluestarlitedrivein.com, and get schedule
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updates by texting “Starlite” to 797979. All the drive-ins have
procedures in place to protect patrons during the pandemic,
so be sure to read their rules before buying your tickets.

Blue StArlite mueller ii

35th AnniVerSAry: BaCk To The FuTure: Fri, 8:30
The Big leBowski: Sat, 11:05
Blazing saDDles: Fri-Sun, 11:25
The CaBin in The wooDs: Sun, 8:30; Wed-Thu (5/28), 10:55
Crawl: Fri, 10:55
DazeD anD ConFuseD: Fri, 11:20; Mon, 11:25; Tue, 11:20; Thu (5/28), 11:25
Ferris Bueller’s Day oFF: Fri-Mon, 8:30
From Dusk Till Dawn: Sat, 10:55
galaxy QuesT: Wed-Thu (5/28), 8:30
35th AnniVerSAry: The goonies: Sat, 11:15; Mon-Tue, 8:30
grease Sing-Along: Mon-Tue, 8:40
The greaTesT showman Sing-Along: Thu (5/28), 8:30
iDioCraCy: Tue-Wed, 11:25
in The mouTh oF maDness: Sun-Mon, 10:55
laByrinTh: Thu (5/28), 8:30
raiDers oF The losT ark: Sat-Sun, 8:30
A SeleCtion oF Short FilmS: Sun-Mon, 11:15
shaun oF The DeaD: Fri, 11:15
shrek: Sat, 8:30
spaCeBalls: Fri-Sun, 8:40
sTar wars: Wed-Thu (5/28), 8:30
sTar wars: episoDe v – The empire sTrikes BaCk: Thu (5/28), 11:15
Three amigos: Tue-Wed, 8:30

Blue StArlite rounD roCK

alien: Fri, 11:15
35th AnniVerSAry: The goonies: Fri, 8:30; Sat, 11:20
sTar wars: episoDe v – The empire sTrikes BaCk: Sat, 8:15

DoC’S DriVe in theAtre

BreakFasT aT TiFFany’s: Sat, 8:40; Wed, 9:05
grease: Sat, 9:00; Tue, 8:45
inDiana Jones anD The lasT CrusaDe: Tue, 9:05
The neverenDing sTory: Fri-Sun, 8:40
spaCe Jam: Sun, 9:00
Tommy Boy: Wed, 8:45
TwisTer: Fri, 9:00

MoV ie t he at r eS
All Austin cinemas except for Lake Creek 7 are currently
closed for in-person screenings.

SouthWeSt theAterS At lAKe CreeK 7
13729 ReseaRch #1500, 512/291-3158.

BlooDshoT (CC): 1:20, 4:40, 7:10
The BurnT orange heresy: 7:20
i sTill Believe (CC): 3:40
The invisiBle man (CC): 1:50, 3:50, 7:00
soniC The heDgehog (CC): 1:10
Trolls worlD Tour (CC): 1:30, 4:00, 6:30
The wreTCheD: 2:00, 5:00, 7:30

The symbol (*) indicaTes fulllengTh reviews available online:
austiNchRoNicle.coM/filM

the triP to greece

D: Michael Winterbottom; with Steve Coogan, Rob
Brydon, Claire Keelan, Rebecca Johnson, Marta Barrio.
(NR, 112 min.)
This is the fourth outing in 10 years pairing
UK actors and entertainers Steve Coogan and
Rob Brydon, who are tasked with playing UK
actors and entertainers “Steve Coogan” and
“Rob Brydon,” with elements of their real biographies skating figure eights around their fictional
personas. So far the kinda-sorta friends – thinskinned, puffed-up Steve and the jesterlike Rob,
nipping at his heels – have clomped through
England’s Lake District, raced a convertible
through Italy, chewed over middle age and paella
in Spain, suffered heartbreak, had affairs, and
run through tickling impressions of Michael
Caine, Dustin Hoffman, Al Pacino, and Anthony
Hopkins. Much as previous installment The Trip
to Spain used Cervantes’ Don Quixote as its
lodestar, The Trip to Greece turns to Homer’s
3,000-year-old adventure yarn The Odyssey, with
some irony, given how slack this new material is.
Some admixture of scripted and improv (a
screenwriter is never credited), The Trip to Greece
follows the same path as Odysseus – final destination, Ithaca – and gestures at some of the
same concerns: fathers and sons, husbands and

wives. There’s nothing half so provocative as the
final moments of The Trip to Spain, which challenged its leads’ white privilege and came closer
to the overtly political films speckling the CV of
magpie director Michael Winterbottom (The Road
to Guantánamo, 24 Hour Party People). Spain
ended on a cliffhanger, one this sequel waves
away in a sentence. Here, the lads are back to a
kind of performative wokeness, which is entirely
on-brand for their characters but still feels like
treading water. The repeat of Michael Nyman’s
searching piano compositions? A reminder that
past films had more soulfulness. The Mick
Jagger impressions? Wearing out their welcome.
Even Steve and Rob admit to finding each other
at times exhausting.
I’m coming down harder than I meant to. If
you’re a fan of the series – and I am – you’re
still going to fan. (There’s no entry point for
newcomers; it’s too in medias res.) The scenery
is lush. There’s ever the pleasure in Steve and
Rob’s company. I just wanted to feel by film’s
end like I’d arrived somewhere new. Like the
journey had been pulling me somewhere inevitable but still enlightening.
Ask Homer. He knows.
The Trip to Greece is available on VOD starting
May 22.
HHHn
– Kimberley Jones

aFS cineMa unVeilS the lone Star Slate
New streaming program curates the best of Texas indies
by RichaRd WhittakeR
Caballerango, one
Texas’ tradition as an indie cinema
of the first films
hub is second to none, but it’s easy for
in AFS Cinema’s
smaller films to be forgotten over time.
new Lone Star
Now AFS Cinema is bringing some of the
Slate collection
best underseen movies to its virtual cinema service with the Lone Star Slate. The
first round of titles available for VOD, and
benefiting Austin Film Society during its
coronavirus pandemic closure, highlights
11 films that made it to the screen with
AFS Grant support over the last decade.
The Texas programming on AFS’s virtual marHere’s the opening slate:
quee was already strong, with Annie Silverstein’s
above all else (D: John Fiege, 2014)
verité drama Bull, and two immersive documentaBull (D: Annie Silverstein, 2019)
ries about small-town life – Ben and Bo Powell’s
Caballerango (D: Juan Pablo González, 2018)
Nothin’ No Better and Patrick Bresnan and Ivete
Call her ganda (D: PJ Raval, 2018)
Lucas’ Pahokee. The new list goes into the
Canine soldiers (D: Nancy Schiesari, 2016)
archives for films by Texas moviemakers that
nothin’ no Better (D: Ben & Bo Powell, 2020)
either never found a wide audience at their originow, Forager (D: Jason Cortlund & Julia Halperin,
nal release or are simply too good to be ignored.
2012)
It’s a wide selection, from Kelly Daniela Norris’
2013 story of immigration and mourning,
pahokee (D: Patrick Bresnan & Ivete Lucas, 2019)
Sombras de Azul, to PJ Raval’s lauded look at
petting zoo (D: Micah Magee, 2015)
modern imperialism in Call Her Ganda, and a
slash (D: Clay Liford, 2016)
more quizzical journey into the world of mycosombras de azul (D: Kelly Daniela Norris, 2013)
phagists (that’s mushroom eaters to you and me)
All titles are available starting May 21
in Jason Cortlund and Julia Halperin’s 2012 doc
at www.austinfilm.org/virtual-screenings.
Now, Forager.

Your #1 resource for
locally made films to watch
while self-quarantining!
+ Join ChroniCle screens editor

richard Whittaker everY thursdaY as
he livetWeets a varietY of austin flicks!

More info:

folloW rich
ard on tWitt
er:

@YorkshiretX

check out
the hashta
g:

#nowstream

inginaustin

austinchronicle.com/screens
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Edith Frost in her home studio on Animal Crossing

Edith Frost Returns
Edith Frost’s first new song in 15 years, “Nothing Comes
Around,” addresses the waiting.
“I say too much, I wait too long,” she sings. “I wait forever
and notice that it’s gone.”
Mental gymnastics are inherent to her songcraft. Folk mysteries and stark honesty swirl in the dark brambles of Frost’s cerebral music, supported for decades by influential Chicago label
Drag City. Emerging in 1996, she cut a swath of country-influenced minimalism among artists like Cat Power and Jason
Molina, as well as labelmates Will Oldham and Bill Callahan.
Where’s she been since 2005 LP It’s a Game?
“The music life never ever stopped for even a day. I’m
always playing,” she messages.
“Wigged out” from years without doing interviews, she
chooses to chat via Twitter, her outlet for daily thoughts previously shared by blog in the early 2000s. Political leanings
and updates from her island on the idyllic video game Animal
Crossing dot the feed.
“I’m trading DIY recipes with my mom right now in Animal
Crossing, if I seem distracted,” she informs digitally.
In 2014, after years in Chicago, Frost moved back to
Austin where she attended high school. She missed the
music scene, Big Red, and family in her native San Antonio.
Between releases, the singer lent a voice once called an
“Appalachian warning alarm” to other peoples’ albums,
including Chris Gantry’s Nashlantis last year, and took piano
lessons over Skype.
“I had to fire the teacher because he was politically conservative, and I couldn’t resist badgering him,” explains Frost.

38

“I learned a ton, though. I had never heard of some really
basic jazz tricks of the trade, like the 2-5-1 progression, which
is unknown in country. And getting to play with both hands –
that is so hard, like juggling.
“I can juggle, by the way.”
“Nothing Comes Around,” a home-recorded demo, began
as material for a new full-length. In early March, Frost met
with longtime collaborators Rian Murphy, producer for many
Drag City works, and engineer Mark Greenberg. They recorded for four days at Wilco’s studio The Loft in Chicago.
“I finally had six or eight songs good enough to use,
written over a decade-plus,” writes Frost. “Mark had been
bugging me every six months for the last 15 years to please
hurry up and make more songs! Everyone else had pretty
much given up.”
Alongside Frost’s newfound piano chops, Sima
Cunningham of Chicago art rock act Ohmme offered guitar
and harmonies in the studio.
“It’s a bit stressful for me to bring in other voices,” admits
Frost. “I get stingy with vocals. But, Sima was so good and
did stuff you can’t even tell isn’t me.”
The local’s twangy strumming reigns on two unearthed
covers that couple with the new single. Returning to her
roots, the three-song Nothing Comes Around EP rounds out
with a sweet indie rock rendition of the Carter Family’s “Will
You Miss Me When I’m Gone” and Jimmie Rodgers’ “Ben
Dewberry’s Final Run.”
“We added a couple of super old country cover tunes as,
you know, filler,” she cracks. “But not really. They’re good and
I reckon they deserve to be heard, even though they’re so old
and dusty.”
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Natalie Jane Hill Sings
With the Azaleas
At an Austin Home Depot, you might find Natalie Jane
Hill restocking the plants. She works for a greenery distributor, but store customers ask gardening questions anyways.
Trust her advice.
The folk songwriter’s new album Azalea reveals a deep
reverence for nature, particularly that of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. Bluegrass-informed fingerpicking gives way to
organically organized tracks like “Goldenrod” in Hill’s rich,
sturdy tone. Leaving her hometown of Wimberley, she moved
to North Carolina in 2013 to work with plants.
“It was a farm, but it was also based around arts and
music. They sort of intertwined,” explains the 26-year-old.
“There were a lot of travelers that would come through, so
that piqued my interest in writing music. I was like, ‘Oh, I
think I can do this.’”
Moving to Atlanta, she tackled her first studio recordings.
Simple captures introduce Hill’s brisk, filling guitar style and layered
vocals. The Texan’s powerful take on folk, akin to contemporaries
Bedouine and Haley Heynderickx, opens into the outdoors.
“When I’m writing songs and finding words for them, I
relate a lot of memories with what was in bloom at that
time,” she explains. “What I saw on a hike, I relate that to
a feeling. I wanted this record to combine the natural world
with different realizations I’ve had.”
Take the fiery “Usnea,” her only song on banjo, named for
a gray-green lichen that hangs from trees: “I would see it a
lot growing in North Carolina and Georgia,” she elaborates. “I
felt like it was involved with everything.”
Following the end of a relationship, Hill returned to Texas
last fall, and began playing shows locally. A fan of towns
outside of cities, she currently resides in San Marcos. Can
songs of Lone Star flora and fauna be far behind?
“I love learning about a type of plant, because then I start
seeing it more and more,” she says. “After that, I start noticing more things in general. I’m more observant that way.”

City Council Discusses Shortand Long-Term Aid for Music Venues
Last week, the Austin Monitor shared a lengthy proposal from the
Red River Cultural District to City Council. Among a laundry list of
long-delayed projects, like sidewalk improvements and aid to homeless populations, the request also put a number to the long-discussed
idea of the city actually purchasing music venues.
The proposed price tag to buy up, and then sustain, some Red
River clubs? $35 million.
Coverage of the request centered on Council’s current divvying
of federal CARES Act money. While RRCD Executive Director Cody
Cowan urges that federal funds go to live music preservation, buying
up venues will have to come from elsewhere.
“It’s not my understanding that CARES Act funding can be used
for capital improvements or land purchase,” he points out. “My proposition is: If you value music, City Council, please show us how you’re
going to help through immediate disaster relief funding and through
long-term commitment to supporting this economy with funding.”
Both sides of the coin show up today, Thursday, on the City Council
agenda, supported by Mayor Steve Adler, Council Member Kathie
Tovo, and others. One resolution touches on “long-term sustainability of
Austin’s creative culture,” including both arts and music. Another focuses
specifically on “recovery and revitalization” of live music and Red River.
Each plan aims to create economic development entities for shortterm pandemic recovery, alongside cultural trusts for long-term sustainability. Both set deadlines of June 11.
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What We’re playing

Reckless Kelly:
American Jackpot/
American Girls

e d ite d by R ao u l H e R n a n d e z

www.recklesskelly.com

Reckless Kelly

Reckless Kelly hadn’t intended on making a double album when they
began recording their 11th studio LP last year at Arlyn Studios, but Willy
Braun booked more studio time than the guitar-scorching roots rockers
needed. The resulting double shot of American Jackpot/American Girls pulls
on the two main threads of Austin’s Braun Brothers and their songwriting
over the past quarter century: contradictions of American identity and the
complexity of relationships.
“I’ve had this idea to make a record about America for a long time, and
it’s gone through a lot of different phases,” says Willy Braun, holed up at
the family homestead in Idaho, with the rest of the band in Austin. “I didn’t
want it to be too political or too ‘God bless America,’ but at the end of the
day, I wanted it to be American stories. There’s a song about Grandpa,
about Jackie Robinson, a song about riding mules out of the Grand Canyon.”
Like a Western-rooted Drive-By Truckers or Red Dirt Springsteen, Reckless
Kelly explores that sense of America with a brazen embrace of both pride
and critique, hard truths reckoned with head-on but with stubborn and
enduring independence.
“A lot of people will see the album cover and assume it’s going to be 10
songs about Trump, but I think I exercised great restraint in that,” laughs
Braun. “We don’t want to alienate anybody, but at the same time I’m going
to speak my mind. So there are songs that dive a little bit into that end of
the pool, but for the most part, it’s just American stories.”
With their Paramount Theatre release show and subsequent tour on hold
indefinitely, Braun plays weekly shows online. Music From the Mountains streams
live on Reckless Kelly’s social media channels every Sunday.
– Doug Freeman

Abhi the NomAd’s “LoNg Nights”

mobLey’s “Nobody’s FAvourite”

Chris poLCyN, “breAthe”

mike & the mooNpies FeAt. JohNNy bush

A knock at the door signals the arrival of a
mysterious package. Abhi the Nomad pops it
open to discover a new Xbox game: Abhi vs. the
Universe. “Nice graphics,” he says, right before
becoming one with the game, which imprisons
him until he earns enough experience points. The
Austin rapper and serious gamer employs said
Black Mirror-style scenario to introduce his new
project. The game’s first objective targets a hot
new track, so he picks up his guitar, MIDI keys,
and microphone and lays down the bangin’ “Long
Nights,” with a guest verse from Khary. That earns
350 XP.
– Kevin Curtin

According to ATX pop maven Mobley, new single
“Nobody’s Favourite” documents the “internal monologue of a scumbag.” The multihyphenate’s character
spends most of the track swaying between “utter
egomania and abject self-loathing. He’s losing it,
spiraling as the song goes on.” Mixed by Spoon’s Jim
Eno, the singer-songwriter takes on a sonically beefier
tone on a track born from rough recordings created
during what was supposed to be a relaxing post-tour
trip to Thailand. He wrote the bulk of upcoming album
Young & Dying in the Occident Supreme on a remote
island with a $100 knockoff Telecaster purchased in
Bangkok. The muscular track comes accentuated with
thoughtful lyrics and a booming signature hook.
– Kahron Spearman

Austin-based Holodeck Records introduces
Californian Chris Polcyn with his glowing debut single,
“Breathe.” Written on older digital hardware, the producer infuses essences of premillennial electronica,
New Age, acid house, and dub. It’s a calming affair,
downtempo atmospherics seated in synth melodies
and a sturdy bassline. “When I first heard Polcyn’s
music, I was immediately drawn in by his jazz-informed
proficiency with chord voices and melodic arrangements,” offers Dylan Cameron, Holodeck’s resident mixand-master stalwart. “I love the way he contextualizes
modern synth production into the paradigm of classic
house and dance music.”
– Kahron Spearman

Recorded at Abbey Road Studios with the London Symphony Orchestra, Mike & the
Moonpies’ 2019 stunner, Cheap Silver & Solid Country Gold, bucked the homegrown
honky-tonk hardcores into a whole new talent bracket. That’s where they intersect
with Johnny Bush, Lone Star classic country influence on no less than Willie Nelson.
Bandleader Mike Harmeier wrote “Say It Simply” for third album Mockingbird, and
during a song swap with Bush revealed to the veteran crooner he’d written it in his
clean, broad, Southwestern style. The latter reciprocated by eventually cutting his own
vocal for the Moonpies song, which still silver-lines roadhouses from here to Patrick
Swayze on the heavenly glide of pedal steel player Zach Moulton. Tune into Harmeier’s
Live From the Prairie Rose Saturdays, 8pm on Facebook for acoustic performances,
vintage videos, interviews, and a raffle.
– Raoul Hernandez

YouTube

brother sports’ mALA ep
Bandcamp, Spotify

A smattering of singles, always accompanied
by band member Ishaq Fahim’s vivid designs,
established Brother Sports as a jittery local garage
presence of the past few years. The quintet’s first
EP, Mala injects a dreamy, guitar-led wash of reverb
with hyper urgency. The result is ultrapotent rock
dopamine topped with nonchalant vocal sneer. It’s
named for a title track the group reveals as one
of their first songwriting efforts, appropriate for a
release that summarizes each of Brother Sports’
stylistic interests in five compact tracks. Driving
rhythms (“Distractions”) emulate the Strokes, while
“2069” dances toward a psychedelically interested
approximation of the Growlers. Through phases in
focus, the vibe is decidedly upbeat.
– Rachel Rascoe

40

www.mobleywho.com

mAgNA CArdA ep & podCAst
Bandcamp, SoundCloud

Three-time recipients of the Austin Music Award
for Best Hip-Hop/Rap kicked off May with the release
of Coffee Table Talk Vol. Two. The six-song sequel to
2017’s first EP volume matches the chill vibe found
throughout Magna Carda’s catalogue. Megz Kelli
(Megan Tillman) strings together words with the confident swagger of a poet intimately relaying thoughts
before a dimly lit crowd, potently weaving between
production by Dougie Do (Chris Beale), stopping
only to add a stab of her own on guitar. The versatile
Austin duo recently started a podcast on SoundCloud.
The hosts of 2 Legit Radio shed light on artists they
admire, discuss current events, and help listeners with
tips on creating music.
– Derek Udensi
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www.holodeckrecords.com

bridge FArmers/CheAp WAve Live
Bandcamp

Recorded February 2018, ATX acid metal trio
Bridge Farmers presents the name-your-price Live
at the Electric Church, a 35-minute set recorded by
C.R.O.W. Electric engineers-in-residence Remy David
and Tyler Speicher. Kicking off with 2016 single
“Frater Achad,” the remaining four tracks originate on
that year’s eponymous psych-doom platter, burning
it all down with a 12-minute “Pyramids of Montauk.”
Marking one of the last nights of pre-pandemic Red
River routine with Live From Before, peppy nerd punk
trio Cheap Wave dispenses a 40-minute event recorded March 12 at Mohawk, its $5 price tag going toward
nonprofit RRCD. The bulk of the album’s material,
“Burn the Tyrants” and “Oh Yeah” among the highlights,
is exclusive to this release, and proves an excellent
primer to a rising talent.
– Greg Stitt

Soundcloud, Spotify

WedNesdAys Live From WoNderLANd
Facebook

Judging by their weekly live show on Facebook, few domiciles seem more magically suited to ride out a pandemic than Carolyn Wonderland and A. Whitney Brown’s
compound on the outskirts of Austin. While the blues queen breaks from her tour with
John Mayall, she hosts the Wednesday stream to showcase old favorites and new tunes
recently recorded with Dave Alvin for a planned 2020 LP. Her husband, comedian and
SNL alum Brown, meanwhile beguiles with endless stories and his lessons on how to
make a proper plate of Texas beans. Hint: The secret’s in the soaking. – Doug Freeman

pbs uNLoCks AustiN City Limits episodes
www.pbs.org

Watched everything good on Netflix? Tired of your friend’s poorly produced livestreams? PBS throws you a bone. They’ve added 40-plus episodes of Austin City
Limits to their app and website, most pulling from the latest three seasons. First things
first: Watch John Prine’s magical 2018 performance. Then enjoy captures of Herbie
Hancock, St. Vincent, Billie Eilish, H.E.R., and Janelle Monáe. George Strait (1989) and
B.B. King (1982) count as free classics, while Tom Waits turning the stage into an ashtray (1978) is available to PBS donors.
– Kevin Curtin

Bob Appel 7pm FACEBOOK LIVE
Jeff Plankenhorn 7pm
FACE B O O K L I VE

Blue Monday w/
Oscar Ornelas 8pm

8:30pm FACE BOOK LIV E

Cari Hutson & Hunter St.
Marie 8pm FACE B O O K L I VE
No Lights No Lycra dance
party in the dark w/ DJ
Brian Blackout 8pm
TW I TCH

Not at Donn’s Depot w/ Chris
Gage 8pm FACE B O O K L I VE

BettySoo’s Nobody’s
Happy Hour 6:30pm
FACE B O O K L I VE

Consensual Sets w/ Ten Ass
City 5:30pm FAC EB O O K L IV E
Austin Americana Live
w/ Love & Chaos, Jeff
Plankenhorn 6pm
HOL DMYT ICK ET

SIMS Foundation Sofa
Sessions w/ Bright Light
Social Hour 6pm
FACE B OOK L I V E

Harley-Davidson presents
Black Heart Saints 7pm
FACE B OOK L IV E

Little Longhorn Saloon presents Tom Ben Lindley 7pm
FACE B OOK LI V E

3ten ACL Live presents
Stream Come True w/ Folk
Uke 8pm FAC EB O O K L I V E

Fri. 5/22
More Love Music Lunch Hour
w/ Joanna Howerton &
Michael Cross 12:30pm
FACE B OOK L I V E

BettySoo Rocks the House
1pm FACE B O O K L IV E

SIMS Foundation Sofa
Sessions w/ Sweetness
& the Storyteller 6pm
FACE B OOK L I V E

Adrian Conner

FACE B OOK L I V E

7pm

FAC E BOO K LI VE

AJ Vallejo 8pm FACEBOOK LIVE
At Home With ACL Live
feat. John Doe 8pm
FAC E BO O K LI VE

DJ Chorizo Funk
FAC E BOO K LI VE

8pm

The Lost Well’s Rock for
Rent w/ Amplified Heat
8pm FAC E BOO K LI VE

Flamingo Cantina presents
Dangerous Sound 8:30pm
FAC E BOO K LI VE

DJ Chorizo Funk
I N STAGRA M

10pm

Jordan Matthew Young
HOL D MYT I CK E T

Shelley King

1pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

Kris Schultz Live From the
Corner (Of Her Apartment)
1pm FAC E BOO K LI VE

Beat Root Revival Birthday
Stream 5pm FAC E BOO K LI VE
DJ Mel’s Living Room Dance
Party 6pm FAC E BOO K LI VE
SIMS Foundation Sofa
Sessions w/ Eve Monsees
& Mike Buck 6pm
FAC E BO O K LI VE

Hill Country Galleria x ACL
Radio present Medicine Man
Revival 7pm FACEBOOK LIVE
Living Room Lounge w/ the
Matters 7pm FAC E BO O K LI VE

Úlla 5:30pm FACE B O O K L I VE
Chris Beall 7pm FACEBOOK LIVE
Terri Hendrix & Lloyd Maines
7pm FACE B O O K L I VE

The Lost Well’s Rock for Rent
w/ Jesus Christ Superfly
7pm FACE B O O K L I VE

Mon. 5/25
Bonnie Whitmore
FACE B O O K L I VE

3pm

Love Line w/ Molly Burch
5pm I NSTAGRA M

Stephen Carolan
FACE B O O K L I VE

5pm

ongoing
Butcher Bear & Guests

Daily, 10:30pm INSTAG RAM

Natalie Price & Friends

Mondays-Fridays, 10pm
I NSTAGRA M

Hanna Barakat
FACE B O O K L I VE

Pat Byrne

Tuesdays, 10am
and Thursdays, 5:30pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

5pm

Jaelyn Penner

Tuesdays,
Thursdays, 9pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

House to House w/ Anna
Larson 6pm FACE B O O K L I VE
Little Longhorn Saloon presents Robynn Shayne 6pm
FACE B O O K L I VE

Leeann Atherton

Thursdays,
6pm and Sundays,
12:30pm FACEBOOK LIV E

Jon Dee Graham &
William Harries Graham
Wednesdays, 8:30pm
and Fridays, noon

6pm

SIMS Foundation Sofa
Sessions w/ Harkrider
FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

Karen Mal & Will Taylor
FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

Wednesdays, 7pm
and Sundays, 10:30am

Erin Ivey

5pm

Micah Motenko

Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays,
8pm FACE B O OK LIV E

Tuesdays, 7:30pm
and Wednesdays, 1pm

Wed. 5/27

FACE B O O K L I VE

S at. 5 / 2 3

8pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

Isolation Congregation
w/ Dave Madden

2pm

Virtual Chicken Shit Bingo
w/ Fingerpistol 4pm

Patrice Pike

8pm

Too Fun Tuesday TV
w/ Fingerpistol 8pm
Bringing It All Back Home
w/ Evan Charles 9pm

11am

I NSTAGRA M

7pm

Sydney Wright

FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

6pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

Sarah Sharp With Mitch
Watkins, Masumi Jones
& Kris Wade 7pm
FACE B O O K L I VE

Sun. 5/24
Corey Baum

3ten ACL Live presents
Stream Come True w/ Miles
Zuniga 7pm FACE B O O K L I VE
Eric Bettencourt 7pm
FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

Cece Yentzen

3pm

Curtis McMurtry

FACE B O O K L I VE

L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

FACE B O O K L I VE

5pm FACE B O O K L I VE

thu. 5/21

Giulia Millanta

7pm FACE B O OK LIV E

Brazilian Jazz Happy Hour
w/ Paula Maya 5:30pm

Free Parking w/ Mandy
Prater 9pm FACE B O O K
Kevin Russell 9pm

thu. 5/28

Graham Wilkinson

Mario Matteoli & Family

Feel Good Hour w/ Monte
Warden 7pm FACEBOOK LIVE
Grace Pettis & Friends 7pm

8:30pm

YO U T U B E

Eve Monsees & Mike Buck

tue. 5/26

DaviD BrenDan Hall

8pm YO U T U B E

Flamingo Cantina presents Mau Mau Chaplains
Sonya Jevette

FACE B O O K L I VE

Bright light Social hour

Wednesday Hang w/ Mobley

FACE B O O K L I VE

6pm

Lex Land

Fridays, 10:30am
and Mondays, 5pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

Matt Hubbard’s “Grandpa’s
Piano” Livestream 7pm

Miles Zuniga

Carolyn Wonderland w/ A.
Whitney Brown’s Little Big
Picture 8pm FACE B O O K L I VE

Guy Forsyth & Jeska Bailey

FACE B O O K L I VE

EvErywhErE you want to bE in austin

Austinchronicle.com/events

Tuesdays,
7pm and Fridays, 9pm

FACE B O O K L I VE

Sat., May 23, 6pm; Sun.,
May 24, 1pm; Thu., May
28, 6pm FACEBOOK LIV E

SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS: Music listings deadline is Monday, 9aM,
for that week’s issue, published on thursday. please indicate
roadshows and residencies. send venue naMe, address, phone
nuMber, acts, and start tiMes to ClUBS@aUSTINChRONICle.COM.

Please consider supporting The Austin
Chronicle. For just a few bucks, you can
help us keep delivering the news.

austinChroniCle.Com /support
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Lu Doc

coMicS

The

Dear Luv Doc,
It is becoming increasingly apparent to me that this coronavirus pandemic isn’t going to go away anytime soon. Three
Mountain West conference schools – including the UC system
– have announced they plan to only have mostly online classes in the fall, and today (Thu., May 14), Texas had the highest
number of coronavirus deaths in a day (58). Move along,
nothing to see here! Despite that, Governor Abbott is going
to open gyms and exercise facilities on Monday, which will
no doubt increase the spread of the virus and lead to more
Texans dying. So, considering that those of us with the most to lose will be locked up for a
long time, how does an old guy like me find love and companionship with someone smart
enough to stay healthy?
– Tested in All Ways But One

“swapping cooties”

I truly wish I had an answer for that, but we are in uncharted territory here – at least in
terms of dating. The good news, at least, is that there has never been a better time in the
history of the planet to get to know someone without swapping cooties. The downside, of
course, is that glory hole hand jobs are now even riskier than they were in early January,
but if we’re being really honest, nobody is going to waste a proper glory hole on a hand job.
Therefore, my bet is that the risk of getting a communicable disease from a glory hole has
only increased a modest amount.
Coronavirus notwithstanding, casual sex has always been a bit of a crap shoot. Both dice
games and venereal diseases date back to well before the ancient Greeks, who, even by modern standards, got around. Ancient Mesopotamians might well have been busy inventing
the wheel, but they were also getting busy with each other in ways that would make even a
dancing Baptist blush. Sumerians, Babylonians, and Akkadians were all up to their ears in
pottery porn, stone dildos, and freaky sex positions. Why do you think it was called the Fertile
Crescent? You can bet it wasn’t because of the number of seeds in their cantaloupe slices – and
remember, this was back when the only sure cure for syphilis was the grave.
Who knows what would have become of the ancient Mesopotamians if they had Grindr? The
armies of Alexander the Great might have deserted en masse if they found out the syphilitic
Mesos were down for doggy style. And there you go: The Greek army is dead in the water
before they can even explore the Indian subcontinent – and more importantly, the Kama Sutra.
I know, I know, I am not here to rewrite history, especially when the future looms so menacingly, but somehow I still can’t seem to shake my inexplicable sense of optimism. Compared
to the ancient Mesopotamians, we just have it so damn good. For instance: I don’t think they
even knew what avocado toast was. How’s that for a tragic, unbearable existence? Look. I
know it’s been a long time since America has been so rife with ignorance, discord, and rancor,
but what better time for everyone to go to their respective corners and contemplate their contribution to shitting the collective bed? I feel fairly certain we will all emerge better people.
So my advice to you is to take this wonderful opportunity to get to know someone – or several someones – who might enrich your life in ways that a hormone-addled sexual encounter
never could. Then … perhaps in a few months or on November 4, when you finally realize
Armageddon is actually approaching, you can bust that nut that’s been building up for the last
nine months with someone you’ve truly grown to love and cherish, coronavirus be damned.

need some advice from the luv doc?

Send your questions to
luvdoc@austinchronicle.com.

Mr. Smarty Pants Knows
Years ago, when the species was distributed more widely, whooping cranes were
called “flying sheep” in Manitoba because of their large size.
When Sesame Street began in 1969, half of the nation’s school districts did
not have kindergarten programs.
When he was an up-and-coming comic, Colin Mochrie (of the TV show Whose Line Is It Anyway?)
literally had to pull people out of a McDonald’s to come see the shows he was performing in.
A fist bump transmits about 90% fewer germs than a handshake.
The chocolate chip cookie was created by Ruth Wakefield by cutting up a chocolate bar and adding it
to her Butter Drop Do cookies. She called them Toll House Chocolate Crunch Cookies.
Above is information that Mr. Smarty Pants read in a book, a magazine,
or the newspaper; heard on the radio; saw on television; or overheard at a party.
Got facts? Write to Mr. Smarty Pants at the Chronicle, or email mrpants@austinchronicle.com.
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EmploymEnt
COMPUTER/
TECHNICAL
ADVISOR, IT SECURITY
SecureWorks (a Dell Technologies company) is seeking an
Advisor, IT Security at its
Round Rock, TX facility and
can work remotely to be
responsible for reviewing security-related events and assess
their risk and validity based
on available telemetry from
network, endpoint, and global
threat intelligence information
in order to provide clients
with concise detailed, and
well written incident reports,
root causes identification, and
remediation recommendations.
Req. 006742. To be considered
for the opening, please send
resume with requisition number to: jobs_dell@dell.com. No
phone calls please. Workforce
diversity is an essential part of
Dell’s commitment to quality
and to the future. We encourage you to apply, whatever your
race, gender, color, religion,
national origin, age, disability,
marital status, sexual orientation or veteran status.
ARCHITECT/MANAGER
Edgile LLC has an opening in
Austin, TX. Architect/Manager
(PAM): strategy, roadmap &
solutions. May be assigned to
various, unanticipated sites
throughout the US. Submit resume (principals only) to: Dina.
borg@edgile.com & include
recruitment source + full job
title in subject line. EOE
ENGINEERING
Applied Materials, Inc. has
openings in Austin, TX, for
Process Support Engineers
(Req #L1128), to serve as
liaison between the customer
and the Business Unit for assigned projects, ensuring clear
understanding of customer issues and delivery of applicable
solutions. May require some
international and/or domestic
travel. Mail resume to Applied
Materials, Inc. M/S 1211, 3225
Oakmead Village Dr., Santa
Clara, CA 95054. Must include
REQ# to be considered.

ENGINEERING
Visa Technology & Operations
LLC currently has openings in
our Austin, Texas location for:
- Sr. UI Engineers (Job# REF27121Y) Develop, implement,
and configure web content
management solutions using
Adobe Experience Manager
(AEM). Translate business
requirements into technical
details relevant to AEM.
- Staff Software Engineers (fmr.
title: Sr. Software Engineers)
(Job#: REF27110E): Design,
develop, and implement information products and services
for Visa’s Commercial line of
products.
- Sr. Software Engineers (Job#
REF26924Y) to develop and
configure software solutions
and applications within the
CIT organization, including the
Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) tool suite.
To apply, please reference
Job#s above when mailing
resume to: LJ, Visa Inc., MS:
M1-12 SW, 900 Metro Center
Blvd., Foster City, CA 94404.
EOE

PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Dell Products L.P. is seeking
a Principal Systems Development Engineer at our Round
Rock, TX facility to be responsible for developing innovative
new memory solutions for the
PowerEdge server platforms
working with a high-performing
systems engineering team
focused on the integration of
emerging memory technologies. Integrate critical features
for the emerging memory
technologies into HW/SW
subsystems to promote growth
in the Enterprise, Client, and
Storage computing segments.
Req. 005585. To be considered
for the opening, please send
resume with requisition number to: jobs_dell@dell.com. No
phone calls please. Workforce
diversity is an essential part of
Dell’s commitment to quality
and to the future. We encourage you to apply, whatever your
race, gender, color, religion,
national origin, age, disability,
marital status, sexual orientation or veteran status.

PRINCIPAL SOFTWARE
ENGINEER - IT
Dell USA L.P. is seeking a Principal Software Engineer - IT at
our Round Rock, TX facility to
be responsible for developing
software systems and deploying them to the cloud environment using automated testing
and continuous integration.
Develop systems built for scale,
performance, and reliability in
ASP.NET. Req. 007094. To be
considered for the opening,
please send resume with requisition number to: jobs_dell@
dell.com. No phone calls
please. Workforce diversity
is an essential part of Dell’s
commitment to quality and to
the future. We encourage you
to apply, whatever your race,
gender, color, religion, national
origin, age, disability, marital
status, sexual orientation or
veteran status.

SENIOR ADVISOR,
STRATEGIC BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
Dell USA L.P. is seeking a
Senior Advisor, Strategic
Business Development at
our Round Rock, TX facility
responsible for identifying,
defining, analyzing insights,
and supporting the effort to
drive pilot and programs for
Dell’s Chief Customer Office.
Support strategic and operational projects from ideation
through execution, focusing
on enterprise and commercial
businesses. Req. 007253. To
be considered for the opening,
please send resume with requisition number to: jobs_dell@
dell.com. No phone calls
please. Workforce diversity
is an essential part of Dell’s
commitment to quality and to
the future. We encourage you
to apply, whatever your race,
gender, color, religion, national
origin, age, disability, marital
status, sexual orientation or
veteran status.

WEBSITE Check out more
great ads online! austin
chronicle.com/classifieds.

lEgal noticEs

Call today 512 /45 4- 5767

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Separate sealed Bids for
the Goforth Special Utility
District (SUD) - ADVANCED
METER INFRASTRUCTURE
(AMI) SYSTEM REPLACEMENT, SWE Project No.
0092-086-20 will be received by
and at the office of Southwest
Engineers Inc., 307 St. Lawrence, Gonzales, Texas 78629
until Thursday, June 11, 2020
at 10:00 AM where they will
be opened and read aloud.
Bids must be clearly marked
on the outside of the envelope
or package with the words
“Goforth SUD - Advanced
Meter Infrastructure (AMI)
System Replacement
Project”. Bids received after
this time will be rejected and
returned unopened. “In accordance with DSHS guidance,
the Goforth SUD is practicing
good hygiene, environmental
cleanliness and sanitation,
and implementing social

distancing by minimizing
social gatherings; therefore
no more than ten (10) people
can attend the bid opening
and each person in attendance
should also be practicing good
hygiene and will be required to
implement social distancing
to minimize in-person contact.
Any person who does not feel
comfortable attending, or does
not prefer to attend, can call
in to the bid opening at 10:00
AM using the conference call
number: 1-832-917-1510 and
then, when prompted, entering
the code: 921474. Once connected to the conference call,
each person calling in shall
identify themselves so a record
of such attendance can be
documented.”
The project generally consists
of replacing commercial
and residential water meters
throughout the Goforth service
area with an advanced meter
infrastructure (AMI) system.

Each Bidder shall also include the time when he could
begin work and the number of
days needed to complete the
project as part of his bid. This
may factor into the award of
the project.
The Information for Bidders,
Bid, Bid Bond, Contract, Plans,
Specifications, Performance
and Payment Bonds and the
Contract Documents may be
examined at the following
locations:
SOUTHWEST ENGINEERS,
INC., 307 ST. LAWRENCE
STREET, GONZALES, TEXAS
78629 (830) 672-7546
Plans and Specifications are
available at the office of Southwest Engineers, Inc. in three
different formats:
Hard Copy- $80.00 (NonRefundable)
CD in PDF Format- $30.00 (NonRefundable)
Download- $25.00 (NonRefundable)

w w w. a u s t i n c h r o n i c l e . c o m / c l a s s i f i e d s

SENIOR SOFTWARE
ENGINEERS
Visa USA Inc., a Visa Inc. company, currently has openings in
our Austin, TX location for:
- Senior Software Engineers
(Job# REF27001B) to drive
development of multiple
applications, prototype new applications and feature ideas.
To apply, please reference Job#
above when mailing resume to:
LJ, Visa, Inc., MS: M1-12 SW,
900 Metro Center Blvd., Foster
City, CA 94404. EOE
SENIOR TECHNICAL STAFF
MEMBER
IBM Corporation, Austin, Texas:
Integrate systems into hybrid
cloud. Design hardware-based
hyperconverged systems products. Develop infrastructure as
a code deployment automation
for solutions. Select, adapt,
and develop operating system
kernel for different generations
of processors. Design and
develop hypervisor support
for guest operating systems.
Design integration between
systems, cloud native containerized solutions, and hardware
management layers. Review
software code produced across
development teams. Utilize
POWER processor and commodity based: system architecture, SW/HW virtualization
technology (Linux KVM, KVM
on POWER architecture), operating systems, system management architecture, Agile
Methodology, and Continuous
Integration and Development.
Required: Bachelor’s degree
or equivalent in Computer
Engineering or related and five
(5) years of experience as a
Senior Technical Staff Member,
Senior Software Engineer,
or related. Five (5) years of
experience must include
utilizing POWER processor
and commodity based: system
architecture, SW/HW virtualization technology (Linux KVM,
KVM on POWER architecture),
operating systems, system
management architecture,
Agile Methodology, and Continuous Integration and Development. Please send resumes
to recruitad@us.ibm.com.
Applicants must reference Y245
in the subject line.

A bid bond in the amount of
5% of the bid issued by an
acceptable surety registered
with the U.S. Treasury shall
be submitted with each bid. A
certified check payable to the
Goforth Special Utility District
may be submitted in lieu of the
Bid Bond.
The Goforth Special Utility District reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and to waive any
informalities in the bidding.
Bids may be held by the
Goforth Special Utility District
for a period not to exceed
thirty (30) days from the date
of the bid opening for the
purpose of reviewing the bids
and investigating the bidder’s
qualifications prior to the
contract award.
May 12, 2020
Goforth Special Utility
District
Ronald Bell, President

SOFTWARE SENIOR
ENGINEER
EMC Corporation (a Dell
Technologies company) is seeking a Software Senior Engineer
at our Austin, TX facility with
eligibility for Mobile (Telework)
to engage in software design,
development, and prototyping
of applications and solutions
using agile methodologies in
6-8 week sprints. Develop broad
knowledge of the Emerging
Technologies and Ecosystems
mission and strategy connecting it to day-to-day issues. Req.
001557. To be considered for
the opening, please send resume with requisition number
to: jobs_dell@dell.com. No
phone calls please. Workforce
diversity is an essential part of
Dell’s commitment to quality
and to the future. We encourage you to apply, whatever your
race, gender, color, religion,
national origin, age, disability,
marital status, sexual orientation or veteran status.
STAFF SOFTWARE TEST
ENGINEERS
CyberSource Corporation, a
Visa Inc. company, currently
has openings in our Austin,
Texas location for:
- Staff Software Test Engineers
(Job#REF26918O): Design and
implement test solutions, by
taking them to production with
high quality, complete all testing phases and follow an agile
methodology.
To apply, please reference
Job#s above when mailing
resume to: LJ, Visa Inc., MS:
M1-12 SW, 900 Metro Center
Blvd., Foster City, CA 94404.
EOE
FREE ADS
Looking to hire a bartender?
Have an apartment you need
to rent? All you need to do is
go online to austinchronicle.
com/classifieds and post your
ad for FREE. Make it stand out
with pictures! Highlight it by
making it a featured ad! You
can even run it in print! Ads
run online for 30 days, and are
posted immediately. After all,
immediate gratification takes
too long!

Application has been
made with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for a
Mixed Beverage (MB),
Mixed Beverage
Late Hours (LB), and
Beverage Cartage
(PE) Permit by 1523
WUSOUTHSHORE
LLC d/b/a SOUTH
SHORE GRILL to be
located at 1523
Tinnin Ford Road,
Austin, Travis County,

TECHNICAL STAFF,
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGIST
Dell Products L.P. is seeking
a Technical Staff, Engineering
Technologist at our Round
Rock, TX facility responsible for
developing long-term technology strategies based on technical and business requirements
to create technical interfaces,
drive requirements into next
generation vendor designs, and
develop and maintain vendor
roadmaps. Req. 004789. To be
considered for the opening,
please send resume with requisition number to: jobs_dell@
dell.com. No phone calls
please. Workforce diversity
is an essential part of Dell’s
commitment to quality and to
the future. We encourage you
to apply, whatever your race,
gender, color, religion, national
origin, age, disability, marital
status, sexual orientation or
veteran status.
EMPLOYMENT
The Austin Chronicle’s Employment Section. Better applicants
for less money. Call 512-4545765 to place your ad today!

GENERAL
DOG GROOMER
Busy shop looking for very
experienced groomer. Must be
able to do quality scissor work
and able to groom large dogs,
60 lbs+.Serious groomers
please call. 512-323-5745. Call
between 11:00am-3:00 pm.

NON-PROFIT
BECOME A MENTOR
WITH COMMUNITIES IN
SCHOOLS OF CENTRAL
TEXAS
Get paid to make a
difference!
Professional
development in education,
social work, psychology.
https://ciscentraltexas.org/
americorps-programdetails/

Texas. Managing
Member is McKenzie J.
Prudhomme.
Application has been
made with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for a
Mixed Beverage
Permit and Mixed
Beverage Late Hours
Permit by Crawfish
ATX Partners, LLC
dba The Boat, 3908
W. Braker Lane
‘C’, Austin, Travis

OFFICE/
CLERICAL
MEDICAL BILLING
TRAIN ONLINE TO DO MEDICAL BILLING! Become a Medical Office Professional online
at CTI! Get Trained, Certified &
ready to work in months! Call
866-243-5931. M-F 8am-6pm ET)
(AAN CAN)

PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTANT, PRICING
Dell Products L.P. is seeking
a Consultant, Pricing at our
Round Rock, TX facility to
drive the analytical and pricing
activities designed to maximize
sales, expand market share and
ensure long-term profitability
objectives are met. Evaluate effectiveness of pricing strategy
and make recommendations
for adjustments based on
market dynamics. Req. 005836.
To be considered for the
opening, please send resume
with requisition number to:
jobs_dell@dell.com. No phone
calls please. Workforce diversity is an essential part of Dell’s
commitment to quality and to
the future. We encourage you
to apply, whatever your race,
gender, color, religion, national
origin, age, disability, marital
status, sexual orientation or
veteran status.

SALES/
MARKETING
SALES AUTOMATION
CONSULTANT
San Francisco Consulting
Group, Inc. (dba: Motiv) seeks
Sales Automation Consultant
to assist clients with sales
automation strategy while helping with implementations and
startups of software. Worksite:
Austin, TX office. Send resume
to San Francisco Consulting
Group, Inc. (dba: Motiv) 5912
Balcones Drive, Suite 200,
Austin, TX 78731.

County, Texas. KFM
Management, LLC,
Manager; Katherine
F. Manninen, its
Manager; LKM
Management, LLC,
Manager; Lucian
K. Morehead,
its Manager;
Susan Morehead
Management, LLC,
Manager; Susan
K. Morehead, its
CONTINUED
ON P.44
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Manager.
Application has been
made with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for a
Wine & Beer Retailer’s
Permit, Brewpub
License, Private
Carrier’s Permit, Food
& Beverage Certificate
and Local Cartage
Permit by Renaissance
Brewing, LLC dba
Suds Monkey Brewing
Company located at
12024 US 290 West,
Austin, Travis County,
Texas, Gregory C.
Plummer and Susan
Plummer, Managers.
Application has been
made with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for a Wine
and Beer Retailer’s
Permit & Food and
Beverage Certificate by
Island Thyme Grill LLC
to be located at 2915

CO N TINUED FROM P.4 3

Guadalupe St Unit A,
Austin, Travis County,
Austin, Texas, 78705.
The managers of
said Limited Liability
Corporation are
Michael R Butigian,
Patrick J Butigian,
Michael A Butigian and
Rosemary Butigian.
Application has been
made with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for
a Winery Permit
by Zilker Brewing
Company, LLC, to be
located at 1701 E. 6th
Street, Austin, Travis
County, Texas 78702.
The managers of
applicant are Patrick
Clark, Forrest Clark,
and March Rodriguez.
Application is being
made with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission for
a Wine and Beer

Retailer’s Off-Premise
Permit by Dolgencorp
of Texas, Inc. d/b/a
Dollar General Store
#20388 located at
7916 Decker Lane,
Austin, Travis County,
TX 78724. Officers of
said Corporation are
Steven R. Deckard,
CEO, John Garratt, CFO,
and Jason S. Reiser,
Secretary.
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
THE STATE OF TEXAS
CAUSE NO: D-1-FM-20-001400
To: JEREMIAS CAAL CAC
and to all who it may concern,
Respondent(s); GREETINGS:
YOU HAVE BEEN SUED. You
may employ an attorney. If
you or your attorney do not
file a written answer with the
clerk who issued this citation
by 10:00 A.M. on the Monday
next following the expiration
of twenty days after you were
served this citation and petition, a default judgment may be
taken against you.
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear and answer
before the Honorable District
Court, 200TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, Travis County,
Texas, at the Courthouse of
said County in Austin, Texas, at
or before 10 o’clock A.M. of the
Monday next after expiration
of twenty days from the date
of service of this citation,
then and there to answer the

Looking for something more?
Check out austinchronicle.com/classifieds
for even more great ads online.
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ORIGINAL PETITION IN SUIT
AFFECTING THE PARENTCHILD RELATIONSHIP &
FOR CONSERVATORSHIP
OF CHILD, TRAVIS COUNTY
STANDING ORDER of ROSA
POP CAC Petitioner(s), filed
in said court on FEBRUARY
25, 2020, against JEREMIAS
CAAL CAC Respondent (s),
and said suit being number
D-1-FM-20-001400 the docket
of said Court, and entitled “IN
THE INTEREST OF E.M.CP., A
MINOR CHILD”, the nature of
which suit is a request PETITION IN SUIT AFFECTING THE
PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP & FOR CONSERVATORSHIP OF CHILD
The Court has authority in this
suit to enter any judgment or
decree in the CHILD’S interest
which will be binding on you,
including the termination of the
parent-child relationship, the
determination of paternity and
the appointment of a conservator with authority to consent to
the CHILD’S adoption.
Issued and given under my
hand and the seal of said
court at Austin, Texas, March
12, 2020.
VELVA L. PRICE
Travis County District Clerk
1000 Guadalupe, P.O. Box
679003
Austin, Texas 78767
REQUESTED BY:
MARIO A. BOISSELIER
8200 N MOPAC EXPY., SUITE
170
AUSTIN, TX 78759
BUSINESS PHONE: (512)9040500
FAX: (512)957-2730
PREPARED BY: STANFORD
ZELDA
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
THE STATE OF TEXAS
CAUSE NO: D-1-GN-20-000199
To: GALDINO BENITEZ
AND ELIZABETH BENITEZ
Defendant(s), in the hereinafter
styled and numbered cause:
YOU (AND EACH OF YOU)
HAVE BEEN SUED. You may
employ an attorney. If you
or your attorney do not file a
written answer with the clerk
who issued this citation by
10:00 A.M. on the Monday next
following the expiration of 42
days from the date of issuance
hereof, that is to say at or before 10 o’clock A.M. of Monday
the JUNE 29, 2020, and answer
the PETITION TO INTERPLEAD
FUNDS of Plaintiff(s), filed in
the 98TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
COURT of Travis County,
Texas, on JANUARY 13, 2020, a
default judgment may be taken
against you. Said suit being
number D-1-GN-20-000199,
in which CODILIS & MOODY,
P.C. F/K/A CODILIS AND
STAWIARSKI, P.C. Plaintiff(s),
and GALDINO BENITEZ;
ELIZABETH BENITEZ; RESURGENT CAPITAL SERVICES, LP
D/B/A Defendant(s), ALEGIS
CORPORATE SERVICE, L.P.;
VION HOLDINGS LLC; GEICO
and the nature of which said
suit is as follows: PLAINTIFF
CODILIS & MOODY, P.C. F/K/A
CODILIS AND STAWIARSKI,
P.C., BY AND THROUGH ITS
ATTORNEY OF RECORD,
CODILIS & MOODY, P.C., 400 N.
SAM HOUSTON PKWY EAST,
STE 900A, HOUSTON, TEXAS
77060, FILED A PETITION TO
INTERPLEAD FUNDS UNDER
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CAUSE NO. D-1-GN—20-000199
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
OF THE 98TH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF TRAVIS COUNTY,
TEXAS, TO DETERMINE THE
DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS
PROCEEDS LEFT OVER AS A
RESULT OF A FORECLOSURE
SALE ON NOVEMBER 5,
2013 ON THE FOLLOWING
DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY
OF WHICH DEFENDANTS,
GALDINO BENITEZ AND
ELIZABETH BENITEZ ARE
POTENTIAL PARTIES IN
INTEREST: LOT SEVENTEEN
(17), BLOCK “B”, MILWOOD,
SECTION ELEVEN, A SUBDIVISION IN TRAVIS COUNTY,
TEXAS, ACCORDING TO THE
MAP OR PLAT THEREOF
RECORDED IN VOLUME 81,
PAGE 237, PLAT RECORDS OF
TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS AND
CORRECTED BY INSTRUMENT
IN VOLUME 8573, PAGE 174,
REAL PROPERTY RECORDS
OF TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS
COMMONLY KNOWN AS 12804
GANYMEDE COURT, AUSTIN,
TX 78727-5148. ALL OF WHICH
MORE FULLY APPEARS FROM
PLAINTIFF’S PETITION TO
INTERPLEAD FUNDS ON
FILE IN THIS OFFICE, AND
WHICH REFERENCE IS HERE
MADE FOR ALL INTENTS AND
PURPOSES.
Issued and given under my
hand and the seal of said court
at Austin, Texas, May 15, 2020.
VELVA L. PRICE
Travis County District Clerk
1000 Guadalupe, P.O. Box
679003
Austin, Texas 78767
PREPARED BY: RODRIGUEZ
NANCY
REQUESTED BY: AARON
JOHN DEMUTH
400 N SAM HOUSTON PKWY
K STE 900A HOUSTON, TX
77060—3548
BUSINESS PHONE:
FAX:
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
CAUSE NO.: D-1-GN-19-003626
– To: CEDRIC SALAS and
to all who it may concern,
Respondent(s); GREETINGS:
- YOU HAVE BEEN SUED.
You may employ an attorney.
If you or your attorney do not
file a written answer with the
clerk who issued this citation
by 10:00 A.M. on the Monday
next following the expiration
of twenty days after you were
served this citation and petition, a default judgment may
be taken against you. – YOU
ARE HEREBY COMMANDED
to appear and answer before
the Honorable District Court,
419th JUDICIAL DISTRICT
COURT, Travis County, Texas,
at the Courthouse of said
County in Austin, Texas, at or
before 10 o’clock A.M. of the
Monday next after expiration
of twenty days from the date
of service of this citation, then
and there to answer the PLAINTIFF’S ORIGINAL PETITION
AND ATTACH DISCOVERY
Petitioner(s) filed in said court
on JUNE 24, 2019, against
CEDRIC SALAS Respondent(s),
and said suit being number
D-1-GN-19-003626 the docket of
said Court.
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
DISTRICT COURT
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Case No. A-19-804489-C

AHERN RENTALS, INC.
Plaintiff, v. ALVA WELLS,
individually; DOES I through
X; and ROE CORPORATIONS
I through X, Inclusive, Summons- Civil
NOTICE YOU HAVE BEEN
SUED. THE COURT MAY DECIDE AGAINST YOU WITHOUT
YOUR BEING HEARD UNLESS
YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20
DAYS.
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW. TO THE
DEFENDANT(S): A civil
Complaint has been filed by the
Plaintiff(s) against you for the
relief set forth in the Complaint.
Object of Action: This is a Complaint for Breach of Personal
Guaranty.) 1. If you intend to
defend this lawsuit, within 20
days after this Summons is
served on you, exclusive of the
day of service, you must do the
following: (a) File with the Clerk
of this Court, whose address is
shown below, a formal written
response to the Complaint in
accordance with the rules of
the Court, with the appropriate
filing fee. (b) Serve a copy of
your response upon the attorney whose name and address
is shown below. 2. Unless
you respond, your default will
be entered upon application
of the Plaintiff(s) and failure
to so respond will result in a
judgement of default against
you for the relief demanded in
the Complaint, which could
result in the taking of money
or property or other relief
requested in the Complaint. 3.
If you intend to seek the advice
of an attorney in this matter,
you should do so promptly so
that your response may be filed
on time. 4. The State of Nevada,
its political subdivisions,
agencies, officers, employees,
board members, commission
members and legislators each
have 45 days after service of
this Summons within which to
file an Answer or other responsive pleading to the Complaint.
CLERK OF COURT, BY: Marie
Kramer, Deputy clerk, Date
Oct 30, 2019) Regional Justice
Center, 200 Lewis Avenue, Las
Vegas, NV 89155, Submitted
by: Nazario Jureidini, Esq.,
Nevada Bar No. 6368, 8350
Eastgate Road, Henderson,
Nevada 89015, Telephone (702)
285-9252, Facsimile (702) 3629316, nazario.jureidini@yahoo.
com , Attorney(s) for: AHERN
RENTALS, INC.
Published in Austin Chronicle
Publication dates: 5/1, 5/8, 5/15
and 5/22.
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
The State of Texas
To unknown heirs of ALEX
WAYNE MCCARRIER,
Deceased
Cause No. C-1-PB-20-000889,
in Probate Court Number 1,
Travis County, Texas.
JOHN R MCCARRIER filed
an Application to Declare
Heirship and Application for
Independent Administration
and Letters of Independent
Administration Without Bond
in in the above-numbered and
-entitled estate on May 11,
2020, requesting that the Court
determine who are the heirs
and only heirs of ALEX WAYNE
MCCARRIER, Deceased, and
their respective shares and
interests in such estate.

All unknown heirs and any
other persons interested in
this estate are cited to appear
before this Court by filing a
written contest or answer to
this application if they want to
do so. The Court may act on
this application at any time at
the Travis County Courthouse,
1000 Guadalupe St., Room 217,
Austin, Texas 78701, on or after
10:00 a.m. on the first Monday
after the expiration of ten days
from the publication date of
this citation. Therefore, to
ensure consideration, any contest, answer, or other response
must be filed with the Travis
County Clerk in cause number
C-1-PB-20-000889, styled ALEX
WAYNE MCCARRIER on or
before the above-noted date
and time.
If this citation is not served
within 90 days after it is issued,
it must be returned unserved.
Given under my hand and seal
on May 12, 2020,
Dana DeBeauvoir
County Clerk, Travis County,
Texas
P.O. Box 149325, Austin, Texas
78714-9325
By Deputy: V. LIMON
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
The State of Texas
To unknown heirs of CATHARINE AMANDA BELYO AKA
CATHARINE MILLER BELYO
, Deceased
Cause No. C-1-PB-20-000898,
in Probate Court Number 1,
Travis County, Texas.
WILLIAM P. MILLER filed an
Application for Determination
of Heirship and for Letters of
Independent Administration
in in the above-numbered and
-entitled estate on May 13,
2020, requesting that the Court
determine who are the heirs
and only heirs of CATHARINE
AMANDA BELYO AKA
CATHARINE MILLER BELYO ,
Deceased, and their respective
shares and interests in such
estate.
All unknown heirs and any
other persons interested in this
estate are cited to appear
before this Court by filing a
written contest or answer to
this application if they want
to do so.
The Court may act on this
application at any time at the
Travis County Courthouse,
1000 Guadalupe St., Room
217, Austin, Texas 78701, on
or after 10:00 a.m. on the first
Monday after the expiration of
ten days from the publication
date of this citation. Therefore,
to ensure consideration, any
contest, answer, or other
response must be filed with the
Travis County Clerk in cause
number C-1-PB-20-000898,
styled CATHARINE AMANDA
BELYO AKA CATHARINE
MILLER BELYO on or before
the above-noted date and time.
If this citation is not served
within 90 days after it is issued,
it must be returned unserved.
Given under my hand and seal
on May 13, 2020.
Dana DeBeauvoir
County Clerk,
Travis County, Texas
P.O. Box 149325,
Austin, Texas 78714-9325
By Deputy: /s/ L. HERNANDEZ
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
The State of Texas

To unknown heirs of EUGENE
PAUL PHILLIPS, Deceased
Cause No. C-1-PB-20-000068,
in Probate Court Number 1,
Travis County, Texas.
DIANE PHILLIPS filed an
Application to Determine
Heirship and for Letters of
Independent Administration
in in the above-numbered and
-entitled estate on January
13, 2020, requesting that the
Court determine who are the
heirs and only heirs of EUGENE
PAUL PHILLIPS, Deceased,
and their respective shares and
interests in such estate.
All unknown heirs and any
other persons interested in this
estate are cited to appear
before this Court by filing a
written contest or answer to
this application if they want
to do so.
The Court may act on this
application at any time at the
Travis County Courthouse,
1000 Guadalupe St., Room
217, Austin, Texas 78701, on
or after 10:00 a.m. on the first
Monday after the expiration of
ten days from the publication
date of this citation. Therefore,
to ensure consideration, any
contest, answer, or other
response must be filed with the
Travis County Clerk in cause
number C-1-PB-20-000068,
styled EUGENE PAUL PHILLIPS on or before the abovenoted date and time.
If this citation is not served
within 90 days after it is issued,
it must be returned unserved.
Given under my hand and seal
on May 13, 2020.
Dana DeBeauvoir
County Clerk,
Travis County, Texas
P.O. Box 149325,
Austin, Texas 78714-9325
By Deputy: /s/ B. HICKS
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
The State of Texas
To unknown heirs of VIRGINIA DUMONT BOBRINK,
Deceased
Cause No. C-1-PB-20-000838,
in Probate Court Number 1,
Travis County, Texas.
HEIDI BOBRINK SCOTT
filed an Application for Determination of Heirship and
for Letters of Independent
Administration in in the abovenumbered and -entitled estate
on May 04, 2020, requesting
that the Court determine who
are the heirs and only heirs
of VIRGINIA DUMONT BOBRINK, Deceased, and their
respective shares and interests
in such estate.
All unknown heirs and any
other persons interested in this
estate are cited to appear
before this Court by filing a
written contest or answer to
this application if they want
to do so.
The Court may act on this
application at any time at the
Travis County Courthouse,
1000 Guadalupe St., Room
217, Austin, Texas 78701, on
or after 10:00 a.m. on the first
Monday after the expiration of
ten days from the publication
date of this citation. Therefore,
to ensure consideration, any
contest, answer, or other
response must be filed with the
Travis County Clerk in cause
number C-1-PB-20-000838,
styled VIRGINIA DUMONT

LEGAL NOTICES
BOBRINK on or before the
above-noted date and time.
If this citation is not served
within 90 days after it is issued,
it must be returned unserved.
Given under my hand and seal
on May 05, 2020.
Dana DeBeauvoir
County Clerk,
Travis County, Texas
P.O. Box 149325,
Austin, Texas 78714-9325
By Deputy: /s/ B. HICKS
CITATION BY PUBLICATION
The State of Texas To
unknown heirs of JOHNNY
HOWARD HAWKINS JR,
Deceased Cause No. C1-PB-20-000756, in Probate
Court Number 1, Travis
County, Texas.
JERALDINE HARDEMAN
NEVELS A/K/A JERALDINE
HAWKINS filed an APPLICATION TO DETERMINE HEIRSHIP AND FOR LETTERS
OF INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATION PURSUANT TO
SECTIONS 401.003401.005,
TEXAS ESTATES CODE in
in the above-numbered and
-entitled estate on April 21,
2020, requesting that the Court
determine who are the heirs
and only heirs of JOHNNY
HOWARD HAWKINS JR,
Deceased, and their respective
shares and interests in such
estate.
All unknown heirs and any
other persons interested in
this estate are cited to appear
before this Court by filing a
written contest or answer to
this application if they want to
do so. The Court may act on
this application at any time at
the Travis County Courthouse,
1000 Guadalupe St., Room
217, Austin, Texas 78701, on
or after 10:00 a.m. on the first
Monday after the expiration of
ten days from the publication
date of this citation. Therefore,
to ensure consideration, any
contest, answer, or other
response must be filed with the
Travis County Clerk in cause
number C-1-PB-20-000756,
styled JOHNNY HOWARD
HAWKINS JR on or before the
above-noted date and time.
If this citation is not served
within 90 days after it is issued,
it must be returned unserved.
Given under my hand and seal
on April 22,2020,
Dana DeBeauvoir
County Clerk, Travis County,
Texas
P.O.Box 149325,
Austin,Texas 78714-9325
By Deputy: B. HICKS

Matidav Restaurant
Inc., Gilberto Lopez,
Pres/Sec has applied
for a Mixed Beverage
& Late Hours Permit
with the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage
Commission d/b/a
Hacienda Jalisco, 8766
Research Blvd. #DB,
Austin, Travis, TX

NOTE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF JOHNNY
JUAREZ
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters of Testamentary
for the Estate of Johnny Juarez
A/K/A Johnny N. Juarez were
issued on May 7, 2020 in Cause
No. 200058-P, pending in the
County Court of Hays County,
Texas, to Rosa Juarez.
Claims may be presented in
care of the attorney of the
Estate, addressed as follows:
Rosa Juarez, Independent
Executor
c/o Trent Brough
Brough & Resendez PLLC
1213 W. Slaughter Lane,
Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78748
All persons having claims
against this estate, which is
currently being administered,
are required to present them
within the time and in the manner prescribed by law.
Brough & Resendez PLLC
1213 W. Slaughter Lane,
Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78748
Phone: (512) 792-9510
Fax: (512) 717-7271
By: /s/ Trent Brough
State Bar No. 24081913
trent@bandrlaw.com
NOTICE OF ABANDONED
VEHICLES
Pursuant of Texas Abandoned
Motor Vehicle Act (www.
tdlr.texas.gov), the following
vehicle will be sold at public
auction unless charges are
paid in full. SECOND NOTICE:
1973 Mercury Cougar, White,
VIN: 3F91H575406, towed from
601 County Road 263, Leander,
TX 78641. Tow Fee $255 plus
notification fee, storage and
other fees apply. Storage is
calculated daily until vehicle
is claimed. Garagekeeper:
Eagle Towing & Recovery
(0653716VSF), 2305 W. Howard
Lane, Austin, TX 78728. Call
512-255-4441 for more details.
NOTICE OF ABANDONED
VEHICLES
Pursuant of Texas Abandoned
Motor Vehicle Act (www.
tdlr.texas.gov), the following
vehicle will be sold at public
auction unless charges are
paid in full. 1994 Chevrolet Van,
VIN #1GBEG25Z1RF114561,
$4738.20 due. Storage is
calculated daily until vehicle is
claimed. Failure of the owner/
lienholder to claim the vehicle
before date of sale is a waiver
of all right, title, & interest in
the vehicle AND a consent to
the sale of the vehicle at a public sale. Garagekeeper: Cosmic
Storage (0653170VSF), 4416
Brandt Rd, Austin, TX 78744.
512-961-3076 for more details.
NOTICE OF ABANDONED
VEHICLES
PURSUANT OF TEXAS ABANDONED MOTOR VEHICLE ACT,
THE FOLLOWING WILL BE
SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE: IF THE
VEHICLE IS NOT CLAIMED 30
DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS NOTICE IS SENT GIVES
THIS VEHICLE STORAGE
FACILITY THE RIGHT TO
DISPOSE OF THE VEHICLE.
ADDITIONALLY FAILURE TO
CLAIM THE VEHICLE IS A
WAIVER OF ALL RIGHT, TITLE,
OR INTEREST IN THE VEHICLE

AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
AND CONSENT TO SELL THE
VEHICLE AT A PUBLIC SALE
– GARAGE KEEPER: AUS-TEX
TOWING & RECOVERY, LLC
307 FARLEY DRIVE AUSTIN, TX
78753 512-836-7443 0650246VSF
WWW.TDLR.TEXAS.GOV –
BLACK DODGE STRATUS NO
LP NO VIN TOWED FROM
1201 BARBARA JORDAN
BLVD. AUSTIN 78723 5/11/2020
$281.65
NOTICE OF ABANDONED
VEHICLES
PURSUANT OF TEXAS ABANDONED MOTOR VEHICLE ACT,
THE FOLLOWING WILL BE
SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE: IF THE
VEHICLE IS NOT CLAIMED 30
DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS NOTICE IS SENT GIVES
THIS VEHICLE STORAGE
FACILITY THE RIGHT TO
DISPOSE OF THE VEHICLE.
ADDITIONALLY FAILURE TO
CLAIM THE VEHICLE IS A
WAIVER OF ALL RIGHT, TITLE,
OR INTEREST IN THE VEHICLE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
AND CONSENT TO SELL THE
VEHICLE AT A PUBLIC SALE
– GARAGE KEEPER: AUS-TEX
TOWING & RECOVERY, LLC
307 FARLEY DRIVE AUSTIN, TX
78753 512-836-7443 0650246VSF
WWW.TDLR.TEXAS.GOV –
229802 40’CONEX TOWED
FROM 1300 CO RD 217
FLORENCE, TX 76527 4/22/20
$2,631.39
NOTICE OF ABANDONED
VEHICLES
PURSUANT OF TEXAS ABANDONED MOTOR VEHICLE
ACT, www.tdkr.texas.gov THE
FOLLOWING WILL BE SOLD
AT PUBLIC SALE UNLESS
CHARGES ARE SATISFIED
WITHIN 30 DAYS.
GARAGE KEEPER: SOUTHSIDE WRECKER,0615801VSF,
8200 S CONGRESS , AUSTIN,
TX. 78745. (512)441-7094.
2006 WHITE GOLF CART NO
PLATE VIN 3010673
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
Watson & Taylor Self Storage
unit contents are being sold to
satisfy a landlord’s lien. Sale
to be held at www.storagetreasures.com from 5/22/20 2pm to
6/9/20 2pm. Clean up deposit
is required. Seller reserves the
right to withdraw the property
at any time before sale. Unit
items sold for cash to highest
bidder. All spaces contain
household items unless
otherwise noted. Watson &
Taylor Austin/6330 Harold
Ct Austin, TX 78721, Jose
Adame III
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
Extra Space Storage will hold a
public auction to satisfy Extra
Space’s lien, by selling personal property described below
belonging to those individuals
listed below at the location
indicated:
2550 FM 967 Buda, TX 78610,
512.691.9093, June 12, 2020 at
10:00am
Gabriella Martinez
Baby furniture, hamster cage,
printer
The auction will be listed and
advertised on www.storagetreasures.com. Purchases must
be made with cash only and

paid at the above referenced
facility in order to complete
the transaction. Extra Space
Storage may refuse any bid and
may rescind any purchase up
until the winning bidder takes
possession of the personal
property.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
Extra Space Storage will hold a
public auction to satisfy Extra
Space’s lien, by selling personal property described below
belonging to those individuals
listed below at the location
indicated:
3009 Dawn Dr., Georgetown
78628, 512.364.7202, June 12,
2020 at 10:00 am
Genaro Rodriguez
Totes, boxes
Crystal Palmer
Household goods
Elysia Nouri
Twin beds, boxes, washer
and dryer
Alejandro Vences
washer, dryer, couches, mattress, boxes
140 E Sonny Dr., Leander
78641, 512.240.5799, June 12,
2020 at 10.00 am
Kevin Terry
House Items
Clint Beltran
3 bedroom house - partially
furnished - king bed, couch,
love seat, dinning table, coffee
table.
3621 E Whitestone
Blvd, Cedar Park 78613,
512.645.8170, June 12, 2020 at
10:00 am
Allen Gonzales
Household items (Bed, Misc
Boxes, Dresser (2) Work Bench,
Tires, Totes, Tools)
Helen Zboray
Household items
Helen Zboray
Household items
Austin Frederick
Household items
The auction will be listed and
advertised on www.storagetreasures.com. Purchases must
be made with cash only and
paid at the above referenced
facility in order to complete
the transaction. Extra Space
Storage may refuse any bid and
may rescind any purchase up
until the winning bidder takes
possession of the personal
property.
NOTICE OF RELOCATION
Sukanya Burugu, MD/
Primary Care Clinic of Austin
will be relocating effective
June 22, 2020
For questions or copies
of medical records call:
512-372-4400
NEW LOCATION
WellMed at Cedar Park
1779 E. Whitestone Blvd.,
Building 2
Cedar Park, Texas 78613
512-372-4400
NOTICE OF SALE
Property of Jason and Keira
Pettitt in unit no. A-04 will be
sold as-is to the highest bidder
to satisfy a landlords lien. Sale
to be held at Treasure Chest
Storage. 1588 Hwy 71 W Cedar
Creek, Tx. 78612. on Saturday
May 30th at 12. noon. Contents
consisting of furniture,
antiques, luggage, household
items.

NOTICE OF SALE OF STATE
REAL PROPERTY
Sealed bids covering the sale of
the State’s interest in approximately 1.159 acre(s) of land
located at 2001 W. Whitestone
Blvd., Cedar Park, Williamson
County, Texas, may be mailed
to the attention of District
Engineer Tucker Ferguson,
P.E., Texas Department of
Transportation, 7901 North
Interstate 35, Austin, Texas
78753 or brought to the TxDOT
office at the same address.
Bids on the required, unaltered
form must be received in the
hands of the District Engineer
before 5:00 PM on June 30,
2020. The bids opening will
occur virtually at 1:30 PM on
July 1, 2020. The envelope
shall be marked “BID ON SALE
OF STATE REAL PROPERTY,
July 1, 2020. Do Not Open”
or TxDOT does not bear any
responsibility for prematurely
opened bids. Bidders or authorized agents are invited to
inspect the property on the
ground and to be present at the
virtual public opening of bids
at the above time. THE STATE
WILL TRANSFER ALL OF ITS
RIGHT, TITLE, AND INTEREST,
EXCLUDING OIL, GAS, SULPHUR, AND OTHER MINERALS, IN THE REAL PROPERTY
TO THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER
IN AN “AS IS” CONDITION
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY
OF TITLE, WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, OR WARRANTY OF SUITABILITY FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
The successful bidder may purchase an updated abstract or
title insurance at the bidder’s
own expense. The State’s disposal of this tract will automatically be subject to continued
rights of existing utilities, if
any, as provided by law, and
any required adjustment will
be at no cost to the State. The
conveyance of the property to
be sold is to be made subject
to any easements for access
to a right of way, implied or
otherwise, appurtenant to any
and all properties abutting the
property to be sold. In addition,
the transfer will be subject to
all matters of public record and
to all easements, leases, agreements, licenses, or other interests which affect the property,
and any matter which would
be disclosed by title examination, survey, investigation,
or inquiry, including, but not
limited to, the rights of parties
in possession. The minimum
acceptable bid for the above
referenced real property is
$340,336.00. Each bid shall be
accompanied by a bid deposit
check in the form of a Money
Order or Cashier’s Check made
payable with recourse to the
order of the “Texas Department of Transportation” as an
assurance that the bidder, if
successful, will consummate
the purchase. The bid deposit
shall include an amount equal
to the appraisal cost of $
5,900.00, the survey cost of
$5,817.50, the legal notice cost
of $1,089.00, a TxDOT service
fee of $1,600.00, and a down
payment of $17,016.80, for a
total deposit of $31,423.30.
Sales commission(s), if any,
shall be payable by buyer
at closing. Only the down

payment of $17,016.80 from the
successful bidder shall be applied to the purchase price for
the property. The Money Order
or Cashier’s Check shall be returned to unsuccessful bidders.
The entire bid deposit shall
become non-refundable when
the Texas Transportation Commission has ordered that the
property is no longer needed
for a state highway purpose.
The entire bid deposit shall be
considered forfeited if, at no
fault of the State, the bidder
fails to complete the purchase
before the 61st day after the
date the bidder receives written
notice that the State is ready
to complete the sale. Money
Orders or Cashier’s Checks of
all unsuccessful bidders will
be returned after submission
of the staff recommended
successful bid to the Texas
Transportation Commission.
The State reserves the right
to reject any and all bids. For
permission to inspect the
property, for required bid forms
(including a property description and recording information), for login information for
the virtual bid opening, or for
additional information contact
Peter Mousa at 512-416-2103
or Peter.Mousa@txdot.gov.

2630 Exposition Blvd., Suite 203
Austin, Texas 78703-1763

NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF William D.
McCormick, DECEASED
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of William D.
McCormick, Deceased, were issued on April 27, 2020, in Cause
No. C-1-PB-20-000437 pending
in Probate Court No. 1 of Travis
County, Texas, to:
Brian L. McCormick
The address of such Independent Executor is:
c/o Jordan M. Ware, Esq.
Winstead PC
401 Congress Avenue
Suite 2100
Austin, Texas 78701
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them within
the time and in the manner
prescribed by law.
WINSTEAD PC
401 Congress Avenue
Suite 2100
Austin, Texas 78701
512-370-2837
512-370-2850 Fax
jware@winstead.com
By: /s/ Jordan M. Ware
State Bar No. 24049209
ATTORNEY FOR INDEPENDENT EXECUTOR

NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF JOSEPHINE
COZAD
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of Josephine
Cozad, were issued on May
4, 2020 in Docket No. C1-PB-20-000515, pending in
the Probate Court No. 1, Travis
County, Texas, to Executor.
The address to which claims
should be sent is:
Michael Martin Cozad, Independent Executor
c/o William Meeks
Phelan Bay, PLLC
4009 Banister Lane, Suite 230
Austin, TX 78704
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them within
the time and in the manner
prescribed by law.
Phelan Bay, PLLC
4009 Banister Lane
Two Park Place, Suite 230
Austin, Texas 78704
Phone: 512-213-2444
Fax: 512-233-0944
By: /s/ William Meeks
William Meeks
State Bar No. 24068445
wmeeks@phelanbay.com
Attorneys for Michael Martin
Cozad, Independent Executor
of the Will and Estate of Josephine Cozad

NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF BURTON
GILBERT SHERWOOD
On April 14, 2020, letters testamentary for the Estate were issued to Walter Adam Sherwood
by Probate Court No. 1 of Travis
County, Texas, in Cause Number C-1-PB-20-000443 pending
upon the Probate Docket of
said Court.
All persons having claims
against the Estate, which is
currently being administered,
should present those claims
within the time prescribed by
law to:
Sara H. Atkins
Attorney for Walter Adam Sherwood, Independent Executor

NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF JOHN
HOWARD BURTTSCHELL,
DECEASED
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of John Howard
Burttschell, Deceased, were
issued on the 19th day of
May, 2020, in Cause No. C1-PB-20-000347, pending in the
Probate Court No. 1 of Travis
County, Texas, to:
Brigitte Anne (Burttschell)
Payne
The mailing address for the
Independent Executor is:
Brigitte Anne (Burttschell)
Payne, Independent Executor
Estate of John Howard Burttschell, Deceased
Attention: Brooke Hardie
c/o HARDIE LAW, PLLC
1100 West Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701
All persons having claims
against this Estate, which is
currently being administered,
are required to present them
within the time and in the manner prescribed by law.
Dated this 22nd day of May,
2020.

NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF LENITA
LOUISE KINANE, DECEASED
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters of Independent
Administration with Will Annexed for the Estate of Lenita
Louise Kinane, Deceased, were
issued on 05/12/2020, in Cause
No. C-1-PB-20-000135, pending
in the Probate Court No. 1 of
Travis County, TX, to Vanessa
Kinane and Grant Kinane.
The mailing address for the
Independent Co-Administrators
is Vanessa Kinane and Grant
Kinane, Independent Co-

Administrators Estate of Lenita
Louise Kinane, Deceased, Attn:
Randell Livingston, c/o Law
Office of Randell W. Livingston,
7600 N. Capital of TX Hwy,
Bldg., B, Suite 105, Austin,
TX 78731. All persons having
claims against this Estate,
which is currently being administered, are required to present
them within the time and in
the manner prescribed by law.
Dated May 22, 2020.
NOTICE TO ALL PERSONS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST
THE ESTATE OF SCOTT
WILLIAM HAMILTON A
DECEASED PERSON
Notice is hereby given that Letters Testamentary for the Estate
of Scott William Hamilton, a
deceased person, were issued
on May 14, 2020 in Cause
Number C-1-PB-20-000532, In
Probate Court Number One of
Travis County to Christopher
Alan Hamilton. All persons having claims against the Estate of
Scott William Hamilton, should
present those claims within the
time and in the manner prescribed by law to: Christopher
Alan Hamilton c/o of Paula J.
Salinas, at 1524 S. IH-35, Ste.
218, Austin, Texas 78704.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Cause Number C1-PB-120-000125
On the 12th day of May, 2020,
Letters Testamentary in the
Estate of KENNETH C. YODER,
Deceased, were issued to
ANNA YODER, Independent
Executor, by the Probate
Court # 1 of Travis County,
Texas, in cause number C1-PB-20-000125 pending upon
the docket of said Court. All
persons having claims against
said Estate are hereby required
to present them within the time
prescribed by law at the address shown below. The name
and address where claims
may be sent is Erin C. Cowden,
Attorney for Independent
Executor; The Law Office of
Erin C. Cowden, P.L.L.C., whose
address is 3267 Bee Cave Rd.
Ste. 107-376, Austin, TX 78746.
Telephone: 512-790-3267. TX
Bar Number 00796307.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is given that Letters of
Administration were issued in
the Estate of Susan Jane Brant,
Deceased, in Cause No. C1-PB-19-002186, in the Probate
Court No. 1 of Travis County,
Texas, to Ryan Michael Smith
on April 23, 2020. All persons
having claims against this
Estate are required to present
them to the following attorney
within the time and in the
manner prescribed by law: c/o
Cristina Nelson, 2440 E. Hwy.
290, Bldg. B, Dripping Springs,
TX 78620.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
Letters of Independent
Administration with Will Annexed for the Estate of RAUL
R. RODRIGUEZ were issued
on May 19, 2020 in Cause
Number C-1-PB-20-000790 in
the Probate Court No. 1, Travis
County, Texas to DOLOREZ G.
RODRIGUEZ. Claims may be
presented in care of the ExecuCONTINUED
ON P.46
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GEMINI (May 21-June 20): “The very least you can do in
your life is to figure out what you hope for,” writes author Barbara
Kingsolver. “And the most you can do is live inside that hope.
Not admire it from a distance but live right in it, under its roof.”
According to my analysis of the astrological omens, that is exactly the work you should be doing right now, Gemini. Everything
good that can and should happen for you in the coming months
depends on you defining what you hope for, and then doing
whatever’s necessary to live inside that hope.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): The periodic arrivals of “natural disruption” in our everyday routines has a divine purpose,
writes Yoruba priest Awó Falokun Fatunmbi. It is “to shake consciousness loose from complacency and rigid thinking.” To be vital, he says, our perception of truth must be constantly evolving,
and never stagnant. “Truth is a way of looking at self and World,”
Fatunmbi declares. “It is a state of being rather than an act of
knowing.” Many Westerners find this hard to understand because
they regard truth as a “fixed set of rules or dogma,” or as a body
of “objective facts.” But here’s the good news: Right now, you
Cancerians are especially receptive to Fatunmbi’s alternative understanding of truth – and likely to thrive by adopting it.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Novelist and war correspondent
Martha Gellhorn departed this life in 1998, but she articulated
a message that’s important for you to hear right now. She wrote,
“People often say, with pride, ‘I’m not interested in politics.’ They
might as well say, ‘I’m not interested in my standard of living, my
health, my job, my rights, my freedoms, my future or any future.’”
Gelhorn added, “If we mean to keep control over our world and
lives, we must be interested in politics.” In my opinion, her advice
is always applicable to all of us, but it’s especially crucial for you
to meditate on right now. You’ll be wise to upgrade your interest
and involvement in the big cultural and political developments
that are impacting your personal destiny.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): According to author and
teacher Marianne Williamson, “Ego says, ‘Once everything falls
into place, I’ll feel peace.’ Spirit says, ‘Find your peace, and then
everything will fall into place.’” I think the coming weeks will be
a favorable time for you to take Williamson’s advice seriously,
Virgo. How? By giving control of your life to Spirit as you find your
peace. In saying this, I’m not implying that Ego is bad or wrong.
In fact, I think Ego is a crucial asset for you, and I’m hoping that
in recent months you have been lifting your Ego to a higher, finer
state of confidence and competence than ever before. But right
now I think you should authorize Spirit to run the show for a
while. If you do, it will bless you with good surprises.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “Snatching the eternal out of
the desperately fleeting is the great magic trick of human existence.” Playwright Tennessee Williams said that, and now I’m
conveying his insight to you – just in time for you to dramatically
embody it. According to my astrological analysis, you now have
more power than usual to accomplish this magic trick: to create
something permanent in the midst of the transitory; to make
an indelible mark on a process that has previously been characterized by restless permutations; to initiate a bold move that
you will forever remember and be remembered for.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): In the course of his 73 years
on the planet, Scorpio author Paul Valéry (1871–1945) wrote
more than 20 books. But between the ages of 25 and 45, he
passed through a phase he called the “great silence.” During
that time, he quit writing and published nothing. Afterward, he
returned to his life’s work and was nominated 12 times for a
Nobel Prize. Although your own version of a great silence is less
extreme than his, I’m happy to announce that you will emerge
from it sooner than you imagine.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): I’m sad that my two
favorite 19th-century poets were unfamiliar with each other’s poetry. Walt Whitman was 11 years older than Emily Dickinson but
didn’t know her work. Dickinson had heard of Whitman but didn’t
read his stuff. Their styles were indeed very different: hers intimate, elliptical, psychologically acute; his expansive, gregarious,
earthy. But they were alike in being the most innovative American
poets of their time, and equally transgressive in their disregard
for standard poetic forms. If there were such a thing as time
travel, I’d send one of you Sagittarians back to set up a meeting
between them. Acts of innovative blending and creative unifying
will be your specialties in the coming weeks.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): The fictional character Sherlock Holmes (born January 6, and thus a Capricorn)
is a brilliant logician and acute observer who has astonishing
crime-solving skills. On the other hand, according to his friend
Dr. Watson, he “knows next to nothing” about “contemporary
literature, philosophy, and politics.” So he’s not a well-rounded
person. He’s smart in some ways, dumb in others. Most of us fit
that description. We are both brilliant and ignorant; talented and
inept; interesting and boring. According to my analysis of the
astrological omens, the coming weeks will be an excellent time
for you to hone and cultivate the less mature aspects of your own
nature. I bet you’ll reap rich rewards by doing so.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “People become like what
they love,” observed theologian St. Catherine of Siena. That’ll
be an interesting truth for you to meditate on in the coming
weeks. I suspect you will attract experiences that are clear reflections of the kind of love you have cultivated and expressed
for quite some time. You’ll be blessed in ways similar to the
ways you have blessed. You’ll be challenged to face questions
about love that you have not been dealing with. And here’s a
promise for the future: You’ll have the opportunity to refine and
deepen your approach to love so as to transform yourself into
more of the person you’d like to become.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): “Humanity is a mystery,”
wrote author Fyodor Dostoevsky. “The mystery needs to be
unraveled, and if you spend your whole life unraveling it, you
haven’t wasted your time. I am studying that mystery because
I want to be a complete human being.” I love this tender perspective on the preciousness of the Great Riddle we’re all immersed in. It’s especially useful and apropos for you to adopt
right now, Pisces, because you are undergoing an unusually
deep and intense communion with the mystery. As you marinate, you shouldn’t measure your success and good fortune
by how much new understanding you have attained, but rather
by how much reverence and gratitude you feel and how stirring
your questions are.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): “Excellence does not require
perfection,” wrote Aries author Henry James. Now I’m conveying
this brilliant counsel to you – just in time for the season when
it will make good sense to strive for shining excellence without
getting bogged down in a debilitating quest for perfection. Have
fun re-committing yourself to doing the best you can, Aries,
even as you refuse to be tempted by the unprofitable lure of
absolute purity and juvenile forms of idealism.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): To generate an ounce of
pure cocaine, you must collect 52 pounds of raw coca leaf and
work hard to transform it. But please don’t do that. Fate won’t
be on your side if you do. However, I will suggest that you consider undertaking a metaphorically comparable process – by
gathering a sizable amount of raw material or basic stuff that
will be necessary to produce the small treasure or precious
resource that you require.

Go to RealAstrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s EXPANDED WEEKLY AUDIO HOROSCOPES and DAILY
TEXT MESSAGE HOROSCOPES. The audio horoscopes are also available by phone at 877/873-4888 or 900/950-7700.
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LEGAL NOTICES
tor of the Estate addressed as
follows: The address of record
for DOLOREZ G. RODRIGUEZ
is 5117 Pepper Lane, Austin,
TX 78744.
All persons having claims
against this Estate, which is
currently being administered,
are required to present them
within the time and the manner

CONT I NU E D FR O M P. 4 5
prescribed by law.
DATED the 19th day of May,
2020.
/s/ DOLOREZ G. RODRIGUEZ,
Independent Administrator of
the Estate RAUL R. RODRIGUEZ, Deceased
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that Letters Testamentary for the Estate

of Carletta Hortman Waltman,
Deceased, were issued on
May 14, 2020, under Cause No.
C-1-PB-20-000616, pending
in the Probate Court Number
One of Travis County, Texas,
to Celeste Waltman Walsen as
Independent Executor.
All persons having claims
against this estate, which is

currently being administered,
are required to present those
claims within the time and in
the manner prescribed by law
in care of the Independent
Executor’s attorney, addressed
as follows:
Celeste Waltman Walsen,
Independent Executor
Estate of Carletta Hortman

W W W. AU ST I N C H R O N I C L E .CO M /C L A S S I F I E D S

MARKETPLACE
2000 CATERPILLAR 416C
TURBO Tractor, Loader,
Backhoe w/Hyd. Front Coupler,
1,418 HRS. Price $16,400. Call
210-876-6257
AUTO
CASH FOR CARS! We buy all
cars! Junk, high-end, totaled
– it doesn’t matter! Get free
towing and same day cash!
NEWER MODELS too! Call 866535-9689 (AAN CAN)
BOY SCOUT
COMPENSATION FUND
Anyone that was inappropriately touched by a Scout leader
deserves justice and financial
compensation! Victims may
be eligible for a significant
cash settlement. Time to file is
limited. Call Now! 844-896-8216
(AAN CAN)
CATHETER
One-Stop-Shop For All Your
Catheter Needs. We Accept
Medicaid, Medicare, & Insurance. Try Before You Buy. Quick
and Easy. Give Us A Call 866282-2506 (AAN CAN)

Waltman, Deceased
c/o Langham Partners, PC
9501 N. Capital of Texas Hwy.,
Ste. 202
Austin, Texas 78759
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that original Letters of Guardianship for
the Estate of Beth Ellen Hogan,
An Incapacitated Person, were
issued on April 22, 2020, in
Cause No. C-1-PB-19-002275,
pending in the Probate Court
Travis County, Texas, to: Andres Medrano.
The residence of the Guardian
is Austin, Travis County, Texas;
the post office address is:
c/o: M. Elizabeth Raxter
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 281
Lockhart, Texas 78644
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them within
the time and in the manner
prescribed by law.
DATED the 13th day of May,
2020.
By: /s/ M. Elizabeth Raxter
M. Elizabeth Raxter
Attorney for the Estate
State Bar No.: 24050084
P.O. Box 281
Lockhart, Texas 78644
E-mail: eraxter@tx-elderlaw.
com
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters of Independent
Administration in the estate
of Mary Kay Angell, also
known as Mary Kay Angell
Byrom, Deceased, Cause No.
C-1-PB-20-000375, pending
in the Probate Court of Travis
County, Texas, were issued on
May 14, 2020 to James Weston
Finger III. — All persons having
claims against this Estate are

COMPUTER REPAIR
COMPUTER ISSUES? GEEKS
ON SITE provides FREE diagnosis REMOTELY 24/7 SERVICE
DURING COVID19. No home
visit necessary. $40 OFF with
coupon 86407! Restrictions
apply. 866-939-0093 (AAN CAN)

HOME INSURANCE
SAVE BIG on HOME INSURANCE! Compare 20 A-rated
insurances companies. Get a
quote within minutes. Average
savings of $444/year! Call
844-712-6153! (M-F 8am-8pm
Central) (AAN CAN)

DISH TV
DISH TV $59.99 For 190 Channels + $14.95 High Speed
Internet. Free Installation,
Smart HD DVR Included, Free
Voice Remote. Some restrictions apply. 1-855-380-2501.
(AAN CAN)

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE STARTING
AT $49/ MONTH! Call for your
fee rate comparison to see how
much you can save!
Call: 855-569-1909.
(AAN CAN)

ED
Attention:VIAGRA and CIALIS
USERS! A cheaper alternative
to high drugstore prices! 50 Pill
Special - $99 + FREE Shipping!
100% guaranteed. CALL NOW:
888-531-1192 (AAN CAN)

PUBLISHING
BECOME A PUBLISHED
AUTHOR! We edit, print and
distribute your work internationally. We do the work… You
reap the Rewards! Call for a
FREE Author’s Submission Kit:
844-511-1836. (AAN CAN)

FAMILY LAW
Need Help with Family Law?
Can’t Afford a $5000 Retainer?
Low Cost Legal Services- Pay
As You Go - As low as $750$1500 - Get Legal Help Now!
Call 1-844-821-8249 Mon-Fri
7am to 4pm PCT (AAN CAN)
https://www.familycourtdirect.
com/?network=1

STUDENT LOANS
Struggling With Your Private
Student Loan Payment?
New relief programs can
reduce your payments.
Learn your options. Good credit
not necessary.
Call the Helpline 888-670-5631
(Mon-Fri 9am-5pm Eastern)
(AAN CAN)

required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law. - c/o: Caitlin Haney
Johnston – The Haney Law
Firm, 808 W. 10th Street, Suite
100, Austin, Texas, 78701,
Telephone: (512) 476-2212, Fax:
(512) 476-2202. DATED the
14th day of May, 2020. – Caitlin
Haney Johnston, State Bar No.
24087661, Attorney for Independent Administrator.

issued on March 24, in Cause
No. C-1-PB-20-000187, pending
in the Probate Court No. 1,
Travis County, Texas, to: TONJA
VICTORIA WHITE a/k/a TONJA
VICTORIA WHITE MATHEWS
and PHAEDRA AURELIA
WHITE a/k/a PHAEDRA AURELIA WHITE ABBOTT.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.
Tonja Victoria White, a/k/a
Tonja Victoria White Mathews,
and Phaedra Aurelia White,
a/k/a Phaedra Aurelia White
Abbott, Independent CoExecutors, Estate of Barbara
W. White
c/o Helen Edwards, Esq.,
Attorney
Dated May 18, 2020
/s/ Helen Edwards /s/
Attorney for Tonja Victoria
White, a/k/a Tonja Victoria
White Mathews, and Phaedra
Aurelia White, a/k/a Phaedra
Aurelia White Abbott
State Bar No. 24043762
4901 Spicewood Springs Road,
Ste. 100
Austin, Texas 78759
Telephone: (512) 643-8584
Fax: (866) 314-2826
Email: helen@helenedwardslaw.com

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that original Letters Testamentary for the Estate of ALBERT
JOSEPH LILLY JR., Deceased,
were issued on May 12, 2020 in
Cause No. C-1-PB-20-000222,
pending in the Probate Court,
Travis County, Texas, to ALBERT JOSEPH LILLY, III.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.
ALBERT JOSEPH LILLY, III,
Independent Executor, Estate of
ALBERT JOSEPH LILLY, JR..
c/o Robert Kyle Robbins
May 13, 2020
State Bar No. 24105719
The Law Offices of Kyle Robbins, PLLC
3800 N. Lamar Blvd., Suite 200
Austin, Texas 78756
Telephone: (512) 851-1248
Fax: (512) 361-1806
Email: kyle@kylerobbinslaw.
com
Attorney for Independent
Executor
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of BARBARA
W. WHITE, Deceased, were

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of BETTY JO
GATTIS OUTON, a/k/a BETTY
JO OUTON, were issued on
May 13, 2020, under Docket
No. C-1-PB-19-002455, pending
in the Probate Court No. 1 of
Travis County, Texas, to DAVID
HOWARD OUTON.
Claims may be presented in

THE INSIDE OUT

MIND/BODY
GENERAL
Treat yourself to a relaxing hot
oil, full-body Swedish massage
in a candle-lit, private room/
shower, 24/7, in/out calls. Clint
512-775-9164 - LMT# 034842

For advertising information on this page:

austinchronicle.com/
classifieds
or Call 512/454-5767

MUSIC
AUSTIN HARMONICA
LESSONS Austin Harmonica
Teacher. Michael Rubin
michaelrubinharmonica.com
512-619-0761
Skype/Facetime lessons
available

REAL ESTATE
ROOMMATES
Need a roommate? Roommates.com will help you find
your Perfect Match™ today!
(AAN CAN)
BACK PAGE Advertise your
product or service on the Back
Page! Call 454-5765.

care of the attorney for the
Estate addressed as follows:
Estate of BETTY JO GATTIS
OUTON, a/k/a BETTY JO
OUTON
c/o Jonathan S. Connor
Blazier, Christensen, Browder
& Virr, P.C.
3410 Far West Blvd., Suite 385
Austin, Texas 78731
All persons having claims
against this Estate, which is
currently being administered,
are required to present them
within the time and in the manner prescribed by law.
Dated this 15th day of May,
2020.
Blazier, Christensen, Browder
& Virr, P.C.
/Jonathan S. Connor/
Jonathan S. Connor
Attorney for the Estate
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of Earl H. Vaughn,
Deceased, were issued on
May 14, 2020, in Docket No.
C-1-PB-20-000763, pending in
Probate Court No. 1 of Travis
County, Texas, to: Janet Vaughn
Mahler.
Claims may be presented in
care of the attorney for the
estate, addressed as follows:
Scofield & Scofield, P.C., 1411
West Avenue, Suite 200, Austin,
Texas 78701-1537.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them within
the time and in the manner
prescribed by law.
DATED the 18th day of May,
2020.
Scofield & Scofield, P.C.
Attorneys for the Estate
By: /s/ Shea Kellams

LEGAL NOTICES
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of Joseph R. Nix,
Deceased, were issued on
May 14, 2020, in Cause No. C1-PB-20-00636, pending in the
Probate Court No. 1, TRAVIS
County, Texas, to: Shirley Nix
D’Angelo and Sandra Jo Nix.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.
c/o: Thomas J. O’Meara, Jr.,
Attorney at Law 7103 Fence
Line Drive, Austin, TX 78749
DATED the 19th day of May,
2020.
/s/ Thomas J. O’Meara, Jr.
Attorney for Shirley Nix
D’Angelo and Sandra Jo Nix
State Bar No.: 15279500
7103 Fence Line Drive
AUSTIN, TX 78749
Telephone: (512) 924-2277
E-mail: tom.omeara@sbcglobal.net
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that original Letters Testamentary for
the Estate of MARIO MORENO,
Deceased, were issued on
May 1, 2020, in Cause No.
C-1-PB-20-000485, pending in
the Probate Court No. 1, Travis
County, Texas, to: TERESA
MORENO.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.
TERESA MORENO
c/o the Law Office of Niles
Arguello, P.C.
401 Congress Ave., Suite 1540
Austin, Texas 78701
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of MARKUS M.
LOFTIN, III, Deceased, were
issued on May 1, 2020, in Cause
No. C-1-PB-20-000484, pending
in the Probate Court No. 1, Travis County, Texas, to: STANLEY
G. MOORE.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.

STANLEY G. MOORE
c/o the Law Office of Niles
Arguello, P.C.
401 Congress Ave., Suite 1540
Austin, Texas 78701
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of Oleta F. Nix,
Deceased, were issued on
May 14, 2020, in Cause No. C1-PB-20-000418, pending in the
Probate Court No. 1, TRAVIS
County, Texas, to: Shirley Nix
D’Angelo and Sandra Jo Nix.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.
c/o: Thomas J. O’Meara, Jr.,
Attorney at Law 7103 Fence
Line Drive, Austin, TX 78749
DATED the 19th day of May,
2020.
/s/ Thomas J. O’Meara, Jr.
Attorney for Shirley Nix
D’Angelo and Sandra Jo Nix
State Bar No.: 15279500
7103 Fence Line Drive
AUSTIN, TX 78749
Telephone: (512) 924-2277
E-mail: tom.omeara@sbcglobal.net
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
for the Estate of William R.
Fields, Deceased, were issued
on May 14, 2020, in Docket No.
C-1-PB-20-000713, pending in
Probate Court No. 1 of Travis
County, Texas, to: Lucia L.
Fields.
Claims may be presented in
care of the attorney for the
estate, addressed as follows:
Scofield & Scofield, P.C., 1411
West Avenue, Suite 200, Austin,
Texas 78701-1537.
All persons having claims
against this Estate which is currently being administered are
required to present them within
the time and in the manner
prescribed by law.
DATED the 17th day of May,
2020.
Scofield & Scofield, P.C.
Attorneys for the Estate
By: /s/ Janice Pierce
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice is hereby given that
original Letters Testamentary
upon the Estate of Michael J.
Sheskey, were issued to Susan
E. Sheskey, whose mailing

address is 901 West 9th Street,
Apt. 1002, Austin, Texas 78703,
on May 12, 2020, by the Probate
Court Number One of Travis
County, Texas, in Cause No.
C-1-PB-20-000646, which is
still pending, and that the Independent Executor now holds
such Letters Testamentary. All
persons having claims against
said estate are hereby required
to present the claims to Susan
E. Sheskey, c/o Michele A. Mobley, DuBois, Bryant & Campbell,
LLP, 303 Colorado, Suite 2300,
Austin, Texas 78701, within the
time prescribed by law.
/s/ Michele A. Mobley
DuBois, Bryant & Campbell,
LLP
303 Colorado Street, Suite 2300
Austin, Texas 78701
Dated: May 14, 2020
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice to all persons having
claims against the Estate of
Sherli Johnston Cochrane
a/k/a Shirley Joyce Cochrane,
Deceased. Notice is hereby
given that original Letters
Testamentary upon the Estate
of Sherli Johnston Cochrane
a/k/a Shirley Joyce Cochrane,
Deceased, were issued to
Robert Nicholas Cochrane on
May 5, 2020, in Cause No. C1-PB-20-000644, in the Probate
Court of Travis County, Texas,
which matter is still pending.
All persons having claims
against said Estate are required
to present same within the time
prescribed by law to: Robert
Nicholas Cochrane, 1205
Constant Springs Drive, Austin,
Texas 78746.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
On May 14, 2020, Jane Kovacs
a/k/a Jane Bradshaw Kovacs
was appointed to serve as
Independent Executor without
requirement of bond or
other security of the Estate
of Matthew Sandor Kovacs,
Deceased, in Cause No. C1-PB-20-000671, pending in the
Probate Court No. 1 of Travis
County, Texas. The address
of Independent Executor is
c/o Andrew C. Friedmann,
Attorney & Counselor at Law,
4408 Spicewood Springs Road,
Austin, Texas 78759, and all
persons having claims against
this estate are required to present them to such address in
the manner and time required
by law.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST

THE ESTATE OF ROBIN
LORRAINE BARIL
Notice is hereby given that
Letters Testamentary for the
ESTATE OF ROBIN LORRAINE
BARIL a/k/a ROBIN L. BARIL,
Deceased, were issued to
TANGELINE BALLESTER on
April 27, 2020, in Cause No.
C-1-PB-20-000522, pending
in Probate Court No. 1, Travis
County, TX. All persons having
claims against this Estate are
required to present them to the
undersigned within the time
and in the manner prescribed
by law.
TANYA K. STREIT
Attorney for Independent
Executor
Law Offices of Tanya K. Streit,
P.C.
13809 Research Blvd., Suite 500
Austin, TX 78750
Phone: (512) 772-5829
Fax: (512) 991-2763
OFFICIAL PUBLIC NOTICE
TO BIDDERS
TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS
Notice is hereby given that
sealed bids will be accepted by
Travis County for the following
items:
1. FY2020 HMAC Overlay
Program, 2004-005-RJ
Opens: June 10, 2020 at 2:00pm
Pre-Bid Info:
An optional Pre-Response
Meeting will be held virtually
through Skype at 10:00 AM CST
on 5/27/2020. Please join the
meeting via the link below:
https://meet.traviscountytx.gov/
randle.jackson/DFNNCCM3
If you would like to join by
phone please dial 1-512-8545962 Conference ID: 5681233
Bids should be submitted to:
Bonnie Floyd, Travis County
Purchasing Agent, 700 Lavaca
Street, Suite 800, P.O. Box 1748,
Austin, Texas 78767. Specifications can be obtained from or
viewed at the Travis County
Purchasing Office at no charge
or by downloading a copy from
our website: www.co.travis.
tx.us/purchasing/solicitation.
asp. Bidders should use unit
pricing or lump sum pricing, if
appropriate. Payments may be
made by check. The successful
bidder shall be required to
furnish a Performance Bond
in the amount of One Hundred
percent (100%) of the contract
amount awarded, if applicable.
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MOONTOWERJOURNAL

Remember Austin before hellish traffic,
hipsters and high-rises?
Visit www.moontowerjournal.com, where it
is always throwback Thursday.

READY TO QUIT
SMOKING?

HypnosisAustin.com 512-200-4249

TRAIN ONLINE TO DO
MEDICAL BILLING!

Become a Medical Office Professional online
at CTI! Get Trained, Certified & ready to work
in months! Call 866-243-5931. M-F 8am6pm ET) (AAN CAN)

STICKERS, LABELS, DECALS
We print stuff that sticks
512-873-9626 TheBumperSticker.com

STRUGGLING WITH
YOUR PRIVATE STUDENT
LOAN PAYMENT?

New relief programs can
reduce your payments.
Learn your options.
Good credit not necessary.
Call the Helpline 888-670-5631 (Mon-Fri
9am-5pm Eastern) (AAN CAN)

CASH FOR CARS!

THIRD COAST COFFEE

We buy all cars! Junk, high-end, totaled – it
doesn’t matter! Get free towing and same
day cash! NEWER MODELS too!
Call 866-535-9689 (AAN CAN)

SEMEN DONORS NEEDED
$100 per specimen. Healthy college
educated males, 18-39 years old. For an
application visit beaspermdonor.com

DISH TV

$59.99 FOR 190 CHANNELS
+ $14.95 HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
Free Installation, Smart HD DVR Included,
Free Voice Remote. Some restrictions apply.
1-855-380-2501. (AAN CAN)

LOCAL * ORGANIC * FAIR TRADE
Wholesale & Retail Available
Order online * Pick up Mon-Fri 9am=6pm
www.thirdcoastcoffee.com

GROUNDED TAROT
READING
Where to? Who with?
What do? Live (free mask)
or by phone. Complete,
deep, specific. Writing, too.
512 569-4767 (donation)

NEED A ROOMMATE?

Roommates.com will help you find your
Perfect Match™ today! (AAN CAN)

AUTO INSURANCE
STARTING AT $49/ MONTH!

Call for your fee rate comparison to see how
much you can save! Call: 855-569-1909.
(AAN CAN)

ATTENTION: VIAGRA AND
CIALIS USERS!

A cheaper alternative to high drugstore
prices! 50 Pill Special - $99 + FREE
Shipping! 100% guaranteed.
CALL NOW: 888-531-1192
(AAN CAN)

ATX BUYS HOUSES

Fast Cash - Any Condition * Family Owned &
Operated * Same Day Offer!
512-957-1878 * ATXBUYSHOUSES.COM

BECOME A
PUBLISHED AUTHOR!

We edit, print and distribute your work
internationally. We do the work… You
reap the Rewards! Call for a FREE Author’s
Submission Kit: 844-511-1836.
(AAN CAN)

COMPUTER ISSUES

GEEKS ON SITE provides FREE diagnosis
REMOTELY 24/7 SERVICE DURING
COVID19. No home visit necessary. $40 OFF
with coupon 86407! Restrictions apply. 866939-0093 (AAN CAN)

SAVE BIG ON HOME
INSURANCE!

Compare 20 A-rated insurances companies.
Get a quote within minutes. Average savings
of $444/year! Call 844-712-6153! (M-F
8am-8pm Central) (AAN CAN)

The ausTin chronicle

.com

coloring book!
Preorders

Totally Free Adult Matching for
all lifestyles and preferences.

available

now!

learn more!
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